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Executive Summary
The "information explosion" sparked by digital technology has fostered an
increasing awareness of the sheer mass of information available today in a
variety of media, from traditional formats such as paper to the more recent
film, optical, and magnetic formats. Institutions charged with collecting, stor-
ing, preserving, and making accessible recorded information are struggling to
keep pace with the growth of information production, even though their brief
is to collect only a portion of what is published and an even smaller portion
of what is produced and disseminated in unpublished form. With so much
information produced, how do members of the research communityschol-
ars and teachers, librarians and archivists, and academic officers who support
their workdistinguish between what is of long-term value, what is ephem-
eral, and what of that ephemera is valuable for the preservation of a rich his-
torical record?

Libraries have struggled with these questions for a long time, but the is-
sue of how to understand and protect the value in research collections, in par-
ticular in the original, unreformatted materials in physical formats that
abound in libraries and archives, is more urgent than ever. The Council on
Library and Information Resources convened a task force of scholars, aca-
demic officers, librarians, and archivists to investigate the role of artifacts
original, unreformatted materialsin libraries and archives as these institu-
tions are creating digital collections and services to serve research and
teaching functions. The task force members were asked to articulate a general
context or framework for formulating and evaluating institutional policies on
how best to preserve and make accessible artifactual collections and how to
ensure their continued access for research and teaching needs, however those
needs evolve.

The task force was charged to answer specifically these questions:
What qualities of an original are useful or necessary to retain in their origi-
nal form? Under what circumstances are original materials required for
research?
When is it sufficient and appropriate to capture intellectual content
through reformatting and not necessarily retain the original?
Which preservation options provide the most appropriate and cost-effec-
tive means of preserving the original?
From both custodial and scholarly perspectives, what are the advantages
and disadvantages of these various preservation options?

Task force members addressed the needs of print and paper-based collec-
tions; of audiovisual materials, including still and moving images, recorded
sound, and broadcast media; and of digital formats, both those created from
analog sources and those that are created and exist exclusively in digital form.



vi

The challenges to preserving artifactual collections are formidable. Arti-
facts are at risk because they are produced in high quantity; because they are
recorded onto unstable media that decay over time; and because the economics
of preservation result in preservation needs of collections competing less and
less successfully with the access needs of users. Moreover, developing priori-
ties for preservation actions on the basis of the research value of an object is
challenging because of the unknown and unfixed values of artifacts. The dynamic
nature of intellectual inquiry increases demand for some types of sources
while neglecting others, and competition among communities of interest can
result in difficult trade-offs.

Despite these challenges, a number of critical research functions will con-
tinue to depend on access to the original. The task force found that preserva-
tion budgets in research libraries have been flatin real terms declining
since 1994, and that they often fail to meet the preservation needs of artifacts.
The attention given to increasing access through digital reformatting has the
potential to eclipse the preservation needs of artifacts and to preoccupy the
attention of the research community. The needs of audiovisual materials seem
particularly serious, given their sheer number, the fact that relatively few in-
stitutions are collecting them in original form, and the fact that preservation
issues relating to these media are difficult and expensive to address. Scholars'
general lack of awareness of the value and endangered nature of these mate-
rials leaves them with few advocates for preservation resources.

The task force looked at traditional criteria used in selecting for:preserva-
tionage, rarity, associational value, evidentiary valueand found these cri-
teria still valid. Because artifacts of evidentiary value often have little market
value and are found in multiple copies, decisions about their treatment and
retention are often contested; for this reason, the task force focused chiefly on
these items. Artifactual collections that are paper-based or audiovisual have
evidentiary value to the extent that the original manifestation can attest to the
originality, faithfulness (or authenticity),fixity, and stability of the content.
When the items are reformatted onto newer media for preservation or other
purposes, those qualities inalienable to the original may be lost. When that is
the case, the artifact should be retained.

The report deals in detail with the ways in which artifacts and their phys-
ical frailties affect their research valueoriginality, faithfulness, fixity, and
stabilityover time and with how libraries can minimize the risk of unac-
ceptable loss of that value. It investigates the specific issues around selected
media, such as paper-based printed matter, moving image and recorded
sound materials, and objects that exist in digital form, and points to two key
strategies currently in use in libraries that can be scaled up to deal with a
problem of this magnitude.

The first strategy is preventive maintenance, which most often entails stor-
ing items under optimal conditions to retard rates of natural decay. Preven-
tion also includes such techniques as deacidifying items printed on wood-
pulp paper, stabilizing bindings and encasing fragile items, and improving
care and handling techniques for all library materials.

The second strategy is the use of surrogates to reduce the stress of han-
dling. For research purposes, digital surrogates in particular were found to be
quite acceptable, and were even preferable to the originals in a number of cas-
es. Surrogates, especially when networked, have the added benefit of increas-



ing access to an item and of providing convenience of access to items housed
at distant or disparate locations.

The task force acknowledges that both strategies have their drawbacks.
For preventive measures, the chief drawback may be that optimal storage
conditions are created only in closed-stack environments. This practice has
great benefit to the collections but can affect the ways in which researchers
gain access to them. With the use of surrogates, the drawbacks from the us-
er's point of view depend chiefly on the type of surrogate created, with digi-
tal scans and preservation photocopying being preferred to microforms. The
larger problem may be that, as preference for the convenience of surrogates
grows in the digital library, the continuing preservation needs of the source
artifacts may be eclipsed by the resource needs of creating and maintaining
digital files, the long-term costs of which are unknown.

Given the size of the collections that are of potential research value over
time, the desirability of ensuring that a meaningful number of them are pre-
served for present and future access purposes, and the desirability of main-
taining the richest possible historical base of cultural and intellectual resourc-
es, the task force concluded that librarians and scholars need to build
economies of scale into preservation strategies.

Specific recommendations for these economies of scale for different me-
dia follow.

Print/Paper
Establish regional repositories to house and provide proper treatment of
low-use print matter. These repositories would provide access to artifacts
aggregated from different institutions under terms to be worked out. Such
repositories might begin by taking in journals and monographs that are
widely available in digital form.
Convene a national group to investigate the establishment of archival re-
positories that would retain a "last, best copy" of American imprints.
Build interinstitutional networks of information sharing about the status of
artifacts and delegation of responsibilities for caring for them. These net-
works would obviate unwanted duplication and encourage libraries to
take responsibility for the preservation of their most important or rarely
held materials. These networks would include a registry of digitized col-
lections that has information about where the originals are located, who
has responsibility for them, and under what terms they may be used.

Audiovisual
Extend the reach of the National Film Preservation Plan sponsored by the
National Film Preservation Board to continue preserving historically sig-
nificant films and, in particular, to serve the needs of noncommercial films.
Implement and extend the reach of the national plan to preserve television
and video that has been proposed in a study by the Library of Congress.
The U.S. Congress has authorized a similar assessment and plan for re-
corded sound.
Encourage scholars and librarians to identify important media collections
in need of preservation and set priorities for treatment.
Urge scholars and librarians to develop controlled vocabularies and com-
mon descriptive standards for the intellectual and inventory control of me-
dia collections.

9



Digital
Develop sound criteria for selecting collections to digitize.
Develop benchmarks and minimal-level standards for capture and meta-
data, and document the specifications used.
Create registries of digitized artifacts to document what has been convert-
ed and how, and to facilitate access to the source materials as well as to the
surrogates.
Develop and use nonproprietary formats for creating born-digital objects
to facilitate the creation of preservable digital files.
Urge scholars and librarians to develop criteria for selecting born-digital
materials to be preserved or managed for long-term access.
Continue to research and develop methods for preserving digital files.

Task force members were asked to look only at those materials around
which a debate could arise on retention of the original. They recognized that
the preservation needs of special collections and rare-book collections are also
great and should be addressed in any preservation strategy at both the local
and the national levels.

Good stewardship of the intellectual and cultural assets in libraries and
archives is the responsibility of all members of the research community, not
merely of the librarians and archivists who have immediate custody of the
collections. The preservation challenge cannot be deferred or deflected, for
what is lost by the present generation cannot be retrieved by the next.

Stephen G. Nichols
Chairman, Task Force on the Artifact in Library Collections
Johns Hopkins University

Abby Smith
Director of Programs
Council on Library and Information Resources
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Report of the Task Force on the Artifact in Library Collections

1. The Problem

The "information explosion" sparked by digital technology has
fostered an increasing awareness of the sheer mass of infor-
mation available today in a variety of media, from traditional

formats such as paper to the more recent film, optical, and magnetic
formats.1 Institutions charged with collecting, storing, preserving,
and making accessible recorded information are struggling to keep
pace with the growth of information production, even though their
brief is to collect only a portion of what is published and an even
smaller portion of.what is produced and disseminated in unpub-
lished form. With so much information coming at us, how do we dis-
tinguish between what is of long-term value and what is ephemeral?
And of that ephemera, what should be selected to preserve to ensure
for the future a rich record of the present?

Libraries have struggled with these questions for a long time.
Even aggressive collecting will not meet all present and future infor-
mation needs. In 1875, the Librarian of Congress noted that the quar-
ters the library occupied in the U.S. Capitol were inadequate for the
burgeoning collections and, in a thinly veiled appeal to Congress for
a new building, described the problems the library had with newspa-
pers and journals.

Though carefully preserved and promptly bound for
preservation, there is no longer the possibility of even receiving
half the issues of these representative journals, so important in
our current history and politics; and the time will soon come
when a legislator in search of a fact, a date, a political article, or a
table of statistics known to be in a certain newspaper at a certain

1 One study reports that the world produces a startling 2 billion gigabytes of new
information a year, or roughly 250 megabytes for every man, woman, and child
on earth (Lyman and Varian 2000).
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2 The Evidence in Hand

date, will find it only at the bottom of a lofty pile of journals, all
of which must be displaced before it can be reached. Besides the
issues of the daily press, the periodicals which are taken under
the copyright law or by subscription, embracing most of the
monthly and quarterly magazines and reviews, accumulate with
such rapidity that no device yet invented will long avail to
produce them when wanted. (Cox 2000)

Information is of little long-term use if it is not preserved and
made accessible through indexing or cataloging. At the same time,
much of what has been collected and made accessible by libraries
and archives admittedly receives little or no use. This leads some to
argue that investments in preserving so much material that has so
little demonstrated use are a waste of resources. This point of view is
nothing new. In the 1890s, around the time when the Library of Con-
gress was moving its collections into a new, purpose-built building,
the consolidation of the Lenox and Astor Libraries and Tilden Foun-
dation in New York to create the New York Public Library led to the
collections being closely scrutinized. This move prompted the fol-
lowing letter to the New York Herald from a concerned citizen.

To the Editor of the Herald:

Before the Astor Library moves its quarters, it would do well to
get rid of some scores of thousands of its untouched volumes in
order to make room for readable books. When, after asking in
vain for some work that is the talk of the town, I look up and
around at the rows of shelves packed with "things in books'
clothing." I find myself echoing the poet's wish that

"... From the dead
Old Omar would pop forth his head,
And make a bonfire of them all."

Like Charles Lamb, I can read anything that I call a book, but
there is much in the Astor Library which, in my humble opinion,
should be categoried as waste paper.

Clara Marshall
New York, April 6, 1895

Today, little has changed. There is ongoing tension between how
much information is produced and how much can be acquired, pre-
served, and made accessible in meaningful ways. There is tension
between those who think we should collect as broadly as possible to
expand our research base and those who think too much information
can impede one's ability to find meaningful information. And there
is always the question of who should be bearing the burden of what-
ever preservation society deems necessary.

Currently, the Library of Congress has more than 17 million
books and 95 million manuscripts, films, photographs, maps, sound
recordings, and other non-book items. The New York Public Library
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has 42 million items, including more than 14 million books. Despite
these impressive numbers, these libraries hold only a portion of what
is published, or of what is created but not published. The Library of
Congress, for example, which receives items that are registered for
U.S. copyright deposit as well as foreign materials, reports that ap-
proximately 31,000 items arrive at its doorstep each working day. Of
these, about 7,000 are selected to become part of its permanent collec-
tions (LC 2001). If libraries, archives, or historical societies do not col-
lect instances of recorded information, then the chance of their sur-
vival is slim. Loss is inevitable.

Although information overload is not a new problem, the intro-
duction of digital technology onto campuses and into research librar-
ies has fundamentally altered the information landscape and created
problems for scholars and students that have potentially serious
ramifications. The creation and dissemination of digital resources are
creating new models of service and access, such as licensing rather
than owning essential intellectual assets. The mutability of digital
documents is redefining what constitutes a text. For example, are
back issues of a journal that are in digital form simply a bunch of ar-
ticles or a rich database? Moreover, the conversion of texts into
searchable texts is resulting in increased interdisciplinary research, as
researchers in one field serendipitously find resources that had here-
tofore been confined (in print) to another field.

Accompanying the trend toward networked information are oth-
ers that at first seem paradoxical. For example, at the very time that
more material is made available online and retrievable any time,
anywhere, there is increased attention among scholars to original,
unreformatted materials and an increased appreciation for the mate-
rial aspects of these sources (Tanselle 1998). There are eruptions of
public outcry when material losses in libraries and archives are dis-
covered. Scholars demand increasing attention to an ever-expanding
range of candidates for preservation, but library budgets simply can-
not support those demands. Preservation has thus become an un-
funded mandate, the more pernicious for often being implicit. Aca-
demic institutions have learned the huge costs of penny-wise
facilities management and deferred maintenance. It is reasonable to
fear that libraries are incurring future costs by deferring preserva-
tion.

There is, however, a crucial difference between deferring mainte-
nance costs and deferring expenses for preservation. When we do
not allocate sufficient funds for preservation, we face the probability
that significant resources will be lost forever. Library collections are
among the most valued of a research institution's intellectual and
cultural assetsassets that form a crucial part of what might be
called "public goods." Unfortunately, with library collections, as
with other public goods, many of those who make claim to their use
are not prepared to take responsibility for their well-being.

This report addresses the value of library collections, especially
those in physical formats, to scholarship and teaching. It discusses
the costs of the benefits these collections bring and the roles of each
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member of the various communities who have a claim on their use
and a responsibility for their well-being. The report focuses on pres-
ervationwhat it takes to ensure the present and future usability of
collections. It is grounded in the recognition that without preserva-
tion today, there will be no access tomorrow.

Preservation is a critical part of good stewardship of our intellec-
tual and cultural heritage. Its chief challenges at the turn of the twen-
ty-first century are fourfold:

Quantity. Because of the relentless growth of research libraries
and their collections, an immense number of research items demand
resources to remain accessible. In 1999, the 121 member libraries of
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) reported owning a total
of 462,965,204 volumes (ARL 2000). The three greatest periods of
growth for research libraries occurred after World War I, after World
War II, and during the 1990s. A look at 12 representative public uni-
versity libraries during this period reveals a typical growth pattern.2
In 1907, these libraries held an average of 107,425 volumes. By 1961,
that number had grown to 1,772,831, and by 1995, the average num-
ber of volumes per library was 5,334,620 (Molyneux 1998).

Stability of Media. Library collections exist in a variety of physi-
cal formats, all of which are vulnerable to some degree. As the rate of
information production has increased, storage media have become
more compact and efficient. However, miniaturization comes at the
expense of stability and longevity. With the exception of preserva-
tion-quality microfilm, the new media of the twentieth century are
more fragile than those of the nineteenth, including the infamous
wood-pulp paper that has been known to deteriorate into flakes over
time (Conway 1996). The media invented in the last 150 years to cap-
ture light and sound are generally extremely fragile, dependent on
machines for playback, and subject to rapid technological obsoles-
cence. For example, the wax cylinders on which are inscribed the ear-
liest known recorded voices of Native Americans are susceptible to
mold, heat, scratching, skin oils, and other physical trauma. More-
over, they are dependent on playback equipment for which no re-
placement parts are manufactured and that few technicians are able
to repair. Nonetheless, the information on them is invaluable and
should be saved for future generations.

Economics. Since 1993, preservation budgets in ARL libraries
have remained flat. The number of staff assigned to preservation is at
a 10-year low (Reed-Scott 1999). At the same time, the demand for
access to original materials has grown, especially for access to those
materials in special formats that often are at greatest risk from physi-
cal handling or environmental stress. Meanwhile, although the tech-
nology for reformatting for access has greatly improved, the funding
for preservation continues to decrease. More money now goes to dig-

2 The libraries are University of California, Berkeley; University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign; Indiana University; University of Iowa; University of
Kansas; University of Michigan; University of Minnesota; University of Missouri;
University of Nebraska; Ohio State University; University of Washington, Seattle;
and the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

41.
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ital reformatting of items to provide access than to microfilming to
preserve the low-use brittle books that are rotting on shelves.

Unknown and Unfixed Values of Artifacts. The most difficult
challenge for libraries is deciding how to set priorities for preserva-
tion. As long as the claim on preservation resources exceeds the
available funds, it will be necessary to select which materials will get
treatment and which will not. The choices are made in the context of
changing perceptions of value and the fluid dynamics of intellectual
inquiry. The recent elevation of nineteenth-century popular imprints
and ephemera to a status of high research value poses an exemplary
challenge. Providing access to those items, which are often at high
risk from embrittlement and routine physical handling, has put great
strain on library resources. Knowing that the intellectual interests
and research methodologies of scholars will change over time, re-
search institutions have collected "just in case" there is a demand in
the future, rather than "just in time" for current demand. Research
libraries and archives are full of items that have not been consulted
in decades, if ever, and for which future demand is unpredictable,
yet which make their claim for preservation attention.

How do a library and its home institution make sound fiscal and
intellectual decisions about what to preserve, when, for whom, and,
at what price? Despite the enormous collections of printed materials
that have been amassed, entire categories of primary sources have
disappeared before collecting institutions and their users understood
their value. A notorious example of such neglect is the fact that 80
percent of all silent films made in the United States are gone without
a trace. Fifty percent of films made in the nitrate era (that is, before
1950) have also perished. Among those extant, a significant portion
are not well preserved. Given that the materials that have vanished
were not welldocumented at the time of their creation, the full ex-
tent of this loss will never be known.

1.1 The Charge
To seek several perspectives on the importance of the artifact to aca-
demic inquiry and teaching and to propose strategies for addressing
the problems just defined, the Council on Library and Information
Resources (CL1R) created the Task Force on the Artifact in Library
Collections in 1999. The task force was charged with answering a
challenging question: What will constitute good stewardship of our
intellectual and cultural heritage in the first decades of the twenty-
first century?

Scholars and librarians have common interests in the collection-
building process. Although scholars are routinely, and often inti-
mately, engaged with librarians in the acquisitions and use phases of
collection building, they are usually exposed only to specific aspects
of preservation activities, such as testifying to the value of a collec-
tion proposed for preservation microfilming. Rarely do scholars have
the opportunity to view the preservation function as a whole.
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Recent vigorous debates in the scholarly community and in the
public arena about the value of saving books and newspapers as arti-
facts, in addition to preserving their content through reformatting
and extending access through digitization, have raised questions
about the involvement of scholars in these decisions. Do scholars
know what happens to original materials after preservation treat-
ment? Do they participate in decision making about the disposition
of original materials after preservation treatment or reformatting?
Are provosts and other academic officers fully informed about the
economic factors that may constrain a library's ability to keep its col-
lections fit for use? The task force was asked to engage in a systemat-
ic review of the scholarly community's interests in this and to ex-
plore the broader question of how to develop a vision for building
collections in a new information environment comprising both phys-
ical and digital materials.

The task force was asked to articulate a framework for making or
evaluating institutional policies for the retention of published materi-
als and archival or unpublished materials in their original form. The
crucial questions associated with this task were as follows:

What qualities of an original are useful or necessary to retain in
their original form? Under what circumstances are original mate-
rials required for research?
When is it sufficient and appropriate to capture intellectual con-
tent through reformatting and not necessarily to retain the origi-
nal?
Which preservation options provide the most appropriate and
cost-effective means of preserving the original?
From both custodial and scholarly perspectives, what are the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of these various preservation op-
tions?

Given that resources for preservation are finite and duplication
of efforts can be costly, the task force was also asked to consider the
advisability and feasibility of creating one or more national reposito-
ries into which one or more copies of all materials published in the
United States would be deposited and permanently retained.

The task force was asked to interpret its charge broadly. It was
asked to give primary consideration to print formats but also to con-
sider the burgeoning numbers of non-print and electronic research
sources that increasingly demand attention from preservation spe-
cialists. In fact, shortly after the task force convened, its members
identified the problems facing non-print materials as being as impor-
tant, certainly larger in scope, and probably more urgent than those
facing print materials. The task force therefore gave almost equal
consideration to three types of collection materials: print, analog au-
diovisual, and digital. Although technical constraints and consider-
ations of preservation actions cannot be ignored, members were
urged to focus on their implications for the research process, rather
than on the technologies themselves. Preservation and access are
technology-dependent, and best practices for ensuring long-term ac-
cess to information will change over time.
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1.2 The Work of the Task Force
In taking up its charge, the task force confirmed that the pressure on
research libraries to keep up with the past while preparing for the
future is of vital interest to scholars, governing boards, academic of-
ficers, and funders, as well as to librarians and archivists. Members
agreed on several premises that would guide the task force's work.
Although these premises can be simply stated, each speaks to the un-
certainty and dynamism that characterize the environment in which
research libraries operate. The premises are as follows:

Information technology will continue to change rapidly.
Best practices for preservation and access will change.
Digital resources will increase significantly.
Scholarly research trends will change; in anticipation of such
changes, scholars will continue to demand that collections be as
inclusive as possible.
Intellectual property-rights management will evolve and must be
respected.
Financial and human resources will not keep pace with demand.
Financial and human resources should be allocated in the most
cost-effective manner to achieve an acceptable trade-off between
quality of resource and expenditure of time and money.

Task force members began with a survey of current library prac-
tices in preservation and in collection development. They gathered
information about what research libraries do and do not collect, how
libraries will ensure access to those collections over time, and how
they set priorities for investments in their collections, especially for
preservation. (These findings are summarized in Appendix I.) Task
force members then identified the particular needs of library materi-
als in three areas: print, analog audiovisual, and digital. They deter-
mined that the ways in which these media are collected and pre-
servedand even which institutions do or do not engage in certain
activitiesare distinct issues that warrant separate consideration (see
Section 3, States of the Artifact, 1800-2000). Throughout their inquiry,
task force members returned to the simple but almost overwhelming
fact that the web of resources that are useful for scholarship contin-
ues to grow at a rapid pace. More information is being produced and
disseminated than before, and ever-widening orbits of intellectual
inquiry call for ready access to these materials. While many of these
sources, from business records to digital art, fall outside the tradition-
al purview of library collecting, they are part of the larger informa-
tion environment that influence public expectations of what libraries
can and should be doing.

The task force relied on the testimony of experts from the library
and archival fields for information ranging from the technical to the
financial to the theoretical. On the basis of these findings and in con-
sideration of the economic realities of funding preservation and ac-
cess, the task force proposed definitions of responsible stewardship
of research and cultural materials, and articulated the roles that each
party in the research community and beyond plays in that steward-
ship (see Section 5, Summary and Recommendations).
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2. The Artifact In Question

The word "artifact" can be confusing because it masks a num-
ber of unexamined assumptions. In academic parlance, "arti-
fact" can refer to a physical object, a primary record, or a

physical object that constitutes a primary record.3 For the purposes
of this report, an artifact will be defined as an information resource
in which the information is recorded on a physical medium, such as
a photograph or a book, and in which the information value of the
resource adheres not only in the text or content but also in the object
itself. In other words, artifacts are things that have intrinsic value as
objects, independent of their informational content.

In recent years, scholars have identified an increasing number of
library items that have research value as physical objects, above and
beyond the information recorded in them. The Modern Language
Association (MLA) has been concerned that the technologies of re-
production, such as photocopying, microfilming, and digital scan-
ning, are becoming so good, so readily available, and so serviceable
for many research and teaching purposes, that the importance of the
underlying original might be devalued. To call attention to the dan-
gers inherent in ignoring the fate of physical collections, the associa-
tion created a committee to consider the issue. This group defined an
artifact or primary record as "a physical object produced or used at
the particular past time that one is concerned with in a given in-
stance" (MLA 1996). Members asserted that for practical purposes,
all historical publications, even those produced by mass-production
techniques designed to minimize deviations from a norm, have
unique physical qualities that may have value as a carrier of (physi-
cal) evidence in a given research project.4 Although careful to note it

3 In scientific laboratories, "artifact" also denotes a phenomenon or substance
that is a by-product of some external action or agent.

4 The statement addresses only text-based sources. If this standard of value were
extended to visual and sound resources, the universe of primary records would
grow exponentially.
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is not possible to save all copies of printed materials from destruc-
tion and the ravages of time, the committee's statement nonetheless
provoked some anxiety among librarians. This is because, while as-
serting the importance of preserving as many artifacts as possible
and acknowledging the need to set priorities for preservation, the
statement gave no guidance about how to make such priorities.
Nicholson Baker recently alleged that libraries' poor stewardship of
books and serials has resulted in the loss of many resources of arti-
factual value. He further asserted that it is the responsibility of librar-
ies in general and of certain large libraries in particular to collect
masses of primary source materials and preserve them in their arti-
factual form. Yet he, too, failed to address the crucial matters of who
would bear the responsibility for setting priorities, who would as-
sume the custodial burden of these comprehensive collections, and
who would fund these activities (Baker 2001).

An increasing number of library collections are being promoted,
as it were, to resources of artifactual, not just informational, value.
Given the nature of contemporary scholarship and its wide-ranging
interest in material and popular culture, this trend makes perfect
sense. Regrettably, libraries have never had sufficient funds to collect
and preserve everything of potential research value. Thus, for librar-
ies, this expansive view of artifactual value presents problems that
are not primarily theoretical, but eminently practical.

Given the task of identifying achievable, fundable preservation
strategies and goals for libraries, the task force took seriously its
charge to identify parameters of artifactual value and to do so in a
way that, following the spirit of preservation principles, would ac-
cept some loss as inevitable. It sought, in other words, to manage the
risks of unacceptable loss. By looking well beyond the traditional
mainstay of research library holdingsbooks and serialsand see-
ing that in the not-too-distant future the demand for analog audiovi-
sual sources and for digital materials of all types will be as great as
or greater than is the demand for print resources, the task force had
to grapple with the prospect that the present preservation problem
will grow to a scale that will render current approaches to preserva-
tion and access obsolete or irrelevant.

2.1 Selection for Preservation of the Original
The library preservation community has agreed on certain cardinal
features of physical objects that warrant preservation in their original
formats. These features are

age
evidential value
aesthetic value
scarcity
associational value
market value
exhibition value
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Objective criteria or established practice determine many of
these features, and the criteria vary little among libraries. They are,
in short, best practice. Several selection policies that are based largely
on these features appear as examples in Appendix III.

The task force excluded from consideration those categories of
artifacts that are always retained in the original. Such artifacts in-
clude, for example: books printed before 1801, which are usually seg-
regated from general holdings in a rare-book collection and subject
to different handling and preservation protocols; manuscripts and
archival materials that exist only in few or single copies; and items
with high market value. These items are often crucially important for
research and teaching; at the same time, there is little debate about
their value as physical objects. Moreover, their disposition after re-
formatting is not an issue. Despite their importance to research col-
lections and their rightful demand on preservation resources, these
types of artifacts are not discussed in detail in this report because
their value is not seriously contested in the libraries that have re-
sponsibility for them.

The value of the artifact for research purposesas opposed to its
monetary value or exhibition valueis chiefly evidentiary. An arti-
fact is of evidential value because it testifies to the extent the infor-
mation in it is original, faithful, fixed, or stable.

Originality. An original manifestation of a book, photograph, or
recorded performance is valuable because through it a scholar may
come closer to uncovering the original intent of the creator or the
publisher or both.5 When a copy yields insufficient information
about that intent, access to the original may be needed. Reformatting
and copying information are analogous to translation from one lan-
guage to another. Depending on the source and the target language,
as well as the skill, care, and cultural biases of the translator, some-
thing inalienable to the original is always lost. A good translation,
like good recopying, is one that loses the least amount of original
content and intent.

Fidelity. The physical artifact is useful, and at times essential, in
establishing the authenticity of an item. In other words, it has foren-
sic value. How does one know that the item in one's hands is what it
purports to be? There are internal clues in a document that give evi-
dence of authenticity. Among these are the accuracy and appropri-
ateness of the content. A newspaper dated 1901 that contains listings
of television broadcasts, for example, is unlikely to be authentic. In
addition, the external information contained in a physical manifesta-
tion provides clues of authenticity and integrity. Erasure marks on a
sheet of paper, splices in a film, dried white erasure fluid on property
mapsall these are physical clues to the integrity of the object and,
hence, the authenticity of the information recorded in it.

Fixity. The content of the artifact when it was first produced con-
stitutes the text (in the case of textual materials) or the document (in

5 The instances of published versions differing from the presumed intent of the
creator are legion in books, films, and other materials. In those cases, the sources
that contain information about the work in prepublication form (e.g., drafts,
outtakes, and proof sheets) are also required to reconstruct original intent.
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the case of a photograph or an opera performance). If one is holding
a fifteenth-generation fax, one cannot guarantee that the full content
of the original is conveyed except by comparing it with the original,
which has fixed the content by recording it at one instant in time.
One of the wonders of mass reproduction of text is the way in which
replication by machine en masse tended to stabilize texts that had
previously been somewhat fluid. Recent humanities scholarship,
however, has done much to undermine the notion of even mass
printings producing a stable version or versions of various texts, and
the digital realm is eroding further the concept of the fixed content of
a published item.

Stability. The persistence of an object over time leads to the sta-
ble and continuous accessibility of the information contained in it.
Documents whose physical substrate changes over time themselves
change. Film that gets spliced and repaired loses content; digital files
that get reformatted into a newer version of a software program
change; photographic images printed or displayed in various man-
ners shift tone. When one looks at a 30-year-old image of a woman in
a red coat that has been printed on paper that fades and at a contem-
porary image made from the same negative that has been made into
a slide and is being projected on a screen, chances are that the coat
will appear as a different shade of red in each image. The content or
value of that red is not stable, and it is difficult to efface mentally the
effects of age and reformatting and to determine whether the original
color of the coat was scarlet or crimson.

Some artifacts are valuable for research because the format itself
is the subject of investigation. Original bindings carry evidence of
print history, just as original daguerreotypes carry evidence of an
early imaging technology. Bindings can also testify to the economic
status of the intended reader (inexpensive as opposed to expensive
presentations, for example). In these cases, the object itself is the pri-
mary source of interest.

Also of value to the research process is the physical encounter
between the researcher and the objectan encounter that can help
prime the scholar's imaginative and analytical skills. While this fac-
tor is highly subjective and difficult to quantify, many scholars claim
it has had, at least at some stage of their careers, an irreplaceable
heuristic value. A medievalist who has never worked directly from
manuscripts is at a disadvantage, just as a biographer of Thomas Jef-
ferson who has worked exclusively from the printed editions of his
letters may be said to work at one critical remove from his or her
subject. Nevertheless, given the toll that physical handling takes on
all types of materials, the task force considered that surrogates can be
judiciously used by those who have a familiarity with original source
materials and that, from the perspectives of preservation and conve-
nience of access, surrogates are often preferable.6

6 See, for example, the case of the international editorial team working on the
James Boswell Papers at the Beinecke Library (Bouché 1999). The editors came to
prefer using digital scans of the original manuscripts to working from the
originals in New Haven. In part this was a matter of conveniencethe work
could be done wherever the editors were located and obviated the need for
repeated trips to New Haven; however, the editors also recognized that the scans
were more legible than were the originals.
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2.2 Frameworks for Determining Value
Questions about the nature of the artifact have caused scholars and
library professionals to realize that, even for the early part of the
nineteenth century, much more information of potential research val-
ue exists in traditional formats such as paper and image than had
previously been recognized. Consequently, the process of redefining
what constitutes an artifact must be done not only for new media but
also for a considerable body of information from the 1800s. The fra-
gility of paper-based materials printed since 1850, especially newspa-
pers, has been a concern for some time (Baker 2000, Cox 2000, Mar-
ley 1975, Smith 1995). Because newsprint is so fragile, preserving one
or more instances of all imprints of newspapers poses enormous
technical as well as financial challenges. More recently, there has
been a growing awareness of other kinds of artifacts from the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries that also require the attention of
preservationists. These include materials that serve as primary evi-
dence of popular culture, ranging from baseball cards to ladies' mag-
azines to dime novels to political posters. All were produced for a
mass market using cheap and readily available materials.

The examples from popular culture raised the most difficult mat-
ter the task force considered: How to weigh the relative merits of
various claims on scarce preservation resources. The need to consid-
er merit is nothing new. Scholars, archivists, and librarians have al-
ways assumed a hierarchy in collections. The artifact or original doc-
ument was the item initially collected and accessioned. When it was
prized for some unique aspect of its material or historical existence
(e.g., a first edition, a holograph manuscript, a signed author's copy,
or a presentation copy of a work), the artifact was given priority for
preservation. Absent that uniqueness, a lower level of care might be
given, and a lost or damaged copy might be replaced by one whose
physical manifestations were quite different (e.g., a photocopy or a
reprint). The value of the unique artifact could be defined variously
as "historically important," "rare," "associational," and so on. In
each instance, however, there was an individual material object that
someone had once defined as valuable enough to retain.

The Achilles' heel of traditional definitions of the artifact lay in
the value judgment that determined artifactual status in the first in-
stance. What were the grounds for deciding in favor of one object
and against another? How can libraries cope with the fact that the
value of the artifact is never quite the same to different researchers?
While one scholar will seek certain information from the item, schol-
ars from other disciplines will require different kinds of data that
may involve a wholly different way of handling the object.7 Can one
say that these users are even seeing the same object?8

7 Research disciplines train scholars to attend to the materiality of their objects of
study in very different ways. Historians, literary scholars, philosophers, art
historians, historians of science, linguists, and text editors examine quite different
aspects of an object of study, which, in the case of artifactual objects, will be
complex. Sometimes there may be overlap, but more often there is not. The needs
of all serious users are legitimate, and preservation should serve them as
effectively and equitably as possible.
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Scholars and others who use artifacts may think of them in the
aggregate as unified objects; however, when they interrogate the arti-
fact for their research, they tend to focus on parts rather than the
whole. One may define the artifact as a series of multiple discrete
componentshandwriting, watermarks, marginalia, splices, evi-
dence of useeach potentially a focal point for scholars and others,
depending on what they are studying. From the standpoint of usage,
people normally analyze discrete sets of information contained with-
in an artifact. The fact that artifacts are complex and that they lend
themselves to a variety of intellectual endeavors means that one
must think of them in terms of their parts, and not just as wholes.
One way to think of the artifact, then, would be as a multiplicity of
informational sets, including the material form of the object and its
contextual history, where known. (The relationship of part to whole
is also crucially important.)

One element of the artifact's complexity is the fact that scholars
from different fields will perceive and use it in different ways. A first
edition of a novel by Charles Dickens will be used very differently by
a historian of Victorian England researching the economics of the
book trade, a literary scholar concerned with different versions of the
work, an art historian interested in Victorian book illustration, a tex-
tual historian interested in layout, and a historian of bookmaking.
Each will consult the same artifact for a different kind of information,
and none may notice the information sought by the others. Similarly,
photographs of the Civil War by Alexander Gardner can be used to
study the battles; the public's reception of the war in the North; the
history of clothing, medicine, or gender; or even the medium of pho-
tography. Which subject interest and methodology would require
use of the original? Which could make do with copy prints? Which
could make use only of the original photographs in their original
presentation portfolios? Which would be enhanced by access to the
images through digital delivery, which could then be manipulated to
magnify details?

The preceding observations suggest the possibility of proposing
a contextual definition of the artifact as follows:

An artifact is a physical object produced at some time in the past,
and attesting to a given set of practices, thinking, and ways of
viewing the world, and whose importance will be defined by
present and future needs and use. The value of the artifact is
strongly influenced, but not completely determined, by its rare or
unique features.

The artifact conveys historical consciousness in different ways,
depending on who studies it and for what purpose. Much of the in-
formation conveyed by an artifact does not require the presence of

8 Artifacts derive their value from how they are viewed and used in a given
culture at a particular moment. As cultural variables, they will be viewed and
studied differently in different periods. A holograph copy of a speech by
Robespierre would have a different value for a royalist in Louis XVIII's
government in 1816 than for a socialist historian in France in the 1990s.
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the physical object. Surrogates of the object (e.g., photographs, pho-
tocopies, and digital versions) may convey much of the information
stored by the artifact. Indeed, for many purposes, a high-quality sur-
rogate may convey this information better than does the original.
The surrogate may enable access and use that would otherwise be
impossible; for example, it allows a user to view an object that is
physically distant, to enhance images, or to perform full-text search-
es. Surrogates do not obviate some scholars' need to consult the ob-
ject itself; however, in many instances, a surrogate can serve scholar-
ly needs as well as, or better than, does the artifact itself.

The artifact matters. It matters very much. Nevertheless, in a
time when artifacts are abundant and resources scarce, the scholarly
and library communities are called to rethink the status of the artifact
in terms of its content and material form. Acknowledging that every
aspect of an artifact yields information that will be of use to some
scholar or other, we nonetheless need to assess the relative impor-
tance of the different aspects of an artifact pragmatically. Scholars
and library professionals jointly face issues such as the following.

First, within the timeframe of the last 200 years, what constitutes
an artifact worth retaining? The answer is not obvious in the case of
nineteenth-century material artifacts: baseball manuals or railway
timetables have not traditionally been viewed as important cultural
documents, although they probably would be today. The question
becomes truly perplexing in the case of media that are dependent on
playback equipment, from recorded sound to moving images, in
which the concepts of original or unique, stable or fixed, may not
even apply.

A second question concerns resources and priorities. This imper-
ative may be spelled out as the "how, who, and when" of artifact
preservation. In other words, accepting the reality that resources for
preservation are limited, and assuming some common, gross-level
understanding of the value of artifacts, how (in what form) are they
to be preserved, by whom, and when (or how often)? Are all libraries
or archives to be held responsible for collecting and preserving the
same categories of artifacts? How much redundancy of preservation
is necessary? How much can libraries afford? Redundant collections
serve as insurance policies for preserving and making accessible in-
formation in a physical format. This is even true for digital informa-
tion, which can be cloned and shipped around the globe almost in-
stantaneously, yet is highly fragile if no one assumes archiving
responsibility for the data. In the case of digital information, given
the high costs of building and maintaining information technological
infrastructures, the same degrees of redundancy that we see for print
may be neither desirable nor feasible. If and when digital files be-
come the default mode for accesseven for materials such as journal
articles or encyclopedias, which were originally physical artifacts
what are the implications for duplicative collections of physical arti-
facts?

The point is not to determine whether baseball manuals and rail-
way timetables from the nineteenth century, for example, are of suffi-
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cient artifactual value to justify the expense of collecting and pre-
serving them. Rather, it is to set priorities in the face of financial con-
straints that too often mean, practically speaking, that if one decides
to collect and preserve one kind of artifact, resources for other kinds
will be insufficient.

The issue is not to evaluate the artifact per se to determine what
survives and what does not. The scholarly community has no more
of a claim to the wisdom of the ages than does the library communi-
ty. The issue is to identify productive methods for interrogating the
individual artifact that would, in a climate of finite resources, inform
decisions about whether and how to preserve it. Such methods
would help ensure survival of the greatest number of artifacts by in-
telligent analysis and careful consideration among knowledgeable
and committed communities.

There is no single method of engaging primary sources, nor is
there one overriding set of prioritiestext over image, manuscript
over map, English language over non-Englishthat will meet the
needs of present or future research..But how do scholars, librarians,
and archivists work together to prevent the kinds of losses that we
can now regret in leisurelocal newspapers, silent films, early tele-
vision broadcasts, among others? Some past initiatives have brought
together the scholarly, archival, and libraries communities to propose
preservation and collection guidelines. The Commission on Preser-
vation and Access convened scholars in the 1980s to identify brittle
books to microfilm (George 1995). In the 1990s, the American Histori-
cal Association, the ARL, and the MLA created a task force on the
preservation of the artifact to document preservation challenges and
inform scholars about the need to collaborate with libraries to ad-
dress them (Reed-Scott 1999). These efforts have effectively ad-
dressed specific problems. However, most of the collaborations be-
tween scholars and librarians have been either locally based or
designed to address only specific areas of concern, and they have fo-
cused largely on print materials. One goal of the task force was to
propose strategies for collaboration that are realistic and sustainable,
that balance the needs of present and future users, and that address
the proliferation of nonprint materials in the information landscape.

American scholarship has historically relied on a decentralized
network of libraries, archives, historical societies, and museums to
collect, preserve, and make accessible the intellectual and cultural
resources that form the basis of academic inquiry. This decentralized
and largely uncoordinated approach is unlikely to change, despite
the resulting losses of artifacts that have occurred. However, new
preservation and information technologies promise to offer cost-ef-
fective means to prevent or slow physical deterioration and to keep
the research community well informed about what others in the
community are doing to preserve their holdings. These technologies
will be successful to the extent that the research community is com-
mitted to identifying preservation challenges and to lobbying for fi-
nancial resourcesfrom provosts and foundations to federal agen-
ciesto address them. Strategies for collaboration will depend on
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the use of new information technologies to share crucial information
about the status of various collections. They will also depend on the
continued engagement of scholars, librarians, and archivists to de-
ploy those technologies in meeting their responsibilities to the well-
being of the intellectual and cultural assets whose benefits they enjoy.
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3. States of the Artifact
1800-2000

3.1 The Changing Features of the Artifact
Research library collections are primarily made up of printed
matter: books, serials, journals, and newspapers. Even with
the rapid growth of machine-readable and electronic re-

sources, 85 to 90 percent of the acquisitions budgets of libraries still
goes toward the purchase of printed matter.9 Humanities and social
science scholars rely heavily on print journals for scholarly commu-
nication and so do scientists. Those who work within the print re-
gime rely on a series of conventions about documents and their rela-
tionship to their physical manifestation that may be so familiar that
they are invisible. These conventions bear mentioning, however, be-
cause many of them do not operate in realms of audiovisual and dig-
ital resources.

Among the many consequences of the adoption of printing tech-
nology, several became fixtures in the print landscape. They are

the creation of a comparatively fixed and stable text
the concept of authorship and of intellectual property inhering in
authorship
easy duplication and wide dissemination of texts, especially after
the introduction of high-volume presses in the nineteenth century
the notion of fungibility of informational content (also a result of
mass-market publishing)

While texts copied by hand were intended to replicate their
sources, they did not do so precisely or completely. With the advent
of printing, it became possible to produce nearly identical copies in
large numbers. This great increase in the accuracy of reproduction
was crucial in the development of scientific and technical literature,

9 In 1998-1999, both ARL and Digital Library Federation member libraries spent
about 10 percent of their resources budgets on electronic resources (Jewell 2001, 4).
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and especially so in the reproduction of illustrations. While there cer-
tainly have been variations between printings, and even among cop-
ies from the same press run, the presumption that authorship and
content were, in principle, stable and fixed, took hold, with signifi-
cant consequences. The notion of repeatability and accurate repro-
duction, on the one hand, and of a reliable text with a known author,
on the other, caused a shift that Foucault describes in detail in "What
Is an Author?" According to Foucault, with the arrival of printing,
scientific literature ceased to derive its claim to legitimacy from its
attribution to an author (Aristotle, for example) and began to derive
its authority from principles of experimentationthe potential falsi-
liability of the hypothesis, the repeatability of the experiment, the
replicability of the result. Literature, on the other hand, began to de-
rive its authority not from its dispersion and repetition in the culture,
but from its originality and its connection with a particular author
(Foucault 1977). In an information economy, much now depends on
these notions of fixity, reproducibility, and authorship, as many re-
cent court cases, legislative acts, and international agreements attest.

Bibliographic and textual scholarship, since the nineteenth cen-
tury, has shown just how precarious and nuanced these concepts are.
The destabilization of our ideas of fixed content began to accelerate,
however, with the advent of audiovisual recording technologies. Da-
guerreotypes exist in only one version, because the image is exposed
directly onto a metallic plate; wax cylinder recordings are also
unique, each produced as a live recording. (Although they were pro-
duced in batches, there was no master.) Film-based images, however,
do have a masterthe photographic negative. For this reason, they
can exist in multiple, nearly identical copies. Still, although the imag-
es are all made from one source (i.e., a negative), the negative inevi-
tably wears with use, and the copies become less faithful. Through
reproduction, the image on the negative can be effaced. This is not as
true of print products. Engravings do deteriorate with each produc-
tion, and books set with type can show wear from copy to copy; nev-
ertheless, the loss of information for texts from copy to copy is gener-
ally not as striking as it is for visual and sound resources.

In non-print materials, the problem of "version control"i.e.,
determining which version should be preserved as an originalis
complicated by a further lack of stability over time and place. This
factor characterizes broadcast media in particular. Take as an exam-
ple a single television document that a news archives might wish to
collect: the CNN news broadcast for January 15, 1998. What do the
archives collect? The broadcast that originated in Atlanta, in London,
or in Tokyo? This problem has existed among collectors of newspa-
pers, of course, with libraries deciding often on the final edition as
being the one of record and making efforts to collect several editions
of a paper that tracks a particularly important event, such as an as-
sassination or an election. But the scale of this problem for broadcast
media on a 24-hour news cycle that constantly update news is of a
different order.
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The artifact that records an image or sound, moreover, can easily
lose its originality or uniqueness. The adjective "unique" may have
once been sufficient to identify a primary document in manuscript,
and in some cases, such as legal documents or signed first editions, it
may still have some meaning. But with newer formats, such as elec-
tronic and broadcast media that rely on refreshing and reformatting
for longevity, the terms "original," "unique," "content fixity," and
"material artifact" mean little.

Task force members found the cardinal features of an artifact that
have the highest research valueoriginality, faithfulness, fixity, and
stabilityretreating like a mirage as they worked their way from the
1800s into the twenty-first century. The three sections that follow
look at how these four values work themselves out in print, analog
audiovisual, and digital documents. These sections also explore how
preservation strategies address these values and seek to preserve
them. Preservation options, it will be seen, are shaped by such fac-
tors as the quantity and quality of resources, the instability of media,
constraints of resource allocation, and the changing valuation of the
artifact in research and teaching.

3.2 Print/Paper
3.2.1 The Relative Stability of Imprints
Books and other printed matter deteriorate over time as the result of
their inherent chemical instability. For example, when paper made of
wood pulp reacts with humidity and heat, it becomes brittle. Books
also deteriorate as a result of mechanical strain. For example, the
spine is stressed when an open book is placed on a photocopy ma-
chine. (Photocopying also exposes the paper to heat and light.) But
there have been significant changes in how books, journals, and
newspapers have been made since 1800, and these changes affect
their significance as artifacts as well as their physical robustness.

In the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, much attention was focused on
the legacy of brittle books created by the processes for making inex-
pensive paper. Now joined to this concern about the paper is concern
about the structural support for that text blockthe binding. The last
few decades have seen an explosion of relatively inexpensive, soft-
cover editions of books that were not designed to last. Thus, the task
force looked at both chemical and mechanical problems associated
with paper and its binding.

Paper. Until the middle of the nineteenth century, paper was
made from linen and cotton rags, which in principle make a strong
and durable product.10 In the 1850s, wood pulp came into general
usage for making paper more economically. The publishing industry
rapidly converted to this process, following the lead of the newspa-
pers, for which wood pulp was a source of inexpensive newsprint.

io Acid was sometimes used even in the production of rag paper. The first
problems with acid paper appeared in the 1830s, when rag paper was bleached
with acid-producing chemicals that weakened it.
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The manufacturing process required that wood-pulp paper be treat-
ed with aluminum sulfate (alum) to keep the inks from running and
to improve the hand. Alum, together with various bleaches and siz-
ings usually added during the papermaking process, reacts with hu-
midity to produce an acid that, over time, breaks down the molecu-
lar structure of the cellulose in the wood pulp. In its worst form,
damage leads to "brittle" paper that loses its flexibility and eventual-
ly crumbles when handled. While any given page may be readable,
turning it may lead to several types of damage. In thin, hard-finish
paper, the page becomes brittle and brown along the edges and can
easily snap off along a fold line. Thick, pulpy paper tends to separate
almost spontaneously under tensile stress in any direction, and
whole blocks of text may come loose near the gutter and fall out-of
the volume (Kantor 1986).

Once paper becomes embrittled, nothing can arrest the decay.
Such materials are candidates for preservation reformatting, that is,
capturing the information content of the original and transferring it
onto a stable medium such as preservation-quality microfilm.11

While acid paper of any sort is at risk, decay manifests itself un-
evenly. Manufacturing processes vary a great deal, and the condi-
tions of storage and use can vary dramatically as well. Few places
have proved to be as bad for wood-pulp paper as the humid, pollut-
ed eastern seaboard of the United States. Books, like people, prefer
California-like climates that are temperate and do not vary dramati-
cally.

Many acid-paper items are not yet embrittled and can be stabi-
lized to arrest the process of embrittlement. The two chief methods
of stabilizing acid-based paper are deacidification and storage under
optimal conditions. Deacidification is a chemical process whereby
paper is treated with an alkaline buffering agent that neutralizes the
acid content. It can be done on a single item or on many items at a
time. There are facilities that can deacidify bound materials en
masse, and some facilities can even treat unbound materials, such as
sheet music, archival documents, and newspapers. Deacidification
can stop further damage, but it neither reverses damage done nor
strengthens already-brittle paper. Therefore, it is unsuitable for books
that are damaged or weak. Part of the cost of treatment lies in care-
fully assessing, item by item, how suitable a book is for deacidifica-
tion.12

Embrittlement can also be avoided or slowed by storing materi-
als in stable environments with set parameters for temperature and
humidity. These storage conditions cannot be obtained in open-ac-
cess stacks. The conditions that slow the decay of library materials

11 Not all microfilm is created equal, and the preservation profession recognizes
certain standards of film capture, film quality, and storage as being preservation-
worthy. Unfortunately, a significant number of microfilms do not meet these
standards, resulting in surrogates of poor quality.

12 A relatively new technology, known as paper splitting, strengthens weakened
paper by splitting a piece of paper in half to separate the front from the back,
inserting a stabilizing layer, and reapplying the two halves of the paper. This
process, which was developed in Germany, is not widely deployed in the United
States.
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would be uninhabitable for most people. One of the reasons that li-
braries have been eager to build remote storage facilities is to length-
en the productive lives of their print collections.

How extensive is the problem of brittle books? In 1984, the Li-
brary of Congress and Yale University surveyed their holdings and
found that one-quarter to one-third of their collections were highly
embrittled and in danger of imminent disintegration. This alarmed
other libraries, which turned to their partners in the academic com-
munity to help assess their collections and devise a coordinated
strategy to address the problem of brittle books. The Council on Li-
brary Resources asked the Association of American Universities and
the American Council of Learned Societies to join in creating a task
force to study the extent of book deterioration. In 1984, Robert
Hayes, then dean of the Graduate School of Library and Information
Sciences at the University of California at Los Angeles, was commis-
sioned to determine the percentage of embrittlement at major reposi-
tories in the United States. He determined that of the 305 million vol-
umes in Association of Research Libraries collections, approximately
25 percent were brittle. Hayes also attempted to determine the de-
gree of overlap among libraries to find out how many of these were
individual titles that needed to be preserved. The number he arrived
at was 12 million, and he estimated that about one-third of these
could be microfilmed in a 20-year period (Hayes 1985).

The reformatting of brittle books accomplished two things: it res-
cued information deemed endangered and increased access to that
informationa point that was critical in persuading the U.S. Con-
gress to fund the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)
Brittle Books Program. Each reel of preservation microfilm produced
under the auspices of NEH was made available for purchase, in ac-
cordance with any copyright considerations, and each title filmed
was entered into a database that recorded the existence of the film.
This strategy not only helped avoid accidental duplication of effort
but also made known the availability of the titles.

Although important for meeting the needs of remote users, mi-
crofilming books seldom best serves the access needs of local users.
Photocopying onto acid-free paper is the preferred technique for this
purpose, and it is an option used increasingly by most libraries.13

But what does shared access to the artifact look like? How can a
single book serve the needs of both local and remote users? The ex-
ample of registering reformatted books raises a question for those
engaged in mass-deacidification programs. Does each library have to
duplicate the deacidification work of the others? Would it be possible
to create national registries where libraries log the books that they
have treated? Other libraries could then consult the log and deter-
mine whether local demand dictated treating their copy of the work,
or whether it would be acceptable to box or shrink-wrap the work
and send it to remote storage, knowing that if that copy became too

13 Johns Hopkins University is doing more preservation photocopying and less
microfilming, and this trend is common among ARL libraries. (Testimony of
James Neal to the task force, October 29, 1999.)
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brittle to use, library patrons would have access to another copy
through interlibrary loan. Unlike reformatting on film or digital files,
saving one book in its original form does not increase access to it.
The problem is, how can libraries achieve economies of scale in the
preservation of artifacts? The first step would be to improve passive
systems, especially environmental conditions. If libraries do not in-
tervene to save every low-use book that will turn brittle, but take ac-
tion (such as deacidification) to stabilize some number of them that
can fulfill the needs of patrons who must use an original, how many
of a single item should be preserved, where, and at whose expense?

Yale University's Sterling Memorial Library has microfilmed
more than 60,000 books during the last 12 years. During that time,
though, the library acquired 150,000 additional books each year, and
more than 65 percent of these came from countries where permanent,
or alkaline-buffered, paper is not used. In other words, almost
100,000 volumes being added to the library's collection each year are
at risk of becoming brittle in the future. On the basis of its own esti-
mates, Yale determined that filming a volume after it became brittle
would cost about $120 in current dollars. Scanning the volume might
cost as little as $80, but the cost of preserving and managing digital
files over time is unknown, and, in any event, it is not yet a preserva-
tion format. Deacidification would cost $17 a volume. This is one li-
brary's estimate of how cheap an ounce of prevention would be in
comparison with a pound of cure (Walls 2000). This is in line with
the LC's estimates of the various treatments available for print mate-
rials (see Appendix VI).

With respect to the future, the good news is that publishers in
the industrialized world had largely ceased to use acid paper by the
1990s, at least for first printings. In 1990, the U.S. government man-
dated the use of permanent, acid-free paper in all documents and
publications that were to be archived, and most state governments
have followed suit. Most publishers agreed to print the first press
runs of hardcover books on permanent paper.

Librarians have noted a disturbing trend during routine check-
ing of new acquisitions for acidity. In many newly independent and
emerging countriescountries from which U.S. libraries get a signif-
icant portion of their collectionsprinters continue to use unbuf-
fered wood-pulp paper. A large portion of these acquisitions are at
high risk for acidity. But more and more academic and trade presses
in the developed countries are producing reprintsand an ever-in-
creasing number of first press runs in paperbackon acid paper.
Consequently, many new acquisitions, not only from Asia or South
America but also from Europe and North America, may be at risk of
embrittlement unless deacidification or other preventive measures
are undertaken.

Binding. In the West, changes in the publishing economy have
created yet more preservation problems. To save money and cater to
mass markets, publishers have sharply increased the numbers of pa-
perback books published. As a result of this trend, which began in
the 1950s, libraries need to rebind these acquisitions even before put-
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ting them on the shelves. This may divert money that would other-
wise be spent for preserving older items.

Books and other bound materials are vulnerable not only be-
cause the paper may be weak but also because physical handling
weakens the structure of the volume and creates other problems. A
study done in 1994 at New York University yielded some interesting
data. During one week, preservation experts looked at everything
that came across the circulation desk. They found that 21 percent of
circulating books returned with spine damage and 14 percent needed
rebinding or recasing. Thirty-two percent of the books returned were
stained or damaged in some way,l4

The latest ARL preservation statistics (1996-1997) reflect the local
need to keep books as objects alive and well. ARL libraries repaired
12 times as many books as they filmed (873,000 versus 70,597) during
that period. Thirty-six percent of total preservation expenses went
for contract binding; filming accounted for only 3.6 percent. Of the 2
to 4 percent of library budgets that go to preservation (exclusive of
capital costs), item-level repair appears to be the asset-management
strategy of choice.

3.2.2 Evaluation of the Artifact and Selection for Preservation
The recent interest in the production of knowledge has made materi-
als that libraries acquired as secondary sources in the last two centu-,
ries into primary sources for this century. The lively field of printing
history has made the book itself, rather than its content, the subject
of investigation. This has promoted a large and not very physically
robust category of resources to artifact status.

It is not surprising that historians of print are interested in books
that were created before the mechanization of printing and binding.
Book production before the 1830s was craft work. Printers delivered
unbound sheets to the booksellers, who then bound them into vol-
umes that carried the printers' own imprints. One printing was dis-
tributed among a number of booksellers, each of which would bind
the volumes differently. Consequently, the same printing could ap-
pear as a number of forms. Each set can be considered unique in its
printing, binding, or dissemination and thus worthy of retention in a
collection.

The introduction of mass production has not diminished the sta-
tus of books from the latter two-thirds of the nineteenth century as
items with artifactual interest. There were so many innovations in
the business and art of printing during that period that there are now
many candidates for special treatment as objects, irrespective of the
content. While books printed before 1801 are usually managed as
"rare" books, there is an increasing use of the category of "medium-
rare" books of the nineteenth century that are served to patrons un-

14 Testimony of Carol Mandel to the task force, October 29, 1999. A similar study
of circulating collections at several Columbia University libraries in 1995
revealed significantly higher levels of embrittlement and other damage in the
oldest collections. More funds were subsequently allocated for rebinding and
protective enclosures. (Personal communication, Janet Gertz to Abby Smith,
April 4, 2001.)
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der somewhat stricter protocols than are general collection imprints.
This could be because the books have illustrations that are of re-
search value or are vulnerable to mutilation; have aesthetically sig-
nificant bindings; or were produced by special printers or publishing
houses. These books rarely receive the intensive, item-level treatment
that a rare book would get; a global or collection-level treatment is
sufficient to ensure that they survive in usable form. This is one ex-
ample of preventive preservation that should be encouraged in li-
braries holding important collections of such materials.

One should not underestimate the amount of time it takes to se-
lect books for this kind of treatment. (Books are rarely shelved by
age, after all.) Some libraries pull these books during normal shelf
inventorying or when they cross the circulation desk. Other libraries
pull these books when they are selecting items for filming, scanning,
deacidification, or secondary storage. To expect each library to devel-
op a collection of artifacts relevant to the history of printing simply
because it has books from eras relevant to that field, however, is nei-
ther feasible nor responsible.

Many paper-based collections other than books and periodical
publications held in special collections libraries and departments are
also at risk. Libraries, archives, historical societies, and museums
house large collections of pamphlets, letters, brochures, broadsides,
sheet music, printed maps, advertising art, playbills, restaurant
menus, scrapbooks and memorabilia, almanacs, proof sheets, chil-
dren's books, religious tracts, and other items printed between 1800
and 2000. The task force has not focused on these collections because,
to the extent that they are rare or unique and constitute primary
sources, institutions that hold them do not dispose of them. Never-
theless, retention of these materials does not guarantee their surviv-
al. These collections are invaluable intellectual and cultural resourc-
es, and they must be considered in any national preservation
strategy. While these materials fall outside the scope of consideration
here, it is important to emphasize that these collections warrant sep-
arate investigation. Indeed, the ARL recently completed a study of
special collections within its membership that underscores the need
to devote attention to the stewardship of these types of collections
(Panitch 2001). The report points to a number of areas, including but
not limited to preservation, that demand fresh approaches as well as
new resources. The task force recommends that such studies be ex-
tended to non-ARL libraries that hold special collections, that the
needs of these collections be identified, and that a strategy for devis-
ing and funding cost-effective solutions be developed.

3.2.3 Creating Surrogates: Filming versus Scanning
Surrogates are created for one of two reasons: to create copies of
works too fragile to use or to replace items in imminent danger of
disintegration. In the former case, a rare book or collection of broad-
sides may be scanned and the originals retired from use, except un-
der extraordinary circumstances. For materials that are on their last
or next-to-last use, the content is reformatted onto a more stable me-
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dium, such as preservation microfilm, or is photocopied onto acid-
free paper. For these types of books and other items that are in cur-
rent demand, most libraries create paper copies, a far more conve-
nient mode of access than is microfilm. In most cases, the source is
photocopied onto acid-free paper; however, at libraries with active
digitization programs, the source materials are often scanned and the
scans are used to recreate the original volume on acid-free paper on
demand. The question that then arises is what to do with the origi-
nal. This issue is addressed in Section 3.2.4.

Microfilming remains the gold standard for preservation refor-
matting of low-use materials. With proper storage and handling,
preservation microfilm can remain faithful and legible for a century
or more. Film is still considered to be the best medium for preserva-
tion of images. But microfilm is just thatimagesand no more.
Digital reformatting that includes optical character recognition
(OCR) adds functionality, including the capability for full-text
searching.

Given the value added by digitization, why isn't all reformatting
digital? The chief reason, besides the often higher cost of scanning
and creating searchable text compared with filming, is that there is as
yet no reason to be confident that digital files will last as long as mi-
crofilms, or be as easy to manage over time.15 The preservation com-
munity has given much thought to making preservation microfilm
whenever digital scans are made or to converting preservation mi-
crofilm into digital scans (Chapman, Conway, and Kenney 1999), but
few libraries have embraced this more costly approach. Even though
the money goes toward ensuring preservation after creating access,
funders tend to be reluctant to put money into preservation when
the same money can be put toward enhancing access to something
else.

The investment taxpayers have made, through the NEH, to cre-
ate microfilm copies of brittle books could be leveraged to create dig-
ital scans of those books for ready access. This notion, however, has
elicited little enthusiasm. Part of the reason is that the books that
have been microfilmed are often low-use items. As one expert has
written, "Brittle books have been selected for filming because they
have potential research value, but are low priority for current re-
searchers and so can be put on film for storage even though it is an
awkward access medium" (Gertz 1999). Digitization of low-use spe-
cial-format collections, by contrast, is common. This predilection to
scan special collections rather than monographs is based in part on
the idea that special-collections materialsmaps, photographs,
manuscriptshave traditionally received little use because they exist
in single copies in one collection. Once made easily accessible, these
materials may become high-use items.

is For a full discussion of the technical, legal, financial, and administrative
complexities of ensuring the longevity and integrity of digital files, see Task
Force on Archiving of Digital Information 1996. The problem of preserving
digital information is treated briefly in Section 3.4 of this report.
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One significant exception to the practice of not scanning low-use
print materials is the Making of America (MOA) program at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and Cornell University. This digitization pro-
gram focused on brittle American monographs and journals from the
latter half of the nineteenth century, and the selection of materials
was coordinated between the two libraries. This conversion of brittle
American monographs and periodicals has created an interesting
and largely unanticipated result: the MOA journals at Cornell receive
thousands of hits weekly. The beneficiaries of the project are many.
For example, a graduate student used the publications as research
materials for his dissertation. They enabled him to complete his stud-
ies from abroad when his wife's job took them out of the United
States. William Safire noted the value of mining the text for early
uses of words and phrases and cited MOA publications scanned us-
ing OCR as a rich source for nineteenth-century texts (Safire 2000). A
high school student found the ideal material for a term paper, while
a company in Detroit located an engraving of Daniel Boone, which
they intend to make into a poster to commemorate the city's 300th
anniversary. The visibility of digitized materials on the Web has facil-
itated their discovery, resulting in usage that greatly outstrips that of
the paper copies that were slowly decaying on their shelves. A dedi-
cated researcher may have consulted the print copies, but the sec-
ondary school student, the genealogist, the lexicographer, and the
insurance company are unlikely to have engaged with the paper vol-
umes as they are able to access these digitized publications on the
Internet.16

A recent study on how humanities scholars work in this evolv-
ing information environment, based on surveys and case studies, re-
ports a similar trend in preferences for electronic access to print ma-
terials via Web-based data repositories:

... the scholars all had access to a number of full-text databases
published by Chadwyck-Healey, the Women Writers Online
project from Brown University, and full-text journals from the
Johns Hopkins Muse project and from JSTOR. Few scholars
mentioned using these full-text resources, but the ones who had
were hooked on what they could offer and particularly
appreciated those products that provided access to primary
sources (Brockman et al. 2001, forthcoming).

The scholars who were "hooked" reported that the searching
techniques available were especially prized. The report noted that
"the thoroughness with which searching is possible across any of the
corpora covered by these databases means that once they have been
recognized by a group of researchers in a particular field, their use is
obligatory."

The observation that use is "obligatory" means that these schol-
ars are now able to avail themselves of otherwise-scarce texts. Worn-

16 This transformative effect is further borne out by JSTOR, another project that is
building a dynamic database from the static pages of journals. For more
information, see Section 4.4.
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en Writers Online was cited specifically for both research and teach-
ing uses. The types of searching are novel as well, being inaccessible
to manual research; they include such techniques as keyword search-
ing, pattern identification, and an abundance of searchable elements.
Finally, the database created a contextual mass of different editions
of the same work that allows collation and comparison among ver-
sions. In addition to reporting use of the larger commercial databas-
es, a few scholars recounted using smaller, noncommercial Web-
based projects devoted to individual authors.

All these instances testify that scholars are growing more com-
fortable with digital surrogates of texts. There is a need to develop
and apply methodologies to track the growing use of large digitized
collections and to evaluate how researchers use these aggregations.
Their increasing use also raises the question of what value there will
be for libraries to maintain their hard-copy collections of these texts,
when the same collections, without gaps and items missing from the
shelves, are accessible from a computer 24 hours a day from any-
where in the world. Duplicative collections of materials that are not
rare and are readily accessible on the desktop will have lost much of
their original reason for being: to provide local access. What will the
next generation of scholars, many of whom will have grown up with
JSTOR, MOA, and other databases and find the very notion of hav-
ing to retrieve hard-copy journals from stacks during library hours a
hindrance to research, think of the journals and monographs that
languish in dead storage? How much will a university or college be
willing to pay for digital access and also for keeping hard copies?
How do we ensure that enough originals are kept and are available
for present and future use?

Although we are far from having a comprehensive body of pri-
mary and secondary literature readily available for use from the
desktop, there is every reason to believe that within a decade, signifi-
cant corpora of texts will be available in a number of fields. It is not
too early to plan for the eventual disposition of the scores, or even
hundreds, of duplicate copies of individual items that scholars, vot-
ing with mouse clicks, prefer to use online. The question is not
whether libraries should keep hard copies of them. Of course they
should. The real question is, in a world in which access is no longer
tied to physical possession, let alone ownership, which institutions,
and how many institutions, will take the responsibility of ensuring
the preservation of and access to hard copies? Information technolo-
gies may allow libraries to develop a system of registration or other
kind of tracking that can allow linking local preservation decisions
and investments to the changing needs of a national and internation-
al research community (Greenstein 2001). And with new models of
distributed preservation responsibilities facilitated by digital technol-
ogy, shared among libraries, must come financial and legal support
for those actions taken on behalf of the group.
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3.2.4 Responsible Retention Policies
Books are totemic objects that have developed a powerful status over
centuries, both for their content and for their physical significance.
At the same time, books, like other objects, have always been cultural
variables. Codices were routinely expunged in the Middle Ages,
their writing scraped off to make room for a new work, which, in
turn, might be effaced by a later generation. That said, task force
members testified repeatedly to the symbolic value of the book and
to the cultural significance of the library both as a building and as a
mental construct. They asserted that responsible stewardship is nec-
essary to strengthen and reinforce those values. The spiraling costs of
basic library functions and the added demands of new and more ex-
pensive services and collections cannot be allowed to put libraries
and their missions at risk. To ensure the continued accessibility of
current library collections into the future, not to mention the exten-
sion of access to those collections through networked resources,
economies of scale, some of which entail the forging of cooperative
enterprises, must be achieved. The technical infrastructure, financial
resources, and public support must also be secured to sustain those
actions.

As a way of envisaging how responsible retention of reformatted
materials might be reconciled with the economic realities of preser-
vation, librarians can look to archivists for sound guidance (Kenney
1996). The benchmarks of sufficient quality film or digital capture
include the following:

The scan has captured all informational contentcolor, original
formatting, full content, or whatever else is important in the
source document.
The document is fully accessible through a defined indexing-and-
retrieval scheme.
Access to the digital file will be maintained over time, and the
data will be protected from loss, corruption, and technological ob-
solescence.

A consortium of leading American research libraries has pro-
posed benchmarks for digital capture of text and image for libraries
that posit technical specifications that would meet these require-
ments. If adopted and widely practiced, these would go a long way
to building digital files on which researchers could rely for some
minimal levels of capture and fidelity (DLF 2001a).

Once a library has created scans of sufficient quality to serve as
full surrogates, it should put in place a plan to maintain those re-
sources over time. It should also consider the question of what to do
with the original source material. A plan for maintaining the files
over time may one day become routine, but at present there are very
few libraries or archives that can or would assert that their digital
assets are secure for more than a few years hence. There is a need for
what might be called digital service bureaus or utilities that would
provide such services as scanning, managing files, delivering files to
local users, and long-term archiving. This infrastructure needs to be
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in place before most libraries and archives could develop routine,
cost-effective digital services.

Any scanned material that is rare and of artifactual value should
be handled with care during scanning, and retained afterward, even
if retired from active duty, and stored to prevent further damage.
Items that are common, such as journals, and that have content value
but little artifactual value may also be sent to storage. However, if
hard copies exist at other sites, there is no compelling reason to re-
tain them, unless the local patrons have a history of using hard copy
even when digital files are available. What is important is that re-
searchers who do need hard copy should be able to locate and re-
trieve it with relative convenience. In many cases, this may mean de-
veloping shared repositories for originals, used and supported by
several libraries that store their materials in one site and are able,
thereby, to create richer and often more comprehensive shared collec-
tions. The custodians of artifacts need to design a plan that strives
for the most comprehensive coverage of given journals or subject
matter. This would almost certainly entail collaboration by the repos-
itories of the original materials, support from their local constituen-
cies, and concurrence that acting for the greater good might engen-
der some local inconvenience. The Five-College Library Depository
(see Section 4.1) is a model for this kind of shared storage. Such a re-
pository might be able to afford collections services such as in-house
preservation facilities, or even scan-on-demand services, that single
institutions could not develop and sustain alone.

Promoting better understanding of the importance of the artifact
will require a clear, succinct framing of the issues and structured dis-
cussions. The objective should be to develop commonly understood
and widely endorsed approaches to the problem of caring for an
abundance of materials with limited resources. There will never be
complete agreement: the matter of what to preserve and how to
make that accessible will never be considered resolved for all time.
Instead, interested parties should develop and declare a basis for
making those decisions that must be made in the immediate future.

The task force's investigation of the print record has confirmed
that there is a great need for the identification and preservation of
numbers of important artifacts. Materials that are unique can be
identified and preserved. But there are large categories of printed
materials that exist in abundance and do not have high market or
exhibition value, but are important nonetheless because they exem-
plify a genre and a way of recording information and communicat-
ing:For these materials, the need for the identification is especially
great. Such things as antislavery pamphlets, election broadsides, and
sermons printed as circulars are distinct genres that have value but
are unlikely to survive in toto. A measured plan to save numbers of
such genres will probably succeed in securing funding for preserva-
tion; a general alarm about their status probably will not. It is impor-
tant that scholars work With librarians to identify and define catego-
ries of materials and locate the finest and best-preserved specimens.
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Beyond specific genres of printed ephemera, there is a need for a
repository of American imprintswhat one of the task force advisers
called a "Federal Reserve of National Literature"that would en-
sure that an archival copy of American imprints is preserved. The
American Antiquarian Society (AAS) has been working for decades
to create a deposit of record for American imprints up to 1876. Other
than AAS, there is no library or consortium of libraries attempting to
preserve a record of American imprints. The Library of Congress,
despite the fact that it receives two copies of every copyrighted book
in America, does not have a program, or indeed a mandate, to pre-
serve even one copy for posterity. It is worth exploring the possibility
of seeking congressional authority and funding to require the Li-
brary of Congress to send one of its two copies directly into storage
upon receipt and to be obliged to make a surrogate of that copy
available for use if the title becomes too scarce to find elsewhere. The
Library of Congress has congressional authorization to build addi-
tional storage for its needs, but does not have the authority to set
aside a copy for archival retention.

The Library of Congress is the working library of the legislative
branch of the United States government, and its collections are at the
service of the Congress. A request for an archival deposit system has
never been made to Congress, and members of Congress neither
know about nor understand the need for such a system. Congress,
however, has proved itself a champion of scholarship and library
preservation in the past, when it authorized and funded the brittle-
books reformatting grants under the NEk. It acted then at the behest
of scholars, who impressed upon it the irreplaceable value of the in-
formation printed on acidic paper. The task force recommends that a
consortium of scholars and librarians, working with the AAS, the Li-
brary of Congress, and other appropriate bodies, develop a strategy
for a series of repositories to assemble and preserve a full record of
American publications. One such plan, for example, would have the
AAS responsible for materials before 1876; another body or groups
of institutions responsible for 1877 to the present; and the Library of
Congress responsible for all prospective archiving. This archival re-
pository system would be in addition to the local or regional reposi-
tory system proposed above, which would serve the needs of schol-
ars routinely requiring originals and would be designed to provide
access to them. In contrast, an archival repository or series of reposi-
tories would be designed as a fail-safe mechanism that ensured the
survival of an original, not ready access to one. The details of gover-
nance, deposit, access, and so forth would need to be carefully
worked out by a number of interested parties, including librarians,
preservation experts, and scholars.

3.3 Audiovisual
3.3.1 Sound and Light as Artifacts
Audiovisual materials present many of the same preservation chal-
lenges as do resources on paper. They are recorded on media that
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decay and they are abundant, thereby forcing libraries and archives
to make difficult choices in acquiring and preserving them. Research-
ers' demands for audiovisual products, like the demands for print
resources, change over time. This reinforces libraries' sense that they
need to collect masses of materials with no immediate demand in
sight, in case they eventually prove to be of research value.

At the same time, in large part because of the extreme fragility of
the recording media and the dependence on playback machinery
that quickly becomes obsolete, audiovisual materials present new
challenges to traditional notions of the intrinsic value of the artifact.1-7
For printed materials, the artifact is a single physical object that has
some measure of fixity. That fixity is largely dependent on the fact
that the object has been recorded on a relatively stable medium. The
stability of the paper depends on its physical composition, the effects
of handling and storage on the original imprint, and other variables;
however, there is little confusion about what a book or a journal is
and what constitutes the original. Moreover, the role of the print arti-
fact in research is fairly straightforward: it provides evidence, and
does so through information that the physical object itself carries.
This information offers a means of ensuring the authenticity of an
object and of judging the veracity and accuracy of the information
contained in it. It also brings researchers in some tangible way closer
to the moment of creation of that object and, presumably, closer to
the intentions of the creator.

A simple example can be used to illustrate the variety of ways in
which audiovisual technologies assault the fundamental notion of
artifact. Judged by any criteria, a film by Stanley KubrickSpartacus,
for exampleis important to keep and make accessible to future re-
searchers, even if estimations of its merit fluctuate over time. What
does it mean to preserve a film in its artifactual form? The Library of
Congress, which acquired this film through copyright deposit shortly
after its creation, defines the artifact as the original manifestation.18

The movie was a technological marvel during its day; however,
we have now discovered that the 65-mm negative and 70-mm prints
made from this negative both fade irreversibly, and sometimes dra-
matically, over time. What we have of "the original manifestation" of
Spartacus is no longer a physical object that provides accurate or
meaningful information about what viewers saw in theaters in 1960.
The original object was fixed onto a carrier that precludes the very
notion of stability. While there was a commercial effort recently to
restore the film to a more or less faithful recreation of what it once

17 "Intrinsic value is the archival term that is applied to permanently valuable
records that have qualities and characteristics that make the records in their
original physical form the only archivally acceptable form for preservation.
Although all records in their original physical form have qualities and
characteristics that would not be preserved in copies, records with intrinsic value
have them to such a significant degree that the originals must be saved" (NARA
1982, 1). See also Menne-Haritz and Briibach 1999.

18 The copy on deposit is likely to be in poor shape. Film companies routinely
use exhibition copies, which are no longer fit for screening, to fulfill their legal
deposit duty.
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was, that restoration is not an original artifact from the 1960s, but
one from the 1990s.19 Looking ahead to the 2060s, there is every rea-
son to anticipate that 35-mm and 70-mm films will be orphans of a
technology that no longer exists, and that projectors to play them
will be relics from the past. If no one reformats Spartacus onto new
technology, then we will have lost direct access to a film that was
crucial in the development of an important American artist who also
created Dr. Strangelove and 2001: A Space Odyssey.

This is a relatively uncomplicated example of what happens to
the concepts of originality, fidelity, stability, and fixity when informa-
tion moves onto one of the most significant recording media of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Similar examples abound for re-
corded musical performances and spoken-word documents.

While many humanists are familiar with print resources and the
copyright regime that governs their distribution and permits timely
preservation action, fewer scholars are familiar with the protocols
that govern audiovisual resources. Their manufacture, preservation,
and access protocols and, perhaps most significantly, the copyright
laws that permit or restrict those protocols, are well-known only to
specialists. Moreover, the history of collecting these materials differs
dramatically from that of print resources. The following discussion
of these matters, together with case studies in Section 4, provides
background and a historical context with which to grasp the chal-
lenges that these media pose to scholars and librarians.

The curatorial and preservation communities involved in audio-
visual materials are widely dispersedin media, government, and
public and research libraries, as well as in museums, historical societ-
ies, and regional collecting institutions. There are as many conflicts
as there are common interests between the creative community (such
as film directors, photographers, and musical artists) and the rights
holders (such as studios, news services, and major media compa-
nies), or between researchers (folklorists, ethnographers, and lin-
guists) and their subjects (the individuals, communities, and sover-
eign Native American nations who have been recorded). These
conflicts sometimes have serious commercial consequences, and the
communities can come to blows over preservation issues such as col-
orization and letter-boxing, cropping and retouching, or enhancing
recorded performances for re-release on CD by cleaning up the noise
in an original long-playing (LP) record. Because these resources often
have high entertainment and commercial value, the role of the mar-
ketplace must be considered in any strategy to preserve and make
them accessible for research. In other instances, for unpublished and
noncommercial recordings, serious ethical issues have arisen be-
tween some researchers and the communities that have been docu-
mented. This has led to new access restrictions on old bodies of evi-

19 Characteristically for the 1990s, the restorers tried to recreate what Kubrick
wanted to make, not what the studio had released in 1960. For example, a scene
with sexual innuendo between characters played by Laurence Olivier and Tony
Curtis, which had not been included in the original cut but was restored in the
1990 version of the film, became a talking point in the publicity surrounding the
restora tion.
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dence that beg the question of whether or not repositories should in-
vest in preserving materials to which they may never be allowed to
grant access. Some of the intricacies of rights management, com-
merce, and ethics are discussed in detail in two case studies about
film preservation and folklore collections (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3).
We focus here on describing the scope of visual and sound resources
and highlighting some of the issues that affect artifactual evaluations
and preservation options.

3.3.2 Still Images
The member libraries of ARL reported holding more than 64 million
photographs, pictures, maps, prints, slides, charts, posters, cartoons,
engravings, and other graphic arts in 1998-1999 (ARL 1999a). The
Library of Congress has more than 13 million items in its photogra-
phy and print collections. Many special-collections repositories also
have significant still-image collections, often filed with printed, car-
tographic, or design materials in collections organized not by medi-
um but by provenance or subject matter. No one knows exactly how
much of this type of material exists in the United States or where it is
stored. Nonetheless, it seems clear that the majority of historical doc-
uments that are image-based are not in academic research libraries
but are scattered in historical societies, natural history collections,
special-collections libraries, commercial archives, and local, munici-
pal, state, and federal records offices. The charts that document land
ownership and management; architectural drawings and engineer-
ing records of the built environment; photographs taken in the
course of collecting news or creating journalistic essays; and archives
of architectural firms, industrial design companies, and advertising
enterpriseall these collections constitute invaluable historical
records. While many companies take excellent care of their business
archives and offer some level of preventive preservation for the still
images scattered throughout their records, most enterprises do not
have preservation strategies for their archives, lack resources to de-
velop and implement such strategies, and may not even be aware
that they hold materials that are of great potential value to historians
and others. The task force recognizes that many collections that are
part of the visual record of this nation lie well outside the purview of
research institutions and that special efforts are required to identify
and properly preserve these materials.

Within research institutions, still-image collections have been
slowly coming into their own as primary source materials. In public
libraries such as the New York Public and the Library of Congress,
both of which have premier visual resource collections, most users
are professional picture researchers who are looking for images to
reproduce in publications. There is still a gap between those scholars
who seek out visual sources as primary documentation and those
who come to picture collections because they are looking for material
to illustrate a monograph or an article. While professional picture
researchers will always constitute a significant portion of users in
public institutions, there is evidence that the current and future gen-
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erations of humanities scholars will turn increasingly to visual docu-
ments for primary evidence.

There are several reasons for this trend in research methodology.
The first is chronology, pure and simple. The primary recording me-
dia of the past 100 years have been visual, and anyone studying that
period canor in many cases mustrely on still or moving images
for information. A second reason is that the proliferation of photog-
raphy and easy reproduction of images in magazines and books
have exposed the current generation to more imagery. Some believe
that this has led to a rise in "visual literacy"; others argue that expo-
sure to many images does not create the ability to "read," or under-
stand, an image criticallythe true sign of literacy. (Despite the pro-
liferation of imagery in everyday life, few graduate programs
outside the traditions of art history and archaeology teach students
the same critical approach to visual sources that they do to textual
sources. Reading documentary photography with an art historian's
eye can be inappropriate for those pursuing other research agendas.)
The third reason is that the topics and methodologies of literary, his-
torical, and sociological research have broadened to include many
phenotnena that are not well documented in texts but are so in visual
resources. Gender studies is a good example of a field that relies on a
variety of sources from a variety of disciplines and makes good use
of nontextual materials for such things as the history of domestic life
(for example, illustrated magazines, advertising art, family photo-
graphs). There are also relatively new fields, such as environmental
studies, that end up relying on the inadvertent documentation of
built and unbuilt environments that would not have been remarked
upon in texts. This priority of image over text is encouraged by the
digitization of images. Visual resources perform superbly in an on-
line environment.20

That said, what is the artifact in question? In the case of film-
based images, is it the print, or is it the film from which the print was
made? Sometimes the film has been developed and printed in a way
that makes the printed image significantly different from the image
captured on film. Most curators choose to collect both the medium of
original capture and the print, when this is possible.

In pictorial collections, the items that receive priority for selec-
tion and preservation include any work that is of artistic value or of a
certain age, or that has been created by a well-known artist photog-
rapher, graphic artist, or cartoonist; has a significant provenance;
constitutes an institutional priority; and so forth. Original works
vintage photographs and their negatives or original drawingsre-
ceive the best care. Color film and photographs are generally more
fragile than are black-and-white film and photographs; however, any
photograph printed on resin-coated or acid paper is at risk.

zo Libraries with important image collections have only recently begun to hire
photo conservators. This is another indication of the increased importance of
visual resources in research, although many conservators work not on materials
that are in demand in the reading room but that are being prepared for digital
conversion.
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Film-based materials are often served in a high-quality surro-
gate, such as a digital image, slide, or copy print, unless the research-
er is primarily interested in the object rather than the image content.
A researcher using Toni Frissell photographs from the front of World
War II could be satisfied with copy prints if she is looking for gener-
al-level information about Frissell's coverage of the war or various
activities on the front. Another researcher might be interested in see-
ing only vintage prints, negatives, and contact sheets that carry infor-
mation about the entire project or shooting assignment, the original
sequencing of shots, hoW the negative was cropped and printed, and
so forth.

One of the dilemmas of preservation is that the best conditions
for storing an object often compromise the object's effectiveness for
research. Still images, whether film or paper based, are often an inte-
gral part of a mixed-media collection. Such images might include
photos in a personal archive, illustrations in a book, or architectural
records in a business archive. Preservation would demand that they
be physically separated from the original collection and stored else-
where in cold vaults. Each medium has its own storage require-
ments; for example, requirements for black-and-white film differ
from those for color.

There are large collections of documentary photography that
gain research value as they are supplemented by a range of second-
ary materialsnotebooks, work files, and contact sheetsthat en-
large the evidential base of the documents under review. In many
cases, it is sufficient to create surrogates that can be kept with the
original collection. Copy photos or digital reproductions usually pro-
vide all the information needed, but creating high-quality surrogates
can be costly.

3.3.3 Moving Images
The catastrophic loss of silent filmthe incunabula of moving imag-
esthat occurred before movies came to be seen as respectable
sources for research should warn us of the perils of undervaluing
new media. What we have faced in film is not only a failure to keep
films that have been collected from undue deterioration but also a
failure to collect films systematically at all. Fortunately, certain
events conspired in the last 15 years to draw attention to the lamen-
table state of film preservation and galvanize communities into ac-
tion. This should serve as an example of what can and should be
done for other audiovisual sources.

While both public and private nonprofit archives have long been
working to document and preserve film, it was the emergence of an-
cillary markets for resale of film inventories that moved the industry
itself to invest resources in preservation. As videotape playback
equipment became cheap enough for the consumer market, studios
predicted that recycling old films for reissue would be worth the in-
vestment. That led to the introduction of colorization, theoretically to
enhance the appeal of old movies to consumers. Colorization and
cropping to fit a television screen, in turn, galvanized the creative
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community around issues of original intent and moral rights, which
sparked a confrontation with commercial forces and a widening cir-
cle of discourse about the state of the global film heritage.

In 1988, Congress passed the National Film Preservation Act, cre-
ating the National Film Preservation Board and asking the Copyright
Office to investigate the colorization and material alteration to film.
By the time the film board was reauthorized in 1992, its focus had
moved from alteration to preservation in the broadest sense. A conse-
quence of its work was that all the playersarchives and libraries,
studios, artists, and distributors, each with competing interests
were forced to identify their common interest in the integrity of the
film heritage and to collaborate for the first time toward a common
preservation goal. This concern for the integrity of and continued
access to film was one factor in the development of a national strate-
gy for preservation. It coalesced easily with other significant initia-
tives of the time, notably the formal establishment of the Association
of Moving Image Archivists (AMIA), which brought together the
nonprofit and for-profit professionals in filmarChivists, technicians,
filmmakers, academics, and laboratory managers. The high-profile
efforts of filmmaker Martin Scorsese and the Film Foundation also
raised awareness of these issues among the public and creative com-
munities. In 1993, the film board undertook a national study of pres-
ervation needs and the following year put forth a national plan (LC
1994). In 1997, with congressional authorization to fund film preser-
vation, the National Film Preservation Foundation opened its doors
with the financial support of the Film Foundation and the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

That landmark film-preservation study addressed a broad range
of issues, including technical, legal, economic, and financial issues
around preservation. It helped document what had been created,
what had been lost, and what was at highest risk for loss. The first
order of business was to document what has been lost, and that was
tricky. Written records, old journals and newspapers, and collections
of film memorabilia provided clues. A mental reconstruction of the
film industry at certain periods of time led to meaningful deductions
about what must have been and to an understanding of the distribu-
tion chain that could suggest where copies of films had been shown.
This, in turn, led to happily correct suppositions about where miss-
ing films could be located. The American film industry often shipped
abroad films that, for various reasons, were never returned at the
end of a run. Australia and the Czech Republic proved to hold signif-
icant American films thought to be long lost. An international collab-
oration is crucial to the ongoing reconstruction of the film record of
any nation.

Documentation is a serious challenge for the film community,
especially for noncommercial films. Because so much of what has
been created is either lost or in imminent peril of disintegration, in-
formation about what once was made and how it was distributed
and received can serve very important needs, even without the origi-
nal itself. Film, after all, is a public medium with wide influence on
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those who see it. One example of a documentation project on which
scholars and archivists have collaborated is the British Universities
Film & Video Council (BUFVC). It has created a database to docu-
ment what newsreels were shot and shown in theaters, even those
newsreels that no longer exist.

From these state-of-film data, the National Film Preservation
Board and its collaborators developed a strategy for preserving films
that was based on a clear division of labor. Studio-produced and
-distributed films are preserved by a series of collaborative and uni-
lateral arrangements. Because studios now see their old films as as-
sets, they are preserving the artifact and its economic value. Studios
are building new storage facilities. But while many studios preserve
a significant portion of their inventory, a very large portion of films
are actually preserved and stored at the four major film archives (the
Library of Congress, UCLA, the George Eastman House, and the
Museum of Modern Art), often with financial assistance from the
studiOs.

The National Film Preservation Board's study also highlighted
an array of noncommercial films, from independent art films to doc-
umentaries and home movies, that are vital parts of the historical
record. Some "home movies," for example, were shot at an intern-
ment camp for Japanese Americans. Because these films and their
importance have now been identified, public and private support for
funding their preservation has emerged. The National Film Preserva-
tion Foundation was established to coordinate these preservation ef-
forts. Its approach is to find funding from a mix of private and public
sources to regrant to those repositorieshistorical societies, regional
film archives, local museumsfor the purpose of undertaking pres-
ervation work.

The preservation challenges are complex, and the solutions are
expensive. Film-based materials need to be protected not only from
their inherent chemical instability but also from the mechanical dam-
age incurred by running a reel through a projector. A master negative
needs to be properly stored and used only to produce intermediaries
that can be used for creating access copies (either film or tape). Origi-
nal materials for old films, no matter how badly deteriorated, need
to be saved in the event that a new technology comes along that can
extract more information from them. The four major film archives in
the United States all keep original materials.

There is much dissension among preservation experts about
whether analog materials should or should not be preserved in digi-
tal form. With respect to film, the important thing to note is that the
physical artifact itself is an endangered species that warrants special
measures to ensure its survival. Few institutions have taken on the
burden of preserving film. The best practices that have emerged in-
clude retaining as much of the original material as possible, includ-
ing any supporting materials that provide further evidence of the
film's original state or that can be used to restore lost portions of
films. For the sake of preserving the original materials, researchers
are given access to reformatted versions. Technology is increasing the
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fidelity of reformatting so successfully that most researchers do not
need access to the original.

3.3.4 Recorded Sound
The heritage of recorded sound is imperiled because the industry
that manufactures currently acceptable preservation mediaprima-
rily analog reel-to-reel tapeis phasing them out, along with the
playback equipment needed to render the encoded information intel-
ligible. Sound recordings seem to be especially vulnerable to techno-
logical obsolescence. Anyone who grew up with 78s, 45s, and LPs,
then cassettes and CDs, and now reads about (or downloads files
through) Napster and Gnutella, is aware of this shifting landscape.
Nonetheless, these consumer formats have remained remarkably sta-
ble relative to the industry standards with which the preservation
community has to keep pace. One expert reported the following to
the Library of Congress:

Most industry representatives report that their audio and video
productsmedia and systemswill all be digitally based within
the next five years or less. This abandonment of traditional
analog technology has come alarmingly fast and in dramatic
fashion. Access, even on a limited basis, will need to become
digital. Master preservation copies will need to become digital
(Storm 1998, vi).

Many people disagree about whether digital preservation of film
is necessary for analog films, because commercial entities still shoot
with old-fashioned film stock. Editing is now done primarily on digi-
tal equipment, and some major filmmakersGeorge Lucas most fa-
mouslyare shooting with digital cameras. As long as film stock
continues to be manufactured, the debate will go on.

Recorded sound is a different matter. In this case, members of
the preservation community will soon find themselves without the
tape and equipment they need for analog reformatting. Acquiring
the equipment needed to transfer analog to digital is a huge capital
expenditureone that many institutions that hold valuable record-
ings are not prepared to make. Consequently, many collecting insti-
tutions will have to outsource their preservation reformatting. Such a
process is fraught with risk because few laboratories specialize in the
art of old media.

Among the most significant repositories of sound recordings are
the Library of Congress, the National Archives, the New York Public
Library, and a number of academic institutions, including Columbia,
Yale, Syracuse, and Stanford Universities. There are also important,
but smaller, collections such as those of whale sounds at Scripps Oce-
anic Institute and Cornell University's ornithology collections. Folk-
lore and linguistic materials abound in the personal collections of
many scholars. Some type of preservation needs to be done for these
items as well, because they constitute primary data for these schol-
ars' research. If one of these personal, unpublished, and often uncat-
aloged, collections goes, the evidence base for that scholar's work
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also disappears. It is fair to say that for field recordings that exist on
various tapes and cassettes, the artifact itself has little to no value;
the chief mission of preservation is to rescue the information on
those media before it disappears. It is crucial that scholars attend to
their own collections, and they that they do so now.

Perhaps the most important thing that scholars can do to prevent
the loss of these documents is to recognize their value and to lobby
for support for their preservation. The U.S. Congress, largely in re-
sponse to pressure from constituents and from the industry, recently
passed the National Recording Preservation Act of 2000. Modeled on
a similar act for film preservation, it calls for public recognition of
the value of the nation's sound heritage and for a survey to docu-
ment the state of recorded sound. (See Appendix VII for the full law.)
Until that survey is completed, it will be hard to assess accurately
what is imperiled.

A significant part of the identification problem is that, outside
the field of classical music, sound recordings have not been incorpo-
rated into the canon of bona fide research resources until recently.
The copyright regime has been slow to grapple with the fact of re-
cording. Recorded sound has been covered by the copyright code
only since 1972. Even when one admits popular and ethnographic
music into the fold, libraries have collected chiefly published record-
ings. Published materials have not been readily incorporated into the
bibliographical systems of libraries, and unpublished materials have
almost never been included in these systems. Researchers have
found that commercial catalogs are the best sources for the initial
phases of a search of published recordings. For unpublished materi-
als, which constitute the core collections of most anthropologists,
ethnomusicologists, folklorists, and linguists, few if any points of ac-
cess are available. Scholars who are themselves creators of documen-
tation should start thinking about access and preservation issues at
the moment they create the documentation, from getting informed
consent from subjects so that rights to access for various purposes
will not later become a problem, to using best practices for recording,
describing, and storing materials.21

At present, selection of audio for preservation, like that of moving
image material, is based on an assessment of the following factors:

cultural value of the item
historical uniqueness of the item
estimated longevity of the medium
current condition of the item
state of playback equipment
access restrictions
frequency of use

21 For a comprehensive view of audio preservation and best practices for
recording, see the Web site of the Photographic and Recording Media Committee
of the Preservation and Reformatting Section of the American Library
Association. Available at http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/bytopic/audio/.
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When the access copy or preservation copy does not adequately
capture the information, it must be retained for future use because of
the probability of advances in technology.

3.3.5 Broadcast Media
Broadcast mediaradio and televisionare the stepchildren of the
audiovisual media. While everyone acknowledges their reach across
the coimtry and their power to shape public perceptions, interests,
and thinking, few institutions take them seriously as sources of his-
torical information, at least as evidenced by how few collect them.
Vanderbilt University collects television and specializes in network
news. The Library of Congress has an unparalleled collection of
black-and-white-era television holdings and some significant radio
holdings, such as the Armed Forces Radio and Television Service
Collection. But in general, at both the national and the local levels,
what gets broadcast is woefully under-documented.

There is little local collecting, yet because broadcast media are
the equivalent of newspapers in another era, the most significant ma-
terials are generated locally and should be collected and pre-
served at the local, not national, level. Those who decry the loss of
newspapers from the past are well positioned to raise awareness
about the present need to save broadcasting, because what they most
value about old newspapers is present in the newer forms of news
and entertainmentexquisite sources for popular opinion, advertis-
ing, and cultural phenomena of all types.

The National Historical Records and Publications Commission
(NHPRC), a body of the National Archives, has recognized the prob-
lem and become a leading funder of local television news collection.
The Library of Congress has been authorized to create an archival
record of national radio and television through the American Televi-
sion and Radio Archives program. However, the state of local televi-
sion news collections across the country is, in the words of an expert
report, "extremely desperate" (LC 1997, 91). The state of collections
of non-news television and of radio of all sorts is equally deplorable,
if not more so.

The Library of Congress report on the state of television and vid-
eo preservation (1997) lays out the scope of the problem and propos-
es a national plan of shared responsibilities to ensure that at least
some of the television and videotape in the country will survive.
Should these broadcast documents not survive, it would be an irrep-
arable loss for present and future generations. Scholars can play a
crucial role in making the academic communities of which they are
members, as well as the public, aware of the value of this documen-
tation, the extent of the challenges to future access, and the efforts
under way to preserve these materials. It would be ironic and sad
indeed if this generation of scholars, using ephemera and other arti-
facts of the nineteenth century to reconstruct the history and con-
sciousness of that time, were to do nothing to articulate the need to
safeguard the comparable artifacts of this era.
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To the extent that preservation funding follows closely what the
scholarly community has declared to be of research value, all the au-
diovisual formats discussed in this report suffer at present from lack
of advocacy by scholars. But the task force recommendations cannot
assume that significant additional funds will be forthcoming simply
because the need for them has been identified. University librarians
and administrators alike have testified to the task force that preser-
vation budgets today are remaining flat or, in real dollars, shrinking.
There is no reason to believe that this trend will not continue. If some
base funding were to become available for reallocation, it would
surely go to meet the greatest faculty needthe purchase and licens-
ing of electronic resources. However, in the area of film, television,
recorded sound, videotape, and other audiovisual media, partner-
ships beyond the academy are critically important, and the national
preservation plans that are in place, or will be so shortly, must claim
the time and attention of the scholarly community.

3.4 Digital
At first, digital information objects appear to be outside the scope of
work of the task force, charged as it was to investigate the role of the
artifact in library collections. After all, what is an artifact if not a
physical object? And what is digital information if not intangible,
available to be "output" to any number of media for access but hav-
ing no intrinsic physical form and not bound by the temporal and
spatial constraints of print, visual, and sound resources? Is it not dig-
ital information itself that is threatening to replace, or at least dis-
place, the physical collections that libraries hold?

It is in part the phenomenal growth of digital information in li-
braries that prompts this examination of the nature and importance
of physical artifacts for research and teaching. Digital technology is
changing the ways in which researchers and teachers are getting ac-
cess to information and in some cases obviating the need to consult
an original. The demand for electronic resources and the infrastruc-
ture needed to support their access and maintenance is affecting the
budgetary climate in which artifactual preservation must fight for its
share. Finally, the flooding of the information landscape by "nonarti-
factual" intellectual property influences our understanding of the
notion of the artifact in ways that beg scrutiny. It is for reasons such
as these that digital formats warrant special attention.

Thus far, the task force has focused primarily on the value of dig-
ital conversion for the purpose of access to originalson the creation
of surrogates of nondigital works to overcome obstacles created by
scarcity or physical fragility. With respect to original artifacts, the sa-
lient questions to pose about digitized representations are as follows:

When can a digital surrogate stand in for its source?
When can a digital surrogate replace its source?
When might a digital surrogate be superior to its source?
What is the cost of producing and maintaining digital surrogates?
What risks do digital surrogates pose?

7,1
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In print, there is a great deal of secondary literature that is ame-
nable to digitization. There is also a great deal of primary source ma-
terialdime novels, vintage photographs, and various ephemera
that, because of its scarcity, could be more widely accessible were it
in digital form. Other itemsfor example, oversize materials such as
posters, or books in fragile statesare easier and safer to use in the
form of digital surrogates. The research tools available for digital ma-
terials, such as full-text searching, may make the surrogates more
accessible to specific types of research questions than the originals
are. Postscanning processes may make the use of damaged items eas-
ier because one can lighten dark patches or sharpen the resolution of
faded inks.

For visual resources and recorded sound, reformatting for access
purposes is nearly always recommended or required for the sake of
preserving the integrity of the source material. There is a growing
consensus, that digital, rather than analog, reformatting will best
meet the demand for accessibility, fidelity, ease of reproduction, and
cosf-effectiveness, although significant issues still must be addressed
in standards for access, preservation, and rights management before
this technology can fulfill its promise. For audiovisual resources, the
funding of the preservation work that is required remains a hurdle.

In sum, there are many ways in which this new technology can
create adequate and at times superior access to information in physi-
cal artifacts. There are also instances in which no surrogate, no mat-
ter how splendid, will serve the scholar's needs. Finally, the infra-
structure needed to support and sustain such reformatting programs
is still in its infancy.

Before one can recommend digital reformatting for the preserva-
tion of or access to artifacts with intrinsic value as physical objects, it
will be necessary to identify the hazards of digital representation of
artifacts and to determine the true nature of an artifact in a digital
environment. Physical artifacts bear all sorts of evidence about how
they were created or manufactured, who had possession of them at
what time, how they were used, how they have changed, whether
the information they contain has been altered, and whether the alter-
ation was intentional or inadvertent. What happens to this evidence
when the object is represented in digital form?

3.4.1 Artifacts and Artifactual Value in the Digital Realm
Libraries and archives have two distinct categories of digital ob-
jectsmaterials that exist only in digital form ("born-digital" infor-
mation) and materials that are digitized versions of analog source
materials ("reborn-digital" information). The two categories can exist
side by side on a server, and the information technologists responsi-
ble for the maintenance of those files do not draw distinctions be-
tween them in terms of treatments. From the researcher's point of
view, however, the distinctions are great, and they will be main-
tained here.

Digital technology can represent all genres and types of library
and archival materialstextual, numeric, visual, and sound informa-
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tion. Because the technology of creating and disseminating informa-
tion through digital means is relatively new, society has appropriat-
ed many terms specific to analog information and used them, almost
by analogy, to describe digital objects. This goes beyond such exam-
ples as referring to individual instances of files uploaded to comput-
er screens as "pages." It has also resulted in such awkward back-for-
mations as "nondigital" information to mean everything that already
exists in analog form.22 These neologisms and appropriations have
considerably complicated the work of the task force, and none has
proved more vexing than the use of the word "artifact" in the digital
realm.

The simplest, and one of the oldest, denotations of the word "ar-
tifact," as discussed previously, is a physical object on which infor-
mation is recorded. The very value of the physical manifestation, to-
gether with the dependence on the physical medium, has created
problems for preserving information printed on paper. That problem
deepens with audiovisual information objects, because the mechani-
cal processes that produce and record audiovisual information pro-
duce physical artifacts far more fragile than paper is. The concept of
artifactual value is contingent not only on changes in cultural valua-
tions but also on information technologies and their businessesbe
they printing presses and paper mills or film stock manufacturers
and playback equipment companies. All these complexities abound,
and are perhaps even more problematic, in digital formats as well.

Some task force members argued correctly that an artifact is
somethinganythingmade by art and that it does not need to be
physical. This is one of several definitions the Oxford English Dictio-
nary attests to the word. Nonetheless, the notion of physicality was
intrinsic to the working definition used by the task force, because its
central charge was to distinguish between those times when the re-
searcher needs the original physical manifestation and those when a
secondary or reformatted manifestation is sufficient. This is yet an-
other example of how slippery a concept "artifact" is at heart. To
speak of a "digital artifact" may even appear paradoxical, to the ex-
tent that "artifact" implies uniqueness or scarcity, whereas electronic
information is replicable to the point where "original" and "copy"
may lose their frame of reference. Consequently, when considering
artifacts that are originally digital, the first and possibly the most dif-
ficult question is "What is the artifact?" This question is discussed in
detail in Section 2. We will return to it during the discussion of born-
digital items.

3.4.2 Digital Surrogates
What is the utility of a digital surrogate? The answer to this question
depends, to a large extent, on the nature of the original artifact and

22 Though inelegant, the word "analog" is preferred in this report to
"nondigital," because in the present context, the identity of these (analog)
collections is not derivative of their distinction from digital formatting. "Analog
collections" is also preferable to "legacy collections," which has the misleading
connotation that all future collections will come only in digital format.
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the conditions of its use. Therefore, as a means of determining the
value and appropriate use of digital surrogates for library holdings,
it may be useful to divide original materials into those that are rare
and those that are not, and to divide them further into those that are
frequently used and those that are infrequently used. There would
be, then, four possible cases:

1. Materials that are not rare and that are frequently used. In
this case, we can assume that preservation of the original is not a
particularly high priority (since the original is not rare); nevertheless,
digital surrogates for such an object might be worth producing and
providing, for several reasons:

to reduce the cost associated with reshelving the object
to make the object simultaneously available to multiple users (for
example, through an electronic reserve desk)
to replace the object, thereby doing away with the cost of housing
it
The first two are obvious and uncontroversial benefits. The third

is potentially problematic, even if the object in question is not rare,
because it is not obvious that digital surrogates provide all the func-
tionality, all the information, or all the aesthetic value of originals.
Therefore, while it may be sensible to recommend that digital surro-
gates be used to reduce the cost and increase the availability of li-
brary holdings that circulate frequently, the decision to deaccession a
physical object in library collections and replace it with a digital sur-
rogate should be based on a careful assessment of the way in which
library patrons use the original object or objects of its kind. It is not
necessary that the digital surrogate possess all the qualities and per-
form all the functions of the original, but it is necessary that the digi-
tal surrogate answer to the identifiable needs and expectations of
those who frequently used the original.

2. Materials that are not rare and that are infrequently used.
Many libraries now store infrequently used books and other materi-
als in long-term storage facilities. Those materials are retrievable and
available to library patrons, but only after a wait of two or three
days. With such materials, digital surrogates might

help users to determine whether recalling an object from long-
term storage was worth the waitand worth the library's effort
increase frequency of use (by providing searchable metadata, for
example)
reduce costs by replacing the object with a digital surrogate

The first two are obvious and uncontroversial benefits, and the
third comes with the caveat that the digital surrogate should answer
to the identifiable needs and expectations of those who (in)frequently
used the original. At some point, especially with infrequently used
materials that are not rare, libraries might be expected to evolve a
calculus that balances functionality with actual use in order to help
decide when digital surrogates that provide most of the functionality
of originals are acceptable.

One other point needs to be raised, especially here, where we are
discussing the component of library collections that has the least
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"market value." Libraries, as an institutional and cultural communi-
ty, need to consider whether these infrequently used and commonly
held materials are, in fact, being preserved in a concerted and delib-
erate way in their original form by any one (or more than one) li-
brary. If they are not, the sources for digital surrogates that are com-
mon today could easily become rare, or nonexistent, tomorrow. This
is the substance of Nicholson Baker's objection to libraries' practice
of discarding their newspaper holdings. If 50 libraries are holding
the same issues of the same newspapers in original form, at great ex-
pense and with limited use, then it is difficult to make the case that
all of them should pay to house, shelve, reshelve, and preserve the
originals. However, if 49 of those libraries, over time, have replaced
their physical holdings with digital surrogates, one certainly hopes
that the fiftieth library would be aware that its physical holdings
were now rare, and therefore subject to considerations outlined di-
rectly below under cases 3 and 4.

3. Materials that are rare and are frequently used. In this case,
the principal (and very obvious) benefits of digital surrogates are

Preservation: By standing in for some uses, the digital surrogate
reduces wear and tear on the original object; and
Access: By providing access that does not impose wear and tear
on the original, the digital surrogate makes rare objects more ac-
cessible.

Few would argue that digital surrogates should replace truly
rare materials. Digital technology and techniques of digitization are
so new, and are developing so rapidly, that we cannot be confident
that we have devised the best method for extracting and digitally
representing information from any analog sourcewhether it is a
printed page, an audiotape, or a filmstrip. Nonetheless, digital surro-
gates could, in many cases, stand in for rare and frequently used ma-
terials, and could thereby aid in the preservation of originals.

4. Materials that are rare and are infrequently used. On the face
of it, these materials seem the least likely to be represented with digi-
tal surrogates, if only because digitizing is expensive. On the other
hand, if the cost of housing a rare but infrequently used object rises
high enough, then digitizing and deaccessioning that object may be-
come an attractive possibility. Here again, libraries need to be aware
of the actual or potential rarity of even those materials used infre-
quently today. Tomorrow, those may very well be the most valuable
of artifacts, perhaps for users, or uses, that one could not predict to-
day.

The basic questions, and their answers, are therefore as follows:
When can a digital surrogate stand in for its source? When it an-
swers to the needs of users.
When can a digital surrogate replace its source? When the source
is not rare.
When might a digital surrogate be superior to its source? In cases
where remote or simultaneous access to the object is required,
when software provides tools that allow something more than or
different from physical examination, and when the record of the
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digital surrogate finds its way into indexes and search engines
that would never find the physical original.
What is the cost of producing and maintaining digital surrogates?
The cost of producing digital surrogates depends on the uniformi-
ty, disposability, and legibility of the original. The cost of mainte-
nance depends on frequency of use and the idiosyncrasy of for-
mat. Beyond that, cost depends on technological, social, and
institutional factors that are difficult or impossible to predict. This
is an important reason for being cautious when one chooses to re-
place a physical object (the maintenance costs for which are
known) with a digital surrogate (the maintenance costs for which
are, to some extent, unknown).
What risks do digital surrogates pose? The principal risk is the
possibility of disposing of an imperfectly represented original be-
cause one believes the digital surrogate to be a perfect substitute
for it. Digital surrogates also pose the risk of providing a partial
view (of an object) that seems to be complete, and the risk of de-
contextualization, i.e., the possibility that the digital surrogate will
become detached from some context that is important to under-
standing what it is and that it will be received and understood in
the absence of that context.

3.4.3 Access
While digital collections such as the William Blake Archive or the
Women Writers Online databases have been created (in part) to make
disparate items more accessible, scanning is but the first step. Ease of
access depends on how these items are described in cataloging and
index schemes and how easy it is to find and retrieve records of these
collections in a catalog or database. The cost of cataloging, mark-up,
and other things that make up metadata (i.e., data about data) is of-
ten as high as, or even higher than, the cost of image capture. This
cost is also one of the few things about digitization that is not likely
to go down as a result of technological improvements, because it re-
quires significant human input. It is important that descriptions of
digitized materials be done in the most accessible forms possible, not
in hand-created systems or forms that are commercially restricted.
Creating records for monographs and serial publications can be fair-
ly straightforward and can allow direct linking to an institution's on-
line catalog. Visual resources can be marked up according to the con-
trolled vocabularies found in Art & Architecture Thesaurus and
Thesaurus for Graphic Materials.

Fields that do not have a controlled and shared vocabulary
folklore, for exampleare at a great disadvantage in a networked
environment. Many ethnographic and field recordings exist in ana-
log formats that are rapidly deteriorating or becoming obsolete or
that have a limited life span. They are prime candidates for digital
reformatting. Saving the information by transferring it from audio-
cassette to digital files is only the first step. The files need to be de-
scribed in conventional language to allow access. It is no accident
that textual corpora have been among the first to find new lives in
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digital form. These are materials that have standardized forms and
bibliographical standards. The machine-readable catalog (MARC)
record is a standard that allows libraries to ensure uniformity of de-
scription and to share information in a networked environment. Vi-
sual and sound resources, as well as manuscript collections, are less
standardized in description and so are rendered less readily accessi-
ble online. Librarians and archivists are making efforts to devise de-
scriptive systems that allow for uniform descriptions of archival col-
lections; Encoded Archival Description (EAD) is among the most
widely adopted system so far. Moreover, key professional associa-
tions in sound and moving image archives are developing best prac-
tices for digital capture and mark-up. Academic fields such as folk-
lore, dance history, and ecology, which lack best practices in
documentation and research, would be well advised to agree on
ways to make their resources accessible through standardized de-
scriptive practices. Access tools will be user-friendly only to the ex-
tent that users are involved in their creation. It is time to engage sys-
tematically in studies of research needs and researcher behaviors
online, so that the tool kit developed for their use will meet the us-
ers' needs.

Another missing feature of the current digital library infrastruc-
ture is a central location from which to discover which analog collec-
tions have been digitized and how one can get access to them. There
is much talk in the digital library community about building a regis-
try or.series of registries for digitized items, but so far, none exists
(RLG DigiNews 2000, DLF 2001b, Greenstein 2001). One reason is that
organizations that digitize use a great variety of standards, not only
for capture but also for description. Some items are described at the
item level, others at the collection level. Items that have been digi-
tized more than once would not all appear in a search of the records
as they currently exist. Libraries are often short-staffed, and they can-
not report regularly on what they are doing or planning to do. The
absence of such reports would jeopardize the timeliness and reliabili-
ty of such a registry. No single body has agreed to act as an organiz-
ing agency to create and maintain the information, and it is not clear
from where the funding for such a body would come. The work of
such a body would include securing the information and ensuring
that changes in URLs were kept up-to-date. In the meantime, a num-
ber of associations and groups at the local, state, and national levels
have created databases about what they are doing. These, taken to-
gether, do not meet the researcher's need to locate without great dif-
ficulty the digital surrogates of items he or she seeks.

3.4.4 Born-Digital Materials
Whereas digital surrogates always originate from physical source
materials, a born-digital item has no previous manifestation in physi-
cal form. It is entirely dependent on hardware and software for ac-
cessibility, storage, and long-term access. Anyone who has tried to
trace a citation to a digital source, only to find that the site no longer
exists, understands that dedicated maintenance and resources are
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required to keep digital sources alive, let alone up-to-date. Beyond
the problem of stability, it can be difficult to judge the authority or
authenticity of Web-based information.

Digital information is by its nature perfectly replicable. To distin-
guish between the first and the forty-first instantiations of a digital
file is a fool's errand. But born-digital information is of very great
import for scholars interested in the artifact, for it challenges notions
of originality and uniqueness, and even of authenticity, fixity, and
stability. That it does so matters greatly, because of the sheer quantity
of information that is being created in digital-only form. In 1998
1999, ARL libraries spent an average of $742,598, or a median of
10.18 percent of their materials budgets, on electronic resources (Jew-
ell 2001). While still a small portion of what is spent on total acquisi-
tions, this percentage is increasing each year. This category of materi-
als would include databases such as the Inter-University Consortium
for Political and Social Research data sets (the world's largest ar-
chives of computerized social science data) or the Environmental
Systems Research Institute data and maps (a detailed set of data for
the United States and the world that includes census boundaries and
major transportation features), andincreasinglythematic research
collections. Such examples as Ed Ayers's "Valley of the Shadow"
Civil War site (Ayers et al. 2001) and Columbia International Affairs
Online, while largely based on digital surrogates, also include layer
upon layer of secondary or editorial work that is uniquely digital,
and the sum of the parts is wholly digital. Many of these new "digi-
tal objects," as they are often called, have been created by scholars or
publishers or both. They have the same claim to intrinsic value that
any intellectual property created with analog technologies would
have. By far the largest portion of these electronic sources, however,
is the science, technology, and medicine periodical literature, an in-
creasing percentage of which is available exclusively in digital form.

Of the things we value in these materials, what is fungible and
what carmot be separated from its carrier medium? How does one
begin to make that distinction? In many digital objects, the chief val-
ue is in the informational content of the file, and that content is as
good in one copy as in another. It is similar to the case of feature
films, where the researcher will normally prize ease of access over
fidelity to the original manifestation, within limits. Many researchers
are happy enough with laser-disc or VHS-tape versions of films they
are researching. So it is with digital information: ease of access is
usually its greatest value. A PC Word document viewed on a Mac
will still serve the access needs of the researcher. It is seldom impor-
tant to seek out a PC to view that same document with full fidelity to
the look and feel of the environment in which it was created.

But are there equivalents in the digital realm to the intrinsic val-
ues we have defined for the physical artifact, namely, originality,
faithfulness, fixity, and stability? This is a subject of intense discus-
sion among librarians, archivists, computer scientists, and security
experts. A detailed examination of these complex issues is beyond
the scope of this report. A summary of the major issues surrounding
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the problem of authenticity is, however, necessary for understanding
the possible hazards of using digital information.

Originality in its simplest sensethat is, of "oneness"is not a
meaningful notion in the digital realm. Archivists have many ways
of defining "digital original," all of which may suffice to meet core
requirements for evidence. In a library context, however, the notion
is more or less bankrupt (Bearman and Trant 1998, CUR 2000, Lynch
1999). Faithfulness, by contrast, is not necessarily an empty notion. It
is true that the bit streams that make up a file can be changed with-
out evidence of the change, regardless of whether it was intentional
or accidental. For example, someone who receives a forwarded
plain-text file that has had three paragraphs deleted from it would (
not be able to see evidence of the'deletion on a computer monitor.
Internal evidence, however, might lead an attentive reader to believe
that "something is missing," and if the file comes with a digital sig-
naturea public key or other mechanism for objectively verifying
that the file has not been changed since the key was generatedthen
one does have some hope of determining faithfulness.23 Of course,
few researchers perform forensic examinations on the physical arti-
facts they view. Users trust that a source found in a library, for exam-
ple, is more reliable than one found posted to a billboard. So, too,
many researchers place more trust in resources found on a library
Web site than in information anonymously posted on the Web.

The issues of stability and fixity, however, are quite troublesome
for digital texts. For analog sources, stability and concrete form are
absolute requirements for proving the authenticity and provenance
of unique documents. The malleability of digital information, the
ease of creating several different and subtly tailored versions of digi-
tal documents for different audiences, and the difficulties of main-
taining digital sources intact and accessible over time are similar to
the problems associated with archiving the international television
broadcasts cited in the previous section. Which version of a digital
document designed to evolve and grow over time is the one that
should be archived? For interactive documents, what importance
does the interaction have in defining the authentic document? It is
important that scholarly societies work with publishers and librari-
ans to specify what should constitute the archived version of an e-
journal article, for example, and who should be responsible for creat-
ing that final version. Efforts are under way to bring together
libraries and publishing houses to address the many questions that
surround the archiving of scholarly journals (DLF 2001c). It is in the
interest of members of the academic community to join this effort.

As to the intrinsic value of the digital artifact, as opposed to the
value of the content that might easily be reformatted onto another
medium, what are those features that drop out when content is refor-
matted? It could be the text formatting, as anyone who has imported

23 See the application of digital authentication technology to electronic scholarly
editions, carried out by the Australian Scholarly Editions Centre. Available at:
http://idun.itsc.adfa.edu.au/ASEC/PWB_REPORT/Review.html.
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a file created in one word-processing program into another program
well knows. But in most cases, it is some sort of functionality that is
lost. Relational databases can export their data in a form that permits
another database engine to import that content, but the relationships
laid down among items in the original database will be lost, because
there is no standard way of encoding those relationships. Without
those relationships, much of the functionality of the database will be
lost as well. So, just as with analog sources, preservation of the digi-
tal artifact is successful to the degree that it maintains over time the
chief distinctions of that object as digitalits functionality, its for-
matting, or whatever is important about the digital object for a par-
ticular use and a particular user.

3.4.5 Preservation of Digital Information
Computer scientists, librarians, and archivists have explored the sub-
ject of preserving digital information in depth for nearly a decade,
and it continues to be a subject of active research. This section sum-
marizes a topic that has been well covered by others.24

Like analog moving-image and recorded sound information,
digital information is both technology- and medium-dependent. Dig-
ital technology appears to be evolving even more rapidly than ana-
log recording media have evolved. Hardware and software have
changed so quickly that information that has been recorded on one
software program often is at risk of obsolescence in only three or
four years. The media on which digital information is recorded,
whether it is magnetic tape or a hard disk, are vulnerable to a star-
tling array of new risk factors, including magnetic fluctuations, sepa-
ration of information from the substrate caused by mild environmen-
tal disturbances, accidental overwrites, and "bit rot."

Precisely because the technologies used to encode, display, and
enact digital information are changing so rapidly, the digital artifact
that goes untouched for 10 or 20 years may well be unrecoverable. Its
storage medium might require hardware that no longer exists, the
software used to create it might no longer be available, or the operat-
ing system under which that software ran might be obsolete. Digital
files must be "refreshed" and magnetic tape "exercised" to ensure
that the bits keep their integrity and the recording medium does not
suffer undue degradation. This constitutes minimal-level preserva-
tion for digital files. There is no such thing as putting the text on
eight-inch floppies, putting the floppies in storage, and being able to
retrieve the text 50 years later. Digital preservation programs will
have to be much more active, and even aggressive, than book preser-
vation programs are.

In the past, with information stored in more or less durable
physical objects, the task of preservation has been to stabilize and, if
possible, enhance the integrity of items (books, films, sound record-
ings) that had been around for generations because they had been

24 See, for example, Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information 1996,
Rothenberg 1995, Rothenberg 1999, Bearman 1999, and Granger 2000.
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acquired by a library. Some judgment has been made about the intel-
lectual or cultural value of the item, and the question for preserva-
tion is not whether, but how, to preserve the item. With digital infor-
mation, whose life span can be as short as one software upgrade, the
decision to preserve must be made almost simultaneously with its
creation. This turns the traditional preservation paradigm on its
head.

The two most commonly advocated methods of preservation,
both of which involve concerted efforts by custodians, are migration
and emulation. Migration is essentially a moving of digital files from
old hardware and software platforms onto new ones. Migration is a
translation, and some measure of loss is inherent in the process.
What happens when one reformats word-processing files from an
old version of a program to a new one, or from a Mac platform to a
PC? The content of the documents is usually preserved, but the for-
matting is corrupted to one degree or another. Migration has oc-
curred, and loss has been incurred. Yet most people who look back at
the costs and benefits of the process would probably decide that the
benefits of not having to rekey whole documents outweigh the tink-
ering necessary to restore the original formatting.

At the same time, there are categories of digital documents, most
of them nontextual, that might suffer unacceptable losses during mi-
gration. These include executable files, such as time-lapse simula-
tions and interactive programs. For these, the goal is to preserve not
only the content but all aspects of the behavior of the original content
and of the software used to present it. This is what emulation is de-
signed to docreate software that can simulate the hardware and
software environment in which a document was created. The tech-
nology of emulation is still in its early stages.

When considering artifacts that are born digital, the first and
possibly the most difficult question is "What is the artifact?" What
information or value inheres in the carrier medium? Is the equip-
ment originally used for display part of the digital artifact? Does the
software that presents and actualizes the data qualify as a constituent
element of the artifact? Thinking again of the criteria for determining
intrinsic value in an artifactas a way of understanding what the
features of an artifact might beit is evident that there are a number
of practical ways in which these questions might surface.

The physical form of a document or program might be the sub-
ject for study if the records provide meaningful documentation or
significant examples of the form. For example, the layout of a form
used for collecting data on the Web might reveal a good deal about
otherwise-inexplicable aberrations, omissions, or misconstructions in
the data collected.

There are also aesthetic or artistic qualities that may require pre-
serving, most notably digital art and literature (Lyman and Kahle
1998). Achieving that level of fidelity to the original, or original in-
stantiation, would require running a program on originally specified
system hardware and software. Early computer games are a popular
species of programming wizardry that inspire heroic efforts at emu-
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lation, or recreation of original hardware and software platforms, for
replay. One such emulation program can be found in Java, which
runs Kaypro (Z-80/CPM-based) software on contemporary Intel/
Windows-based systems. The challenges posed by preserving digital
art are manifold, because the art is often designed, like a game, to
provide real-time experience for the vieweran experience that may
or may not be intended to be replicable. The Guggenheim Museum
of Art has developed a program, Variable Media Initiative, that "en-
courages digital artists to help establish preservation guidelines long
before their equipment, code, and lives become history," as Wired re-
cently reported (Jana 2001). Through this program, artists can record
not only the technical specifications of a given work of art but also
the artist's intentions or considerations for longevity.

A third form of digital preservation is the preservation of the
original hardware and software for use at some time in the indefinite
future. Similar to the saving of wax cylinders and the original play
back equipment for listening, this is a strategy of last resort, one that
is not scalable for the routine needs of moving massive amounts of
information forward and making it readily accessible to users in the
future.

These examples suffice to show that the relevant features of a
digital artifact could include more than the fungible information con-
tained in an electronic file. Although the Kaypro example may seem
facetious, the many issues attendant to digital art and literature are
not. The questions that the preservation of these digital objects bring
forth are similar to those that collection development staff members
ask about preserving all sorts of digital information that is dependent
on specific software programs for its intrinsic value.

In many cases, the answer for libraries will be that they are, in
fact, primarily concerned with collecting, preserving, and providing
access to the fungible informational content of digital objects. In that
case, the "preservation through handling" scheme is a likely winner;
digital information that is frequently used by patrons stands a better
chance of being migrated and refreshed, and therefore is more likely
to continue to be available in future generations, than is little-used
digital information. Indeed, migration may turn out to be a much
more frequently recurring problem than is refreshing, because "to-
day's optical media most likely will far outlast the capability of sys-
tems to retrieve and interpret the data stored on them" (Conway
2000). Regrettably, it is easier and cheaper to refresh than to migrate.
If libraries have reason to be hopeful in this regard, it lies in open,
nonproprietary standards such as JPEG for images, MPEG for video,
and SGML, XML, and XSL for textual data. There are still important
data types for which no such standards exist (GIS data, for example).
However, the trend over the last 20 yearsaccelerated significantly
in the last decade by the advent of the World Wide Webhas been in
the direction of support for nonproprietary standards, even in pro-
prietary software (Rosenthal and Reich 2000).25

25 That this general truth should not be taken for granted by the library
community was recently and significantly demonstrated by the release of
Microsoft's Windows XP, with its Internet Explorer 6 (which does not have native
support for Java) and its Windows Media Player (which does not have support
for the MP3 music format).

3
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Another promising strategy under development is called
LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe). The basic principle of
LOCKSS is preservation through proliferation. An article in The Econ-
omist described LOCKSS as follows:

... a network of PCs based at libraries around the world and
designed to preserve access to scientific journals that are
published on the web. The computers organise polls among
themselves to find out whether files on their hard disks have
been corrupted or altered, and replace them with intact copies if
necessary. ("Here, There and Everywhere," June 24, 2000, 92)

Curiously, this strategy flies in the face of the new logic of pres-
ervation and access in the digital world: that libraries should not
build redundant collections in a networked environment, but should
develop cooperative collection development and preservation strate-
gies. Duplication of effort is seen as not cost-effective. In the digital
realm, cold storage does not work. Born-digital artifacts will not ben-
efit from living undisturbed in dead storage for years. On the con-
trary, digital artifacts seem to require preservation through handling.
Such active intervention would seem to obviate redundancy. Never-
theless, there is plenty of room for experiments in this new environ-
ment, and if the future proves to be anything like the past, then
many of our initial approaches to ensuring longevity will be stood
on their heads.

With print originals, the "preservation through proliferation"
strategy of duplicative collections assumes that one copy is as good
as another, that is, that the value of the artifact is fungible and that it
is the information, not the artifact, one wants to preserve. One copy
cannot serve the access needs of a large research community, and the
only way for two people to have access to a book is for each to have
his or her own copy. The copies cannot be shared in real time: If I
give you mine, I don't have one. With digital files, the opposite is
true: If I give you the file for an e-book, you have it and I have it, too.
But a million perfect copies will still stand mute if we no longer un-
derstand how to read them.

3.4.6 Copyright: A Barrier to Preservation?
Libraries and archives are allowed to use copying technologies for
preservation purposes under an exemption of the copyright code.
When the Digital Millennium Copyright Act first appeared, there
was no exemption for digital materials. The copyright community
feared that it would be impossible to control the distribution of cop-
ied files, and that even those created for educational and preserva-
tion purposes would be a threat to the intellectual property rights of
their creators or publishers.

These concerns have been addressed in further legislation that
allows preservation copying, and technologies to encode data are
adding desired layers of protection from infringement for rights
owners. The real threat to preservation in the digital realm is that
copyright law is being finessed by licensing agreements. Libraries do
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not purchase electronic databases and do not have ownership of ma-
terials as they do of analog materials. Libraries do not preserve mate-
rials that they do not own. At the same time, however, publishers are
not in the preservation business.

The library and publishing communities are making efforts to
come to terms with the crisis that this situation may create (DLF
2001c). This is a matter that deeply affects scholars, as creators of in-
tellectual property and as researchers and teachers wishing to gain
access to the published record. It is one more area in which scholars
must become familiar with what is at stake in negotiations between
publishers and librarians and be sure that their interests are consid-
ered and that their responsibilitiesas writers as well as teachers
are clear.
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4. Case Studies

4.1 The Five-College Library Depository: Combining
Collections to Provide Better Preservation and More
Comprehensive Collections of Print Materials

The members of the Five Colleges of MassachusettsAmherst,
Hampshire, Mount Holyoke, and Smith Colleges, and the
University of Massachusetts at Amherstare developing a

depository library that will house collections from each of their hold-
ings. They are also creating a cooperative collection-development
strategy that will take full advantage of the depository library.26

In deciding to take part in this joint project, each of the libraries
faced the following constraints:

a critical shortage of space to house growing collections
tarseluctance of its governing body to build separate storage facili-

the need to implement the most cost-effective strategies for meet-
ing users' needs

The colleges' effort to collaborate on collection development and
management, as well as storage, can serve as an exemplar of the
strengths and weaknesses of collaborative approaches to problem
solving.

The cooperative depository will be built at the Amherst Library
Depository facility, a former military bunker that was designed to
survive a nuclear attack and to serve as a center for military opera-
tions in the event of a war. The facility was decommissioned long
ago, and Amherst College purchased the bunker from its second
owner, the Federal Reserve. The college retrofitted the bunker for
secondary storage and began using it in 1995.

26 This case study is based on A Collaborative Approach to Collection Storage: The
Five-College Librany Depository (Bridegam 2001).
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The Five Colleges, in the words of the director of one of their li-
braries, "having taken successful consortial approaches to ordering,
cataloging, circulation, subscription database management, and ma-
terials delivery in earlier collaborative efforts, explored ways to ex-
tend their cooperation to the growing problem of finding additional
space to store little-used books in their collections." When the librar-
ies first talked about cooperating to solve their storage needs, they
considered several options, from building a new facility to renting
space from a local commercial storage facility or from the nearest li-
brary storage facility (in this case, Harvard University's facility,
which is about 100 miles away). Careful cost estimates led the library
directors to recommend developing something more radical and
more efficienta shared library depository at Amherst.

In 1999, the presidents of the Five Colleges approved a plan to
operate a consortial library depository that would have a distinctive
mission and governance, and they assigned responsibility to an ex-
isting consortium, Five Colleges, Inc., to run the depository. There
would be a consortial ownership of materials sent to the depository
(except for the holdings of the University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst Library; as noted below), and duplicates would be deacces-
sioned. Materials would be housed by size, and the stacks would not
be open for browsing. The existing Five College online library cata-
logs would be updated to show the new locations of materials trans-
ferred to and retained by the depository. Materials deposited by the
four colleges would become the property of the Five-College Library
Depository. Because the University of Massachusetts, a public re-
search institution, is required to retain ownership of its materials,
these would be shelved separately at the depository.

What obstacles did the colleges face in launching this collabora-
tive endeavor? The first was to overcome the reluctance of some li-
brarians and faculty members to transfer any materials off site. This
opposition was not unexpected; nonetheless, in many respects, the
colleges' options were limited. Their collections were growing, but
budgets were tight. None of the institutions' governing bodies was
willing to authorize funds for capital expenditures to house their li-
braries on site. Thus, the real issue was how the librarians and facul-
ty could work together to make the transition equitably and with
minimal disruption. In the case of Amherst College, for example, de-
ciding which materials to move to the depository required extensive
collaboration between librarians and the faculty. When conflicts
arose among faculty membersusually over materials of an interdis-
ciplinary naturethe librarians negotiated a settlement.

Another obstacle was that of ownership. Among the first deci-
sions was to move to storage the journals that are available online,
such as those mounted on JSTOR. By moving sets off site, the Five
Colleges would be able to create a complete run of any given journal.
By relinquishing ownership of that journal to Five Colleges, Inc.,
they would be agreeing to share ownership of and responsibility for
common assets. Doing this might be easier for liberal arts colleges
than for large private research institutions, which feel a need to keep
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ownership of library materials. However, the arrangement worked
out by Five Colleges was flexible enough to accommodate the specif-
ic ownership needs of a public university.

A series of logistical concerns had to be addressed, from docu-
ment delivery to service on weekends and holidays. There were
staffing and funding issues as well. As the collaborative effort moved
forward, the colleges found it easier to solve their problems by pool-
ing resources. For some issues, such as staffing needs, the flexibility
afforded by a large body would prove to be essential.

The consortium established a Collection Management Commit-
tee to examine an array of matters, such as how to decide on acquisi-
tions, what to do if one library decided to cancel a subscription that
it alone had, and what materials should receive priority for deposit.
The committee conducted research in most academic disciplines on
the five campuses to determine the access needs and preferences of
their faculties. It developed strategies to anticipate the recall of col-
lections in cases of changing teaching demands. Finally, it deter-
mined that the long-term goal of the depository library would be to
develop "last-resort" collections of best copies, so that no user would
be without recourse to a hard copy of a title, yet the libraries would
not be burdened with excessive duplication. The Librarians' Council,
which comprises the head librarian of each college and the Five Col-
leges, Inc., coordinator, makes decisions about the depository on the
basis of the committee's recommendations.

What can this example of cooperative collecting and storing offer
to other libraries? First, libraries of all sizes have an increasing need
for off-site storage. Large libraries have been moving collectiOns off
site for two decades, and several have built facilities that serve their
collections alone.27 (Some of these institutionsHarvard University
is oneare also willing to lease some of their underused storage
space to other libraries.) Many facilities have been built to serve sev-
eral institutions in a region. Nevertheless, only one facility, the Mid-
west Inter-Library Center (renamed the Center for Research Librar-
ies), was founded to manage cooperative acquisitions and preserva-
tion programs as well as to serve cooperative storage needs. The
Center for Research Libraries has evolved from a model intended to
serve the collecting needs of Midwest libraries by focusing on rare
and little-used materials to its present profile, in which it serves 221
university and research libraries in North America and provides
them with access to heavily used foreign language materials, news-
papers, and documentary series.

The advent of digital technology and document delivery by fax
have made the environment for collective storage far different today
than it was in the 1960s and 1970s. No longer do scholars need fear
that materials moved off site will be lost for casual use. Turnaround
time at the Amherst College Library Depository is usually less than

27 A forerunner of the Five-College Library Depository, the Hampshire
Interlibrary Center [HILC], was established in the 1950s. HILC was disbanded
during the 1970s, by which time each of the contributing libraries had erected
larger libraries and had reclaimed their collections.
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24 hours, and an increasing number of patrons are satisfied with
desktop delivery. As long as the concept of secondary storage has
been accepted on campus and users are satisfied with the levels of
service provided, library managers can focus on how to use the
shared repository to better serve the needs of both users and collec-
tions.

Whereas regionally based depository libraries have been seen
chiefly as a way to handle a space problem, the opportunity now is
to achieve economies of scale for a number of collection-manage-
ment tasks, from acquisitions to preservation. Willis Bridegam, direc-
tor of the Amherst College Library, states that even for the Five Col-
leges, the chief incentive to cooperate was to solve the problem of
space shortages.

They understood the economies that might be realized through
joint staffing of a shared off-site library storage center. They saw
the potential advantage of being able to develop complete
periodical backruns from fragmented sets of the five individual
libraries. They supported the idea of choosing the best copy of a
book or periodical volume of which there were duplicates for
retention in a depository. They also thought that it would be
efficient to establish one conservation service at the bunker for all
the materials transferred there. Most of all, they were interested
in relieving the shelving space pressures in their libraries, and
they thought that a joint approach might be more likely to attract
external and internal funding (Bridegam 2001, 17).

Reaching agreement about the shared storage site, in other
words, was aided and abetted by the press of short-term needs. The
participants' experience of cooperation in sharing collections and cat-
aloging, which had taken place over decades, had built trust among
the libraries. The Five College presidents encouraged collaboration
and supported innovative problem solving. This project bears watch-
ing, and it should be well documented and assessed regularly by the
libraries and their users.

4.2. The Emperor Jones: When Preserving
Means Restoring
Preserving films of historical or artistic value often entails a physical
and historical reconstruction of what the film was in its original state
and judging that state on the basis of evidence from as many authen-
tic source materials as possible. That means that the restoration of a
film may depend on the preservation of both film and non-film
source materials that contain information about the film in its so-
called original manifestation. These sources would include docu-
ments that might reveal what the film looked and sounded like, e.g.,
negatives, positives, scripts, stills, publicity materials, contemporary
reviews, production company records, and copyright deposits. It
also means that film preservation can require good detective skills
and well-informed judgments about the cultural forces that shaped

0 Ad
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the film at the time of its creation and later, as well as technical ex-
pertise in obsolete media, editing skills, and access to specialized
equipment and reliable sources of funding.

In 1999, the Library of Congress undertook a restoration of The
Emperor Jones as part of its contribution to the Treasures of American
Film Archives project, which was initiated by the National Film Pres-
ervation Foundation with funds from the Pew Charitable Trusts. The
Library staff's first task was to determine what constituted the origi-
nal film when it was released in 1933.28 There were several versions
available, each of them incomplete in one or another way. The ver-
sion of the film best known to the public was released by the Ameri-
can Film Institute in 1969-1970. It had been assembled from two pre-
World War II-censored 16-mm prints. Another version, derived from
a heavily censored source in Canada, was distributed in videotape
format by Janus Film.

Preservation work began with gathering all extant versions and
researching nearly every aspect of the film's production and distribu-
tion history. In this case, it is a history riven with controversy. That
the film exists in such bowdlerized form today stems not only from
the fact that many considered its content offensive or objectionable
but that the lead actor, Paul Robeson, became a persona non grata
because of his outspoken left-wing politics. Cultural artifacts associ-
ated with such controversy are particularly difficult to preserve, yet
it becomes especially important to preserve them precisely for those
reasons.

The film is based on an expressionist-style one-act play by Eu-
gene O'Neill, first produced in 1920 and revived four years later. The
1924 revival starred Paul Robeson. The play was successful, if contro-
versial, among critics and theatergoers. The subject matter and lan-
guage were racially charged, but the poetic vision and expressionist
staging made for compelling theater.

A small independent company produced the film in 1933. The
producers secured O'Neill's permission to make the film, but the
playwright had no involvement in it. His only requirement was that
Robeson again play the lead role. (Robeson's character was Brutus
Jones, a Pullman porter who becomes the lord of a Caribbean Island
and ultimately meets a violent death.) The film script, written by Du-
Bose Heyward, had received O'Neill's approval.

The film debuted in September 1933 and had a controversial
opening run. White and Black audiences generally acclaimed the
film a success, while agreeing it was more of an "art film" than enter-
tainment. The African-American press voiced objections, saying that
the lead character conformed to negative stereotypes of African
Americans and that the language was replete with racial epithets.

28 The substance of this case study was relayed by Ken Weissman, head of the
Motion Picture Conservation Center at the Library of Congress, who supervised
the work described here. He generously made available records that documented
the work and additional background materials, and offered invaluable advice on
the general matter of film preservation and restoration. James Cozart and
Jennifer Dennis, of the Library of Congress, and Annette Melville, of the National
Film Preservation Foundation, provided additional expertise.
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The film played for only two weeks before its distributor, United Art-
ists, began cutting certain parts that the critics had fdund objection-
able.

These cuts, which included excising the word "nigger," used re-
peatedly by Jones as well as some White characters; cutting depic-
tions of Whites subordinated to or physically intimidated by Blacks;
and removing some suggestive sexual scenes, were not the first at-
tempts at censorship of the film. Even before its general release, the
producers, under advisement from censors, cut a scene in which
Jones murders a White guard while serving on a chain gang and dia-
logue in which Jones describes guard brutality in prison (Mac Queen
1990). As a result of prerelease editing, about two minutes was cut
from the film.

Other immediate post-release cuts included removal from the
sound track of all instances of frankly offensive words and even the
word "Light!" spoken when Jones orders his White flunky to ignite
his cigarette (the word was blanked out on the sound track but the
image is unaltered). There is a mix of cuts that could be inferred from
rough or jumpy spots in extant versions, but little unambiguous evi-
dence about which scenes or parts of dialogue have been cut and
when.

Library of Congress staff inspected all known sources of the film,
including elements held at the Library itself, the National Archives of
Canada, and the Museum of Modern Art. Staff members contacted
numerous people who might have reason to have an unknown print,
including some associated with the original production. They also
researched contemporary reviews to determine how long the film
ran, and production company records to learn more about what had
been filmed. They obtained a copy of the shooting, or continuity,
script that had been sent to a censor in New York and now resided at
the New York Public Library. Also examined was a video transfer of
the copy held by Gosfilmofond in Moscowan English-language
version with German subtitles that the experts hoped might include
missing scenes. It did not, however, have any new material in it. Staff
was also able to locate the sound track on Vitaphone-style discs
owned by a private collector who was willing to lend them.29 Listed
in order of footage used, the Library used (1) the original picture and
track negatives from the Library of Congress in the Universal Collec-
tion; (2) the incomplete studio print, also in the Universal Collection;
(3) an incomplete Canadian print owned by the Museum of Modern
Art; (4) Vitaphone-style sound disks owned by the late David Gold-
enberg; (5) the National Archives of Canada archival negative; (6) the
archival picture negative owned by Janus; and (7) a pre-World War II
16-mm print owned by Douris Films and housed in the Rohauer Col-
lection.

By September 2001, the Library of Congress had produced a
copy of The Emperor Jones that experts believe to be approximately 3

29 According to Annette Melville, the existence of these sound discs at such a late
date is unusual and may indicate that the film was shown in small towns that did
not yet have new sound systems.
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minutes shorter than the original 80-minute film. Some elements of
the film were still missing or had badly deteriorated. To get the film
in sync with the sound track and to restore damaged frames, lab
technicians doubled some frames and held others in freeze frame.
The sound track was a complete version of that of the original gener-
al release.

The costs of this kind of preservation and restoration work, if
done at a commercial facility, would be $35,000 or more for the film
portion alone. Sound work could cost another $10,000 or more. These
figures do not include the costs of research and staff time. Like rare-
book conservation, film restoration is a high-investment solution for
an artifact of special value that is deemed to be endangered. It is not
a treatment that all films need to or should receive. Like works on
paper and recorded sound, moving image materials require degrees
of discrimination among objects and the treatmentpassive care or
active interventionthat should be used. There is always a balanc-
ing act between the items perceived to have high intellectual or cul-
tural value at a specific time, the fragility of the physical item, and
the funds and other resources available to treat them. It is fair to say
that, as part of a larger national initiative to fund film preservation
and restoration, The Emperor Jones was one of several works that re-
ceived treatment because the funds became available.

4.3 Preserving Oral Traditions
Although the technology for recording sound is scarcely 100 years
old, it has radically transformed the ways in which societies commu-
nicate, create art, document their lives, and fill idle time and empty
rooms. It has also spawned large and lucrative industries that record
and disseminate music, spoken word, and ambient sounds, and has
introduced undreamed-of complexities into a copyright regime that
was designed to manage rights for textual materials. Nearly every
aspect of sound preservation is affected by these transformations:
what to preserve, how to preserve it, how to negotiate and manage
complex rights issues, and how to make recorded sound accessible
into the future. Even for materials that are not commercially pro-
duced and distributed and that are, in essence, unpublished, rights
and access issues can have a powerful inhibiting force on preserva-
tion. There is no better example of the challenges of sound preserva-
tion than that presented by recorded folklore.

The technical problems of preserving sound that is recorded on
fragile media such as wax cylinders or cassette tapes, dependent as
they are upon playback equipment that is quickly made obsolete by
emerging technologies, may appear at first blush to be the chief ob-
stacle to preservation and access. This is far from true. Future access
to folklore resources will be equally dependent on the two other legs
of the three-legged stool of access: (1) how materials are organized
and described or cataloged for easy retrieval; and (2) whether or not
present and future users will have legal or ethical rights to look at,
cite, or reproduce the original sources. Given the challenge of physi-
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cal preservation, few libraries and archives are willing to invest in
preserving collections that are uncataloged or not cleared for re-
search or educational uses. Most recorded folklore materials are tech-
nically unpublished, just as are radio broadcasts, television
soundtracks, interviews, and recordings of live dramatic and musical
performances.30 This means that the folklore materials are seldom
well indexed (indexing being an investment in inventory control that
commercial firms must make to manage distribution, but which
many documenters will not do systematically). There are equally
parlous problems with intellectual and moral rights: a clear audit
trail of written informed consent seldom accompanies folk record-
ings, and the rights of both the documenters and the documented are
often contested under those circumstances.

The American Folklore Society (AFS) and the American Folk life
Center (AFC) at the Library of Congress recently convened a group
to identify the barriers to preserving audio folklore collections and to
develop strategies for overcoming those barriers. Academic special-
ists and curators were concerned about decaying physical collec-
tions, which they saw as primarily technical. "These were the famil-
iar challenges of media degradation and format obsolescence that
have eluded effective remediation for at least a generation. To cap-
ture living traditions on documentary media, field workers have
been using a variety of media formats, none of which is favorable for
long-term preservation and each of which has presented new prob-
lems of storage, longevity, and hardware dependencies" (CUR 2001).
These media include wax cylinders; wire recordings; aluminum,
shellac, and vinyl discs; glass and acetate masters; digital audiotape
(DAT) tape; and cassette tape. Audiotape lasts for 10 to 60 years. But
how can one tell exactly how long it will last, and what can one do to
slow the inevitable loss?

The AFS and AFC invited technologists, preservation experts,
lawyers, and members of various folk communities to discuss the
issues and provide guides to best practices. The answers that the
technologists gave to questions about stable media were discourag-
ing: From the technical point of view, they said, there will never be a
stable recording medium. Sound recordings must be periodically
copied onto newer and, one hopes, more stable, media. We must
learn to manage and migrate collections regularly, and to live with
impermanence.

What is the format favored for future preservation? Whatever it
is, it cannot be analog. The experts acknowledged that analog sound
recordings have the highest fidelity. The problem with analog is that
the media on which the sounds are recorded degrade. The sounds
must be frequently copied onto other media, and with every instance
of copying, some information is permanently lost. For preservation,
the highest-quality medium for reformatting has been quarter-inch
analog magnetic tape on open 10-inch reels. This has been the stan-

30 "It is in these recordings in which rights issues are the most complex and in
need of study, and perhaps adaptation, as they relate to preservation" (Brylawski
2001, 2).
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dard for nearly half a century. But these tapes do not last as long as
do the underlying sources, such as vinyl long-playing (LP) records.
Even worse, only two firms manufacture this analog tape, and its
production is not considered a growth industry. The advantage of
digital recording is that there is no loss of information. The disadvan-
tage is the need for compression, which diminishes the sound quali-
ty. Even with the relatively high fidelity that can be achieved with
digital media, compact discs (CDs) will need reformatting and mi-
gration in the not-too-distant future.

Reformatting fragile media will require a process of ongoing as-
sessment and triage to identify materials in need of treatment. This
process will be successful only to the extent that collections and
items in them are well organized and well described. While the im-
mediate future will see management and migration of recorded
sound from fragile media onto more stable media, this will be done
in the knowledge that even the more stable media are not perma-
nent. Under these circumstances, the best strategy is to develop a
risk-management plan that takes into account the end purposes of
preservation. By assessing future access demands, we can make in-
formed decisions not only about what the medium or carrier needs
to achieve stabilization but also about future users and their needs.

Projecting the access needs of future users is a crucial part of any
preservation strategy. One cannot afford to wait and see what will be
deemed valuable 25 to 50 years hence. In preserving folk heritage
collections, we can judge future needs only by the present generation
of scholars, researchers, and the documented communities them-
selves who need access to the materials.

One of the key findings of the survey of collections undertaken
by the AFS and AFC is that much of what has been recorded is poor-
ly controlled, badly labeled, and lacking critical documentation
about rights to use. This situation exists in part because of the chang-
ing mores of professions such as anthropology, ethnomusicology,
and folklore, which, decades ago, did not understand the importance
of securing written or recorded informed consent from the peoples
whom they were recording. There is no consensus on how to remedi-
ate this problem with retrospective collections; however, it is clear
that scholars and field workers of the present and future must docu-
ment fully the conditions under which their subjects grant access.

As with other academic disciplines, those of folklore, anthropol-
ogy, and ethnomusicology are looking to the time when they might
find both primary and secondary sources online. One of the major
barriers is that the fields of folklore and ethnomusicology do not
have standardized vocabularies for many common terms. This hin-
ders the development of cataloging and indexing schemes for inven-
tory control, not to mention searching across collections. It is critical
that a thesaurus of terms be agreed upon, and work is currently be-
ing done on this. Issues of rights, vexing enough to sort through in
the controlled environment of the reading room, become even more
complex in the digital realm. Many people are calling for open and
virtually unrestricted access on the Web to indigenous music and
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folklore. Others urge that the oral traditions of various communities
be controlled fully by those communities, even if that means banning
access for research purposes by those who are not members of these
communities. This has become a particularly heated issue among
some Native American nations. In the meantime, there is a need to
assess what individuals and institutions have on their shelves, what
condition the materials are in, and how quickly these recordings
must be reformatted to ensure that they are preserved.

4.4 JSTOR: Online Access and Digital Archiving
JSTOR, a nonprofit journal-archiving project, has made available on-
line to libraries the back files of 153 titles from 17 academic disci-
plines, a collection that, as of November 2001, exceeded 8 million
pages. More than 1,100 libraries from 53 countries participate in this
collaborative enterprise. Approximately 180 colleges and universities
have had access to the database since early 1997. In the first six
months of 2001, more than 2.7 million articles were printed from its
database, more than 5.7 million searches were performed, and the
database had more than 22 million user access sessions (JSTOR-
NEWS 2001).

The original intent of JSTOR was to reduce storage costs for low-
use back journals in the humanities and social sciences and to ease
access to journal content. While there is some evidence that academic
libraries that use JSTOR are now either removing duplicate copies
from their shelves or moving copies from the central library stacks to
the more cost-effective shelving of remote storage, the chief benefit of
JSTOR to date has not been for preservation. It has been to increase
access to retrospective secondary literature and to dramatically
change how these materials are used. Lexicologists and reference
compilers are mining JSTOR, as they have mined the Making of
America database. Fred Shapiro, compiler of the forthcoming Yale
Dictionary of Quotations, has been using JSTOR to track down attribu-
tions for such quotable saws as "There is no such thing as a free
lunch," and to determine that many such sayings have been incor-
rectly attributed for years by authoritative sources such as Bartlett's
Familiar Quotations (Hafner 2001). (It was not Milton Friedman who
first said this in 1975, but Alvin Hanssen in a 1952 Ethics article.) Oth-
ers have been using the JSTOR database to pinpoint more precisely
instances of first use of certain words (Science 2001).

It appears that the electronic articles in JSTOR are being used
more frequently than are those in paper form. JSTOR studied the use
of back hard-copy and electronic articles to compare access. There
were a total of 692 uses of 10 hard-copy journals at five test sites over
the course of the three-month survey in 1996. A study of the use of
the same journals in JSTOR at the same five sites for the last three
months of 1999 yielded more than 7,700 article views. In addition,
although there is presumably substantial overlap in articles viewed
and those printed, 4,885 articles were printed, bringing the total of
articles viewed and printed during the study to 12,581. When this
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figure is compared with the 692 uses in the 1996 survey, it would
seem that electronic access is greatly increasing use of the material.
Interdisciplinary use of the journals has also risena trend that has
not been documented in hard-copy use. Further evidence shows that
older articles in certain disciplines do not lose their value; for exam-
ple, in the field of economics, the average age of the 10 most fre-
quently retrieved articles was 13 years; in mathematics, it was 32
years. This is beginning to raise questions about what constitutes re-
search or pedagogical value in journal literature and about the rela-
tionship between citation frequency and that value. The articles that
are viewed most frequently are not the same as those that are most
frequently cited; in fact, frequently viewed articles may be rarely cit-
ed (Guthrie 2000).

JSTOR was designed to solve both preservation problems and
access problems. Its goal is to become a repository in which subscrib-
ers will eventually develop so much faith that they will relinquish
many of their old and unused journals. It is not intended to spur a
thoughtless disposal of journals, but rather to shift the burden of re-
taining low-use materials to those institutions that have taken on the
role of "libraries of last resort." JSTOR has reached agreement with
the Center for Research Libraries (CRL) to become the first North
American repository of copies of every issue of every journal in its
database. JSTOR intends to create several such repositories of hard-
copy journals over time, in the belief that distributed artifactual re-
positories best serve the preservation needs of the research commu-
nity through redundancy. Such repositories would also provide
access to originals on demand. Many of JSTOR's advocates believe
that a few full runs of journals centrally located in a few repositories
are more useful than are a plethora of incomplete runs widely dis-
persed. In its work with libraries, JSTOR has often had difficulty in
assembling complete runs of journals. This reveals how challenging
it has been even for those libraries that try to be comprehensive in
their coverage of one discipline or another (JSTOR 2001).

A number of economic issues may affect the further develop-
ment of JSTOR and of its now-developing art image counterpart,
ArtSTOR. These issues go to the heart of the promise of networked
resources: to reduce costs resulting from unnecessary redundancies
or, looked at in another way, to avoid future costs that libraries
would incur if they continued to develop collections individually. As
libraries' print collections grow, managers are forced to make deci-
sions about where to store them: in the centrally located library
stacks on campus or in the more flexible, preservation-friendly envi-
ronments of offsite, high-density storage. They face two alternatives:
(1) keeping a full retrospective collection onsite but not in all subjects
and sending a great number of subjects off-campus; and (2) creating
a more equitable burden among disciplines by finding the lowest-use
items within a classification and sending them offsite. JSTOR statis-
tics reveal that in some fields, the distinction in value or use between
older and more recent literature is not meaningful, and using dates
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of publication to predict demand may unintentionally create prob-
lems.

JSTOR has attempted to find out what it costs libraries to store
back files of journals. One source has estimated that it costs a library
an average of $175,000, based on what it would cost to build that
storage today (Bowen 2001). Although this figure is derived from a
methodology widely used in library science, it can be misleading be-
cause it is really about avoiding building in the future, not savings
on current expectations. The costs of doing business in a research li-
brary are hard to calculate, since benefits are difficult to quantify.
Nonetheless, the cost of housing journals onsite versus offsite can be
clearly assessed. A survey that JSTOR conducted in 1999 revealed
that 20 percent of respondents already had some journals in remote
storage and that 24 percent of respondents indicated that they had
plans to move more items offsite (Bowen 2001). Some libraries, espe-
cially small college libraries that are committed to serving the needs
of teaching first and research second, have never had a policy of
keeping journals forever. They are finding that they can gain access
to older literature through JSTOR that they would have otherwise
had to obtain through interlibrary loan. For libraries of last resort, as
well as those attached to research institutions, the trade-offs between
storage (onsite or offsite) and deaccessioning may differ and be hard-
er to quantify. Few, if any, ARL libraries are divesting themselves of
old hard copies, even the third of fourth copy, of a journal title they
hold. For them, the key advantage of participation in JSTOR to date
is improved delivery of resources to patrons. These libraries are not
looking to eliminate storage costs at present. With JSTOR, however,
they can send the second, third, or fourth copy to offsite storage with
less concern about compromising ease of access. They are also able to
provide access to journals with a convenience that would not other-
wise have been possible. JSTOR has done something that no single
library would have done on its own behalf: it has been willing to run
the copyright gauntlet with publishers and arrive at an access policy
that suits the needs of both publishers and researchers. ArtSTOR is
aiming to accomplish the same thing with its database of art histori-
cal images.

4.5 The Rossetti Archive: Collecting and Preserving the
Born-digital Scholarly Publication
The Complete Writings and Pictures of Dante Gabriel Rossetti: A Hyper-
media Research Archive (the Rossetti Archive) is a comprehensive elec-
tronic edition produced and updated continually since 1993 by Jer-
ome McGann and more than 30 others working under his
direction.31 The current version, published by the University of Vir-
ginia's Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities (IATH)
using Enigma's Dynaweb software, is the first of four projected in-

31 John Unsworth, director of the Institute for Advanced Technology in the
Humanities at the University of Virginia, contributed this case study.
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stallments. It includes 10,388 SGML and JPEG files, presenting mate-
rial that centers on the 1870 volume of Rossetti's Poems and outlining
the structure that the completed archive will require. This material is
marked up in a Document Type Definition (DTD) developed for the
project at IATHthe Rossetti Archive Master Document Type Defi-
nition (RAM DTD). In addition, there are about 5,000 (offline) TIFF
images, from which the JPEGs are derived; some HTML pages with
introductory, summary, and navigational materials; and perhaps two
dozen style sheets. The publication also includes 18 essays about the
archive, by McGann and others, marked up in HTML and available
from the "Resources" area of the archive. The completed Rossetti Ar-
chive is likely to contain 25,000 files and to take another 10 to 12
years (and another 30 or 40 people) to finish. The University of Vir-
ginia, private foundations, and corporations have already invested
hundreds of thousands of dollars in developing this resource; per-
haps as much as a million dollars will be invested by the time the
project ends.

The Rossetti Archive is a valuable scholarly publication, not only
in terms of the effort and money invested but also in terms of the
role it has played in the migration of humanities scholarship online,
in the pioneering of electronic scholarly editions, and in the history
of humanities computing. For these reasons, it is worth collecting
and preserving in a research library. To date, however, digital library
efforts have focused on library-based production of library-owned
digital primary resources. Libraries have not yet had to deal with
second-generation digital library problems, where the focus is on
scholarly analysis, reprocessing, and creation of digital primary re-
sources.

In January 2000, IATH and The University of Virginia Library's
Digital Library Research and Development group (DLR&D) began a
three-year project, "Supporting Digital Scholarship" (SDS), to inves-
tigate the problem that the Rossetti Archive and other originally digi-
tal scholarly publications pose to research libraries. Funded by The
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and codirected by IATH Director
John Unsworth and DLR&D Director Thornton Staples, SDS aims to
address second-generation digital library problems. This project is
examining three digital library problems:

scholarly use of digital primary resources
library adoption of originally digital scholarly research
co-creation of digital resources by scholars, publishers, and libraries

Approaching these problems requires developing technical
methods and institutional policies for collecting originally digital
scholarly publications. Accordingly, SDS has formed two working
committeesone on technical issues and one on policy issues. The
technical committee is responsible for production and implementa-
tion of the software, standards, and systems that this project requires.
The goal of the technical committee is to build the systems that show
what can and cannot be done, at a technical level, to support digital
scholarship. The policy committee is charged with considering and
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proposing policies governing long-term preservation and access for
digital materials in the library and policies covering the integration,
dissemination, and reuse of those materials. The goal of the policy
committee is to produce guidelines for collecting digital scholarship
that outline what libraries can and cannot promise to do with these
materials, depending on what form they take, what standards they
do or do not adhere to, what functionality they have, and how they
achieve it.

Technical work in this project takes place within a digital library
architecture called FEDORA (Flexible Extensible Digital Object Re-
pository Architecture). FEDORA originated at Cornell University in
research done by Carl Lagoze and others; the Virginia implementa-
tion is FEDORA's largest testbed to date and its first real-world in-
stallation. The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has funded an exten-
sion of this research that will involve beta-test installations of
FEDORA in a half-dozen research libraries in the United States and
the United Kingdom.32 In Virginia's implementation of FEDORA,
objects within a digital library or repository consist of a basis (e.g., a
JPEG image in a simple object, or a machine-readable text with page
images, in a complex object), plus three metadata packages (adminis-
trative, technical, and descriptive). Finally, objects can be associated
with one or more "disseminators"data structures that pair a partic-
ular set of behaviors, or "signatures," with methods to produce that
behavior (in the current IATH implementation, servlets).

In October 2001, the Rossetti Archive was first collected into FE-
DORA as a set of XML documents with XSL style sheets that mimic
the functionality of the Dynaweb publication. To accomplish this, the
SGML DTD had to be modified so that it was capable of validating
SGML and XML. James Clark's SX was used to generate the XML,
and mark-up in the documents themselves had to be adjusted to dis-
ambiguate some forms of references to other documents on which
navigation and selection would depend. Entity declarations, held
separately in a catalog file in the original SGML version, had to be
distributed into the files that contained the relevant entity references.
This task required the efforts of several staff members, working part-
time, over several monthsfar beyond the effort that a library
would be willing to devote to collect a single publication under nor-
mal circumstances, but far less time than has gone into creating the
Rossetti Archive. The point of this experiment is not to demonstrate a
cost-effective collection strategy but to develop an understanding of
what characteristics an originally digital publication should have in
order to be collectable at reasonable cost. Any such publication will
have a better chance of being converted to a collectable form if it is
highly structured, even if its form is idiosyncratic.

The publication's basic contentits textual information, image
data and, perhaps most important from an editorial point of view,
the profusion of relationships among the texts and images that make
up the archiveis part of a library collection. It has been collected in

3 2 Virginia's FEDORA implementation is outlined in Staples and Wayland 2000.
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a way that should make it possible to migrate the data forward as
mark-up standards, delivery mechanisms, browsers, and other ele-
ments of the digital library environment continue to develop.

Work remains to be done. The objects in the Rossetti Archive re-
quire administrative, technical, and descriptive metadata, and it is
unclear how much of these metadata can be shared, how much can
be automatically harvested from the existing data, and how much
will have to be created by hand. There are some unsolved problems,
too. Searching is one of the most difficult technical problems, because
so much basic navigation (in the Rossetti Archive, but also in many
SGML- or XML-based document structures) is predicated on queries,
and because, until recently, there has been no standards-based way
of expressing such queries. That problem may be solved for the Ros-
setti Archive by Tamino, a commercial XML database product that
implements the full XPath standard and promises to implement
XQuery, as soon as that standard is approved. If this works as adver-
tised, there will be no part of the Rossetti Archive that cannot be ex-
pressed in a completely software- and hardware-independent way.
In principle, therefore, all of its informational content or functionality
will be fungible across future changes in technology.

That optimistic assessment should not obscure the difficulties
that might attend the collection of a different sort of originally digital
scholarly publication. For example, if the relationships in the Rossetti
Archive had been embodied in a relational database, rather than in
an XML structure, there would be no standards-based way to express
them. Consequently, this important aspect of the publication could
be expressed only in a software-dependent way. This would make it
much more difficult, perhaps impossible, for a collecting library to
make commitment to maintain, migrate, preserve, and access the
materials over time.

If scholars are to produce originally digital publications that are
compatible with libraries' needs and that allow libraries to collect at
reasonable costs, then best practices for authoring have to be under-
stood, established, and supported in some kind of networked, insti-
tutionalized work space. Publishers should ultimately support this
workspace, though it may need to be designed and developed, ini-
tially, by libraries themselves. Prototyping such a workspace will oc-
cupy the second half of the SDS project.
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5. Summary And Recommendations

Ilearn with great satisfaction that you are about committing to
the press the valuable historical and State papers you have
been so long collecting. Time and accident are committing

daily havoc on the originals deposited in our public offices. The
late war has done the work of centuries in this business. The last
cannot be recovered, but let us save what remains; not by vaults
and locks which fence them from the public eye and use in
consigning them to the waste of time, but by such a
multiplication of copies, as shall place them beyond the reach of
accident (Jefferson [1791] 1984).

Thomas Jefferson, often credited with having foreseen the prob-
lems his compatriots would face and devising solutions to them,
seems in this letter to be typically prophetic in his vision. Is he not
describing "preservation through proliferation"the key preserva-
tion strategy that libraries adopted in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries and that has resulted in the great abundance of resources in
libraries? Is not "multiplication of copies," as Jefferson puts it, the
way that films and music and photographs have spread through our
culture, with demand for preservation following? Is not copying
them, be it by photocopying or scanning, and placing them beyond
the reach of accident a recipe for avoiding the "daily havoc on the
originals"? And, as we look ahead, will these remain the primary
strategies for ensuring future access to present-day originals, or
should we anticipate major changes in the nature of research, teach-
ing, and preservation-and-access technologies that will render these
strategies obsolete?

Core principles of artifactual value do not change with genre
map versus manuscript versus musical performance. The value of an
artifact, however, is profoundly affected by the medium on which
the information is fixed. The definition of artifact as a unique item of
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historical importance worked as long as there was a fair degree of
consensus regarding the nature of the artifact. New recording tech-
niques for sound and image, as well as magnetic and electronic re-
production, have put enormous pressure on these heretofore-useful
assumptions. This is true even in the case of traditional print/paper
artifacts, as has been seen.

Artifacts are complex objectsmaterially, structurally, temporal-
ly, and perceptually. Cultural forces shape this complexity in an on-
going dialectic that is subject to continual revision and thus is never
definitive. The status of any given artifact, like that of any cultural
construction, is vulnerable for several reasons. In a museum or a li-
brary that has limited economic resources for core mission work, it
must compete to maintain a claim on institutional resources. It must
also compete for intellectual resourcesfor the attention of the pub-
lic, of scholars, and of others who, by their attention or lack thereof,
valorize its status. This intellectual competition is every bit as par-
lous as is the economic one. Each generation must engage the issue
on its own terms and do so actively if preservation is to be effective.

Today, thanks to the very technologies that highlight, if not cre-
ate, the problems we are facing, we can coordinate efforts to docu-
ment and preserve in ways hitherto impossible. We should be able to
track more clearly what others are doing in identifying what must be
saved and what need not. We should be able to coordinate retention
of best surviving copies and thereby avoid duplicating preservation
efforts. We should be able to know with certainty what "last, best"
copies of an artifact exist and where they exist, and therefore to as-
sign responsibility for stewardship of such items.

This work is traditionally seen as the purview of librarians and
archivists; however, preservation strategies at the local and national
levels have been and will continue to be dependent for their success
on the engagement of all members of the research community, in-
cluding scholars and academic officers. Scholars may not see preser-
vation of research collections as their responsibility, but until they do,
there is a risk that many valuable research sources will not be pre-
served. Faculty can work with local librarians to ensure that scholars'
research needs are clearly articulated and are taken into consider-
ation when budgets are planned. Faculty can be influential in per-
suading presidents and provosts to devote appropriate levels of re-
sources to locally held research collections. Above all, they can see
that part of their role as scholars is to be stewards of collections as
shared resources across the country. This means engaging at the na-
tional as well as local level to ensure that scarce but valuable resourc-
es are being preserved at some locations. They can engage their na-
tional roles as stewards through their scholarly societies, which act as
publishers and guardians of the scholarly record. They can, through
national organizations, articulate the value of the intellectual heri-
tage that is at risk and lobby for increased funding to support preser-
vation.
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5.1 Principles of Good Stewardship
Good stewardship begins with scholars and librarians taking respon-
sibility for the preservation of artifacts in the following ways:

Scholars can work with librarians in identifying materials to pre-
serve, focusing first on those resources that are most endangered.
Scholars can identify and define categories of resources and work
with librarians to locate the finest and best-preserved specimens.
Scholars and librarians can collaborate to develop realistic policies
for retention and disposition.
Librarians can work together to develop responsibilities for collec-
tions of last resort, including aggregating collections into regional
repositories.
Librarians can work together to refine existing bibliographic and
collection records to make it possible for researchers to locate
these preserved artifacts.
Scholars and librarians can develop and nurture local, regional,
and national collaborations that are sustainable and that balance
the needs of present and future users.

5.2 Best Practices for Preservation of the Artifact
At the technical level, good stewardship rests on the following prin-
ciples and practices:

preventive care
global treatment of collections, when available, for cost-effective-
ness
use of item-level treatment for items of special value and vulnera-
bility
special handling and security protocols
surrogacy to prevent damage and extend access
optimal storage facilities
networks of repositories and remote storage facilities
careful documentation of problems
constant assessment of progress in key programs and sharing of
data about them
documentation of preservation treatments (e.g., deacidification,
reformatting) on bibliographical records

5.3 Strategies for Specific Formats
As part of the network of libraries responsible for preserving and
making accessible artifactual collections, individual libraries can play
a critical role in a national preservation strategy by doing the follow-
ing:

Print (pp. 19-30)
identifying which genres and what types of printed materials
need to be preserved
using the most appropriate and cost-effective means (e.g., deacidi-
fication, reformatting, rebinding, repair) to ensure long-term access
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giving priority to the preservation of materials uniquely held at
local institutions or generally rare

Audiovisual (pp. 30-41)
assessing collection needs to set priorities for reformatting and
other treatments
stabilizing materials on paper (e.g., engravings, posters, and pho-
tographs on acid paper)
reformatting materials onto stable media before information is lost
saving original source materials (e.g., negatives)
documenting preservation treatments on common databases and
coordinating preservation treatments to avoid duplication

Digital (pp. 41-54)
developing sound digitization selection criteria
ensuring preservation treatment of underlying source materials
creating registries of digitized collections
defining what types of digital objects (e.g., electronic journals,
Web sites) should be preserved and by whom
lowering barriers to fair use of digital information
creating digital resources and retrieval systems in nonproprietary
systems
developing best practices for migration
exploring the possibilities of emulation

5.4 Recommendations
At the local and national levels, there are several actions that mem-
bers of the research community can take to ensure greater access to
original research materials in the future and to use available resourc-
es most effectively. Such actions include the following:

Advocate for the development of regional repositories of artifactu-
al collections that reduce duplication of effort, create economies of
scale, and ensure that the greatest number of unique or scarce pri-
ority items are preserved and made accessible to researchers. Such
repositories might be organized along chronological lines, with
institutions specializing in certain periods; along disciplinary or
linguistic lines; or along geographical (i.e., physical location) lines
for consortial use.
Advocate for the creation of a repository of record for American
imprints that operates at the national level to ensure that at least
one copy of materials deposited for copyright will endure.
Create standardized descriptive practices that make information
about resources readily accessible through searchable databases.
This is especially critical for academic fields that lack best practic-
es and controlled vocabularies in documentation and retrieval.
Raise awareness of the importance of preservation with the expec-
tation that foundations, federal agencies, and others will increase
their financial commitment to it.
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Increase the funds devoted to preservation by gaining a larger
commitment from host institutions, raising endowment funds,
and securing grants from government agencies and foundations.
Invest resources in the development of more effective and eco-
nomical preservation processes.

5.5 Areas for Further Research
The research agenda that has emerged from this investigation into
the role of the artifact in library collections is considerable for each of
the three types of recording media discussed: print, analog audiovi-
sual, and digital. The most pressing areas, largely nontechnical, in-
clude determining what materials are held in libraries and archives,
identifying how researchers use source materials, and encouraging
the use of primary sources and artifactual collections in research and
teaching. In particular, there is a need tb

develop and apply methodologies to track the growing online use
of large digitized collections
gather and study data on the behavior of researchers online so
that the tool kit developed for researchers' use will meet their
needs
gather data on the state of artifacts in nonacademic libraries and
repositories
research and develop curricular needs for the use of original
sources
increase media longevity studies and extend them to all new me-
dia, including digital

The task force also recommends that a similar investigation be
undertaken into the state of preservation among rare and special col-
lections. While excluded from consideration in this study, these col-
lections are as vulnerable to unintended loss and destruction as are
the artifactual and digital collections that have been the subject of
this report.
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APPENDIX I
Current Library Practices in Collection Development
and Preservation

Libraries have traditionally built local collections to serve local pa-
trons and have acquired material to meet the needs of their commu-
nities. For academic libraries, that has meant a focus on resources for
teaching and research. Preserving the collections has been synony-
mous with preserving the information contained in them. Because
libraries acquire physical objects for use and reuse (often under the
"first-sale" doctrine of the United States Copyright Code), this has
meant that they own physical property rights to the items on their
shelves. (They rarely own the intellectual property rights.) They thus
are not only preserving information but also preserving institutional
property. While this may appear self-evident, it becomes an impor-
tant economic consideration when libraries begin collecting materials
too fragile to save for long, such as videotapes, or materials that have
no physical form, such as electronic databases. It also matters greatly
when libraries are urged to preserve resources that are of national
importance but that receive little local use, as was the case in the brit-
tle-books microfilming program of the 1980s and 1990s. When do na-
tional priorities trump local ones, especially when the funding is lo-
cally based? And how does funding affect preservation selection .

priorities?

Building Collections: Libraries and Archives
Research libraries, no matter how large, collect only a small portion
of all the information created and disseminated at any given time. In
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, most academic libraries
were shaped directly by the research needs of their faculties. This re-
sulted in some very rich veins of bibliographical ore, but it also gen-
erally produced holdings that were deep, but not broad, in coverage.

With the growth of all sectors of higher education after World
War II, libraries and their collections boomed. Collecting became
somewhat regularized, professionalized, and far more ambitious.
Many libraries at large, research-oriented institutions made concert-
ed efforts to collect in virtually all areas that their academic depart-
ments covered. Research collections were critical in recruiting gradu-
ate students as well as faculty, and universities scaled up their
collecting activities to provide on-site access to their users.

Libraries selectively acquire currently produced items that will
become the primary documents of tomorrow. To measure how the
growth in book publishing has made selection more difficult, one has
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only to note the substantial increase in the number of books pub-
lished in the United States since 1880.

Historical Statistics of the United States: Colonial Times to 1970 (U.S.
Department of Commerce 1989) and the Statistical Abstract of the
United States (U.S. Census Bureau 2001) give the following annual
output figures for the first year of each decade between 1880 and
1990:

Year Books Published
1-880 2,076
1890 4,55-9

1900 6,356
1910 13,470
1920 8,422
1930 10,027
1940 11,328

1950 11,022
1960 15,012
1970 36,071
1980 42,377
1990 46,738

These figures represent only titles produced in the United States.
Research libraries, however, typically acquire titles from countries
around the world. In 1992-1993, the United Kingdom published
86,573 new titles; by 1995-1996, the figure had increased by 24 per-
cent, to 107,263. During the same period, Japan increased its book
production 58 percent (from 35,496 to 56,221); Russia, 26 percent
(from 28,716 to 36,237); and Italy, 20 percent (from 29,351 to 35,236)
(Association of Research Libraries 1999b, 10). A recent analysis of li-
brary purchases shows that acquisition of foreign materials is hold-
ing steady, but the portion of imprints collected of the total pub-
lished is declining (Association of Research Libraries 1999b, 10). The
worldwide output is roughly 600,000, of which the average Associa-
tion of Research Libraries (ARL) library purchases about 50,000.

Most materials in these collections, as well as those in all aca-
demic libraries, are text based. The collections are built along disci-
plinary lines and are created to serve research and teaching needs. It
has fallen to specialized repositories to collect the plethora of infor-
mation of research value that libraries do not routinely acquire. Such
groups as historical societies and special libraries (e.g., the American
Antiquarian Society, the Newberry Library) tend to collect in specific
topics (e.g., American history, regional history, travelers' accounts)
and formats (e.g., manuscripts, maps, phot6graphs, musical scores),
and to serve as critical supplements to the research libraries on cam-
pus. (There are quite a few specialized libraries on campuses as
well.) In contrast to research libraries, many of the specialized reposi-
tories collect chiefly primary sources. They are distinguished from
the book collections of libraries because they are usually unpub-
lished (e.g., manuscripts) or rare (e.g., broadsides); furthermore, only
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the secondary literature that is germane to those collecting strengths
is acquired. Their collecting policies are shaped by research needs, to
the exclusion of curricular ones.

Despite the recent appropriation of "archive" as a verb to mean
"to store" or "to preserve," the traditional meaning of archives as a
noun is narrower. Archives are institutions that collect records creat-
ed in the course of an activityfor example, business records or gov-
ernment records. The collection strategies of archives are different
from those of libraries. The National Archives and Records Adminis-
tration, for example, is charged to collect, organize, and make avail-
able the records of the federal government. It collects information
created by the government in the course of its business. This infor-
mation includes not only paper and electronic records but also films,
photographs, posters, and other visual and sound materials. Ar-
chives tend to merge the function of record management and true
archiving for long-term access. They may acquire large caches of
records that they will retain for stated periods of time for legal rea-
sons. However, the average archives will accession for permanent
retention only 1 to 5 percent of those records. During a process
known as appraisal, they determine which files have historical value,
and they keep only those materials.

Repositories that specialize in non-print materials are often
called archives; however, film and sound archives do not have
records in the technical sense because they are not documents creat-
ed in the course of business. Their collections are scaled in an archi-
val way: they are large and often described at the collection level.
These special-format archivessome affiliated with universities,
some with museums, some independentare also a crucial part of
the information landscape. They must play leading roles in any strat-
egies the task force proposes to ensure the preservation of and access
to artifactual collections.

Shared Access and Shared Collections
Until recently, the only way in which a library could make a publica-
tion available to its users was to own it. If demand were great, a li-
brary would have to own more than one copy. With the advent of
photocopying and faxing, together with robust interlibrary loan and
document-delivery systems, libraries can provide access to an item
without purchasing it. Nevertheless, libraries still have large collec-
tions that replicate the collections of other libraries, in part because
of the constraints of dealing with physically fixed information.

One of the chief advantages of digital technology is its ability to
overleap constraints of time and place and to deliver information at
any time to any computer that is connected to the Internet. Now that
libraries no longer face the physical and temporal constraints that
existed before the introduction of electronic networks, the models of
access are changing significantly. Libraries understand that students
and scholars prize instant access. Students seek out assigned read-
ings a few hours before they are expected to have read them. Faculty
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members track down bibliographical references under tight dead-
lines from publishers. As service organizations, libraries assign the
physical locations of their collections on the basis of known patterns
of use. The problems associated with keeping collections readily ac-
cessible have been highlighted in recent years, as more and more li-
braries are building offsite storage facilities for low-use materials. As
economically compelling as offsite storage is, it succeeds only when
faculty members are willing to recognize the time constraints built
into the system (in many cases, a 24-hour wait between requesting
the material and receiving it). But for resources such as journal arti-
cles, which can be delivered to the desktop at 3 a.m., how valuable to
the scholar is the physical proximity of the hard copy? How much
should a library spend to make both easily available? Faced with
choosing between the two, how should the library decide which
takes priority?

The new delivery technologiesfrom photocopy to interlibrary
loan to digital accessare also having an effect on the substance of
collection building. Do all libraries need to collect essentially the
same materials, if they can be networked, either virtually or through
interlibrary loan? Research library collections have been undergoing
a certain homogenization, partly because of the spiraling costs of
journals and partly because of the advent of buying consortia. Li-
braries have begun to admit that they can no longer aspire to collect
comprehensively, both because of the escalating costs of journals and
monographs and because of the increased quantities of materials.
Between 1986 and 1996, the price of the average journal rose 147 per-
cent, and that of a book by 63 percent. The number of interlibrary
loans handled during the same period increased 102 percent. The
access cost increased to an average of $30 per transaction. During the
same period, the consumer price index increased by 41 percent. Cit-
ing these statistics, the Committee on Institutional Cooperation said
in a 1998 press release, "We and our colleagues on the faculty must
acknowledge that research universities can no longer afford to build com-
prehensive collections." [Emphasis in original]. The committee called
for new efforts of cooperative collecting (Big 12 1998).

The subject of cooperative collection developmentthe sharing
of responsibility for important but low-use materials, many of them
in foreign languagesis not new. When library collections first start-
ed growing rapidly after World War II, there was an attempt to share
collecting responsibilities. When this attempt gave out, it was fol-
lowed by a plan to build a national periodicals center in the 1970s. In
the 1980s, the Research Libraries Group (RLG) developed a method,
based on the Library of Congress classification scheme, that its mem-
bers could use to inventory collections and determine areas of
strength. The so-called Conspectus was an instrument that libraries
used for a period of time to learn what others had collected, in part
to reduce duplication of effort in certain specialized fields. Individu-
al libraries declared their responsibility for collecting and preserving
literature in areas they chose. During the heyday of filming brittle
books, this inventory system was the basis for many decisions about
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what each institution would film. The Conspectus fell into desuetude
in the 1990s because, among other reasons, libraries were unable to
keep acquisition information current.

These and other attempts to coordinate acquisitions at the na-
tional level have failed. There are, however, examples of successful
regional models, one of which is the Triangle Research Libraries Net-
work in North Carolina. Other examples include the Five-College
Depository Library in Massachusetts (see Section 4) and the Center
for Research Libraries.

User studies have repeatedly shown that many volumes in re-
search libraries have extremely low use and or no use at all. A 1979
study of one medium-size research library showed that "any given
book purchased had only slightly better than one chance in two of
ever being borrowed. As books on the shelves aged and did not cir-
culate, the chances of their ever circulating diminished to as low as
one in fifty. Journal use, in general, was also discovered to be low"
(Branin, Groen, and Thorin 2000). Given this, how could cooperative
collection efforts fail?

Among the reasons generally cited for the failure of such efforts
are the pressure for each library to serve local needs and its reluc-
tance to cede responsibility in any one area to another library. More-
over, until recently, there were not enough commonly available bib-
liographical records to make such cooperation workable. Even today,
several ARL libraries have not converted significant portions of their
card catalogs into online records.

The tensions between local and national priorities for acquisition
are mirrored in selecting for preservation. How should libraries man-
age the conflict between the present needs of researchers and the
needs of future, or even physically distant, users? The challenge is to
find ways to address the needs of local service today with the needs
of the future and national priorities in mind. What should be the se-
lection criteria?

Best Practices for Preservation Treatments
The fundamental principles of preservation apply to all formats,
from print to digital, but the techniques and costs of the various
treatments differ dramatically. The purpose of library preservation is
to ensure the present and future use of information in whatever form
it has been recorded. Library conservation is not like museum con-
servation, which aims to make an object fit for essentially passive
use, such as exhibition. Library materials can be heavily used and
must withstand the risk of misuse.

The great bane of libraries and archives is that there are no me-
dia on which information has been recorded that do not decay. As
the carrier decays, the information goes with it. The optimal treat-
ment is to preserve both the information and the carrier. In an aca-
demic library, for example, the ideal way to save a text has been to
save the book or journal or whatever it has been printed to. Howev-
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er, given the fragility of media such as wood-pulp paper, not to men-
tion magnetic tape or onion-skin paper, this is not always possible.

A review of the diverse formats and media on which library col-
lections are recorded led the task force to accept the following pre-
mises:

All physical formats, from paper to magnetic tape, will decay over
time.
Physical handling compromises all physical formats.
'All copying from one physical medium to another, such as from
book to photocopy or from LP to tape, results in some loss of in-
formation and will usually compromise the physical integrity of
the original as well.

These are the facts that lead to a tension between preservation
and access. In the world of physical objects, one is usually bought at
the price of the other. The art of preservation is to minimize the risk
of loss while continuing to keep collections usable for researchers.
This entails the following:

identifying the risks
deciding what measures should be taken to mitigate those risks
deciding which measures have priority

Little about preservation, other than its theory, is simple. Identi-
fying risks can be tricky, and too often the risks become known only
by the effects of decay, when it is too late to prevent loss. For exam-
ple, we did not know much about the deleterious effects of light and
humidity on wood-pulp paper until tests performed in the 1970s
proved the connection. By that time, library collections were already
full of books that had been printed on wood-pulp paper instead of
the more durable, but also more expensive, rag paper. By the same
token, we do not know the effects of car pollution on paper. Early
test results indicate that car exhaust (as opposed to factory exhaust)
is deleterious both to rag paper and wood-pulp paper (Commission
on Preservation and Access 1997). If intervention is required to save
an item or a collection of items, the timing of that action is also affect-
ed by factors that are hard to determine. As a rule of thumb, the new-
er the medium, the shorter its life span. Most new media, however,
have not been tested well enough to make it possible to predict rates
of loss; only when deterioration sets in do we begin to understand
the life span. Who would have thought that the so-called safety film
onto which nitrate film was transferred would itself deteriorate and
fade in a few decades? And what does this mean for setting preser-
vation priorities? Do we concentrate on stabilizing information on
newer and more fragile media, such as reel-to-reel tape? Does that
mean libraries should do so in lieu of deacidifying older books print-
ed on acidic paper?

Other external factors enter into the calculation of risk: for exam-
ple, funding and fashion, or supply and demand. Leaving aside
money for the moment, demand for library materials that are robust
enough to withstand use means that preservation departments must
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first serve the needs of their local clientele. Much of the time and ef-
fort of preservation departments go to keeping the collections in cir-
culation. Materials that are more frequently used receive more atten-
tion than do low-use items. Materials that are not frequently used, no
matter how short the expected life span of the medium, receive short
shrift. The Brittle Books Program, which started in the late 1980s, is
the exception that proves the rule. When the larger research commu-
nity become aware of the limited life span of many nineteenth- and
twentieth-century imprints, the U.S. Congress allocated funds to the
National Endowment for the Humanities to preserve the information
in these resources that are, by definition, low-use. This has unfortu-
nately not been true of feature and documentary films of the first
half of the twentieth century, whose value for research was recog-
nized too late for rescue. This fate has almost befallen comic books
from the 1930s, and it will soon befall oral histories and ethnographic
recordings on cassette tapes.

Deciding what measures to take begins with assessing the need,
looking at the costs of treatment options, and looking for value for
money. The most cost-effective means by far of ensuring the fitness
of collections is to prevent damage. Preventive care is the heart and
soul of most library preservation programs. The most cost-effective
treatments are those that can be applied globally; one example is en-
suring proper storage conditions. The decay that comes from the "in-
herent vice" of all physical media can be retarded through proper
environmental conditions both in storage and in use. (The environ-
mental needs [e.g., ideal temperature and humidity] of paper-based
materials differ from those of film-based materials, and optimal stor-
age requires separate facilities for each material.) Other global pres-
ervation treatments include the following:

emergency-preparedness and disaster-recovery plans
research and testing of materials (such as bar-code stickers that do
not cause damage)
development of standards and specifications for treatments
education of staff and users about proper handling techniques

Collection-level treatments that act primarily to stabilize materi-
als include the 'following:

deacidification
proper housing (e.g., using protective coverings, Mylar sleeves,
and acid-neutral folders, or boxing a book that is fragile)
binding loose materials

Item-level treatments are more expensive than are collection-lev-
el treatments because they require not only treatment of individual
items but additional, often times skilled, labor to assess items and
select them from within large holdings. Item-level treatments include
the following:

microfilming
digitizing
preservation photocopying
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creating photographic surrogates
remastering sound recordings and moving images

If preservation fails, then conservation is the next step.*Item-
level treatments include the following:

book conservation, which may include repairing both the interior
and exterior, removing the old boards, reattaching pages, reassem-
bling and resewing the text block, making a new binding, and cre-
ating a customized box to hold all the source materials;
paper conservation, which may include washing, mending, leaf-
casting, backing, deacidifying, and reattaching fragments; and
photo conservation, which may entail stabilizing edges, applying
emulsion, creating copy prints for access, humidifying, drying,
flattening, and mending and matting vintage prints.

The purpose of conservation is to return an item to use, even if
that use is very limited. Preservation experts commonly say that
preservation without access is not a good use of resources. A rare
book, such as the Bay Psalm Book, may be so deteriorated that it can-
not be opened without causing further damage. The goal of interven-
tion in such a case is to render the book usablethat is, capable of
being opened, even partially, under certain circumstances. In nearly
all cases, the goal is not to restore an item to its "original state." That
would generally entail recreating the book using modern materials
with the same look and feel and technique. Such an approach com-
promises its authenticity. Age and deterioration are facts of life, and
few preservation experts strive to return an object to its original
form.

In part because funding for research and development efforts in
library preservation has traditionally been so modest, treatments
have been deployed in the past without proper testing, and these
treatments themselves have turned out to be deleterious. Lamination
is one example; the use of adhesive tape is another. Hence, contem-
porary experts honor two principles: first, do no harm; and second,
do nothing irreversible. This means carefully documenting each
treatment and testing materials to ensure that nothing damages orig-
inal items.

In all formats, the guiding principle of selection for preservation
treatment is to make an item fit for purpose. The act of choosing
what gets treatment and deciding why is based on a constantly
changing evaluation of the value, use, and condition of an item, and
all of these factors are constrained by limited resources and inade-
quacies of technology. While the library and its personnel can be re-
lied on to provide the expertise to assess condition, decide on treat-
ments, track use, and so forth, the question of the changing valuation
of the significance of artifacts for research and teaching is a matter
that needs to be informed by scholars and teachers.

"Preservation" is the generic term for all types of treatments, both preventive
and corrective, that serve to stabilize items. "Conservation" usually refers to an
item-level treatment that involves active intervention.
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APPENDIX II
Charge to the Task Force

Rationale
Preservation has developed rapidly in the last two decades into a
critical component in the life cycle of scholarly collection develop-
ment and management, taking its place among selection, acquisition,
cataloging, and service as one of the core functions of libraries and
archives. Most research libraries allocate resources for the purchase
of preservation services, employ professionally trained preservation
specialists, and many have created whole divisions within an organi-
zation devoted to collections care. Moreover, preservation specialists
now have a well-developed arsenal of tools and techniques available
to them to apply to specific collection maintenance problems, rang-
ing in scope and urgency from emergency response and environ-
mental controls to mitigating wear and tear from use and slowing
the self-destruction of various media.

Scholars and custodians, such as librarians and archivists, have
mutual interests in the collection-building process. Although schol-
ars are routinely and often intimately engaged with librarians in the
acquisitions and use phases of collection building, they are usually
exposed only to specific aspects of preservation activities (such as
testifying to the value of a collection proposed for preservation mi-
crofilming) and rarely have the opportunity to view the preservation
function as a whole.

However, recent vigorous debates in the scholarly community
about the value of saving the book as an artifact in addition to pre-
serving content from physically degrading books have raised impor-
tant issues about scholars' knowledge of and participation in deci-
sion making about the disposition of original materials after
preservation treatment. Through the creation of a task force, CUR
proposes to engage the scholarly community in a systematic review
of its interests in this issue. The focus on preservation is part of a
wider series of CUR initiatives, launched in 1997 with the jointly-
sponsored CLIR/ACLS task forces, intended to develop a forward-
looking vision of collection building in an electronic information en-
vironment built on the valuable research collections made of print
and audiovisual materials.

Charge
The Task Force is charged to articulate for scholars and librarians a
general context or framework for formulating and/or evaluating in-
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stitutional policies on the retention or disposal of published and ar-
chival or unpublished materials in the form the works were created.

The Task Force should answer the following questions in devel-
oping a general framework for informed decision making about dis-
position of originals:

What factors make it useful and/or necessary to retain work in its
original form? Under what circumstances are original materials
required for research?
When is it sufficient and appropriate to capture intellectual con-
tent through reformatting and not necessarily retain the original?
What preservation options are available and what do they cost?
From both custodial and scholarly perspectives, what are the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of these various options?

The Task Force should, to the extent possible, draw on actual ex-
perience and empirical evidence regarding scholarly uses of materi-
als and different libraries' approaches to preservation. The analysis
should look at the following preservation treatments: conservation,
deacidification, off-site storage, preservation microfilming, and digi-
tization.

Finally, the Task Force is specifically asked to consider the advis-
ability and feasibility of creating one or more national repositories
into which one copy of all materials published in the United States
would be deposited for permanent retention.

Scope
The Task Force is asked to take its charge broadly, giving primary
consideration to print formats, but also consider the burgeoning leg-
acy of non-print and electronic research sources that demand increas-
ingly urgent attention from preservation specialists. The Task Force
should formulate its findings and recommendations in a way that
takes account of these other, often more fragile, formats and suggests
how the findings and recommendations might be extended to or
tested in relation to them.
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APPENDIX III
Selection for Preservation Criteria from RLG, Cornell,
and Harvard

The Book as Object*
By the RLG Preservation Committee

For collection managers and curators reviewing materials, this list
can serve as an aid when assessing library materials that might be
rare or valuable. It explains why books become rare and deserve re-
tention in their format.

Many items are important because of their format; often reasons
are clear for maintaining those titles in their original state. In other
cases, the reasons may not be so clear, but before withdrawing or
converting to another format (due to deterioration, space-saving
needs, superseded editions, or duplication) they should be reviewed.
Hopefully, the considerations below provide an incentive to retain
those items possessing valuable or important information in their
physical format which might otherwise be lost.

The RLG Preservation Committee developed this list, with sug-
gestions from two other RLG groups: the Collection Management
and Development Program Committee, and-the Archives, Manu-
scripts, and Special Collections Program Committee. Documents
consulted were:

The National Archives and Records Administration document In-
trinsic Value in Archival Material (Staff Information Paper 21).
Transfer of Materials to Special Collections of the Archives and Spe-
cial Collections Task Force, Rare Book and Manuscript Section,
Association of College and Research Libraries.
An unpublished article, "The Preservation of Bibliographic Evi-
dence," by Ellen McCrady.
New York Public Library Technical Memorandum No. 40, Perma-
nent Retention of Materials in the General Collections in their Original
Format.
The chapter, "Selection of Materials for Microfilming" in Preserva-
tion Microfilming: A Guide for Librarians and Archivists (Chicago:
American Library Association, 1987).

This list is neither prescriptive nor presented in priority order. It
does not represent RLG policy and is offered for informational, edu-
cation, and selection aid only.

* Source: Nancy E. Elkington, ed. 1992. RLG Preservation Microfilming Handbook.
Mountain View, Calif.: The Research Libraries Group, Inc. pp. 62-64. Reprinted
with permission.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR RETAINING ITEMS IN ORIGINAL FORMAT
1. Evidential valuedoes the item possess or demonstrate:

The printing history of the item, such as registration pin marks,
cancels, printing techniques, and typographic errors.
The binding history of the volume such as original sewing sta-
tions, binding structure, printed wastepapers used in the spine
lining, and cover materials.
Marginalia, marks of ownership, and relevant ephemera laid or
tipped in.

2. Aesthetic valuedoes the item have:
Bindings demonstrating:

unusual technique or artistry.
historical/developmental interest of structure or materials.
signed /designer bindings.

- early publisher's bindings.
Other book decorations (e.g., gilding, gauffering, decorated
endpapers, fore-edge paintings).
Illustrations not easily reproduced or meaningful only in the
original color or original woodcuts, etchings, lithographs, etc.
Importance as an "artists' book" where the book is designed as
an object.
Original photographs.
Maps of importance.
Pencil, ink, or watercolor sketches.

3. Importance in the printing history of significant titlesdoes the
item possess any of these characteristics:

First appearance of the title.
Important bibliographic variants.
Important (or collected) fine press printings.
Technique important to the printing history.
Examples of early local imprints.

4. Agedetermine if an item was:
Printed before [specific dates] in [specific countries] (e.g., all
titles printed before 1850 in the U.S. or all books printed before
1801).
Printed during the incunabula period of any area (the first de-
cades).
Printed during specific later periods, such as war years, in spe-
cific countries.

5. Scarcitydetermine if an item was:
Rare in RLG member, NUC, and/or major European libraries.
Of fewer than 100 copies printed.

6. Association value of important, famous, locally collected figures
or topicsdoes the item contain:

Notes in the margin, on endpapers, within the text.
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Bookplates and other ownership marks of such figures; other
evidence of significant provenance.
Important inscriptions and/or signatures.

7. Value assessed or sold at more than [specific cost].

8. Physical format or features of interestdoes the item possess any
of these characteristics:

Contains significant examples of various forms demonstrating
technological development.
Exhibits unique or curious physical features (e.g., interesting
watermarks, printing on vellum, wax seals).
Is an ephemeral material likely to be scarce, such as a letter-
sheet, poster, songster, or broadside.
Contains some manuscript materials.
Is a miniature book (10 cm or less in height).
Is of questionable authenticity where the physical format may
help verify it.
Is representative of styles, fads, mass printings currently rare.

9. Exhibit valueis the item:
Important to an historical event, a significant issue, or in illus-
trating the subject or creator.
Censored or banned.

Conservation Treatment: Library Materials to be Retained in the
Collection in Original Format

Cornell University Library
Department of Preservation
and Conservation

Reproduced with permission

The following criteria are designed to help identify library materials
which should be preserved in their original format. In general, this
material should not be replaced by reprographic means, reformatted,
rebound, or repaired without careful consideration by the Conserva-
tion Liaison Specialist and the appropriate curators and bibliogra-
phers. The criteria should be applied to library materials regardless
of shelf location, as it is recognized that circulating collections often
contain materials which should be preserved in original format (see
also RLG Preservation Manual, "Book as Object," pp. 62-64). Items
identified for treatment from the general circulating collections to
which the criteria apply should be brought to the attention of the
Head of Rare Books (or appropriate curator) with a view to transfer
to a sequestered collection.

1. Pre-1850 imprints and imprints issued after 1850 that can be con-
sidered rare or especially interesting because of time, place, and
subject.

2. Materials having notable illustrations, maps, engravings etc, add-
ing to the work's interest and/or value.
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3. First editions of significant works.

4. Books with bindings of special interest because of type, period or
binder.

5. Manuscripts and typescripts.

6. Association copies and materials having autographs of signifi-
cance.

7. Material having added notes, annotations, marginalia etc. adding
to the interest and or value of the work.

8. Materials in special closed collections.

9. Rare ephemera and other elusive items, such as songsters, sheet
music, broadsides, almanacs, charts, original historic photo-
graphs, etc.

10. Notable standard reference works no longer in print such as dic-
tionaries and encyclopedias.

In general, all books printed before 1850 and in original bindings
will be restored rather than rebound, with all the features of the orig-
inal bindings retained.

Library Preservation at Harvard: A Definition of Terms

Harvard University Library
Preservation Center

January 2000 revision
Reproduced with permission

Conservation treatment, reformatting, commercial library binding,
environmental control, disaster preparedness and response, and
preservation education and training are the core initiatives that make
up a comprehensive preservation program. Implementing such a
program requires skilled staff, carefully selected and implemented
technologies, and sound management practices.

CONSERVATION: Protecting and restoring the original object
The term conservation embraces activities that improve the condi-
tion of an object or protect it from damage. Paper treatments, for ex-
ample, include everything from mending a small tear to washing,
deacidifying, and other complex chemical and mechanical treat-
ments. For books, treatments range from tipping in an errata sheet to
full conservation rebinding. Conservation is also an appropriate
strategy for preserving certain non-paper media. Conservation of
motion picture film, for example, can include ultrasonic cleaning,
splicing of breaks, and sprocket repair. Conservation activities also
include such activities as pamphlet binding, boxing, enveloping, and
other means of protective enclosure.
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Collections conservation is the treatment and protective enclosure
of materials that are valuable in the aggregate (e.g., the literature of a
subject area or period, posters of a particular genre). An individual
item is more important as it relates to other materials in the collec-
tion than it is as a disassociated object. Typically, 19th and 20th-cen-
tury books and journals in circulating collections are the focus of a
collections conservation program. While collections conservation
techniques are often complex, items with similar problems can be
grouped for batch treatment. Significant numbers of materials are
conserved armually (tens of thousands in a large research library)
using archival-quality materials and techniques. The goal is to pre-
serve large collections of scholarly significance and therein to im-
prove the library's overall service performance.

Special collections conservation is the treatment of materials that,
while they may be important because of their relationship to larger
collections, also have intrinsic value (and sometimes great monetary
value) as isolated objectsmuch as do important pieces in museum
collections. They may be valuable because they are rare, unique,
were owned by an important person, are very beautiful or for other
historical or aesthetic reasons. Conservation treatments involve ex-
tensive written and photographic documentation and the use of in-
struments such as powerful microscopes. The goal is to protect trea-
sures having extraordinary local or worldwide significance.

REFORMATTING: Reproducing information at risk
Reformatting is the copying of library materials. Deteriorated ob-
jectsbrittle books, for exampleare copied onto more stable mate-
rials (silver halide microfilm, alkaline paper) to preserve informa-
tion. Decaying nitrate negatives are copied onto stable film; motion
picture film is copied to new film or to videotape to protect the origi-
nal from the wear and tear of repeated use; photographs may be re-
photographed using analog or digital means in order to protect origi-
nals from handling; sound recordings are copied to new media to
ensure that they remain usable. Not all copying is motivated by pres-
ervation concerns. New versions are sometimes created to improve
distributability and/or functionality. Scanned text that has been pro-
cessed with Optical Character Recognition software is word-search-
able and can be distributed widely over networks. Conversion of in-
formation to digital form can sometimes create rather than solve
preservation problems.

COMMERCIAL LIBRARY BINDING: Managing the use of
contractual services
Commercial library binding is the binding and rebinding of volumes
in a largely automated commercial facility. In general, journal issues
are bound together to collocate them and to prevent damage and
loss; paperbacks are bound to make them more sturdy for library
use; hardcover books are rebound because they are damaged and do
not merit conservation treatment.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: Achieving hospitable storage
conditions
Creating and maintaining storage conditions that promote the lon-
gevity of collections is the single most beneficial preservation strate-
gy that a library can pursue. Controlling temperature, relative hu-
midity, light, and air quality within appropriate ranges can radically
slow the deterioration of paper, leather, cloth, plastic, and other ma-
terials ubiquitous in libraries. In general, cool, dry, low-light spaces
free of gaseous and particulate pollutants are optimal. Ongoing mon-
itoring of conditions is essential to maintaining preservation-quality
conditions.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE: Protecting
collections from hazards
Emergency preparedness for libraries involves prevention, prepara-
tion, and response. Prevention is the reduction of risk, including in-
specting, maintaining, and repairing library buildings. Preparation
involves writing a disaster plan, assembling essential supplies, de-
veloping communications channels with essential service providers,
and training staff to react effectively. Response is the skillful salvag-
ing of collections damaged as the result of minor destructive inci-
dents and catastrophic events.

STAFF AND USER EDUCATION: Protecting collections through
teaching
The goal of preservation education programs is to build awareness
within the library user community of the fragile, irreplaceable nature
of research library collections, and to teach and encourage improved
care and handling practices. Printed materials, training sessions,
seminars, and conferences are typical communications vehicles em-
ployed for this purpose.
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APPENDIX IV
Expenditure Trends in ARL Libraries, 1986-2000
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APPENDIX V
Non-print Holdings in ARL University Libraries

ARL university libraries report the following holdings as of June 30,
1999. Data are compiled from ARL Web site (http:/ /
fisher.lib.virginia.edu/newarl/).

Type of holding # of libraries responding # of holdings
Microform units 111 455,866,843

_ .

Government documents 97 41,827,671-

Computer files 102 578,637

Archives and manus. 107 2,361,544

Cartographic materials 106 27,885,352

Graphic materials 101 64,083,533
_

Audio materials 104 5,385,634

Video and film 103 1,335,441
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APPENDIX VI
Comparative Costs for Book Treatments

Comparative CostsOne 300-page Book

Calculated by the Library of Congress Preservation Directorate
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NOTES

Some materials that are microfilmed may subse-
quently be boxed. Objects that are bound may lat-
er be mass deacidified, and selective objects treat-
ed by a conservator this year may be digitized ten
years hence. However, we do not generally think
of various preservation and digitization options as
being logically applied to the same materials in a
library or an archives. By the same token, digitiza-
tion and preservation activities cannot logically be
substituted for one another. For example, digitiza-
tion is not seen as a substitute for deacidification
or conservation. The digitization technology,

aimed at improving access to information, is not
generally applied to the same materials that are
saved in their original format through mass dea-
cidification or conservation. Nor are the materials
selected for deacidification the same materials that
would normally be candidates for reformatting
either through microfilming (due to advanced em-
brittlement of the paper) or through digitization
(to promote much broader public access). Given
these caveats, the relative costs of such activities
continue to be of interest to persons engaged in
managing library collections and archival materi-
als and in making short-range and long-term plans
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(notes, continued)

for preservation and access to media and the infor-
mation it contains.

COSTS
For Binding/Boxing and for Mass Deacidification,
unit costs are rounded off to the nearest dollar; for
each of the other activities in the chart, compara-
tive unit costs are rounded up or down to the
nearest increment of $5.00. For the first six func-
tions, costs include contract, supply, staff and re-
lated administrative costs at LC. The second cate-
gory for digitization, described below in the
context of the RLG DigiNews article under "En-
hanced Digitization," includes averaged costs for
these activities at LC and the National Archives, as
well as project costs from other digitization
projects and from published sources.

CONSERVATION
Hands-on conservation treatment, preventive con-
servation measures, and specialized housings are
generally provided for materials that are both at
risk and a high priority to an institution, as well as
for rare and intrinsically valuable materials
among permanent research collections. Given the
wide variety of formats, media, and treatment
challenges represented in rare books, it is facile to
attempt to present a cost that purports to represent
the "average" expenses incurred for professional
conservation treatment of a single, representative
book. Nevertheless, the $430-per-book "Conserva-
tion" cost given here represents the average, in-
house, Library of Congress cost for treating rare
books between 1998 and 2000 in the Book and Pa-
per Section of the Preservation Directorate's Con-
servation Division. The costs, which generally
ranged from $275 to $720 per volume during that
period, were derived by dividing the total number
of rare books treated into the aggregate costs for
conservation materials, permanent and temporary
staff salaries and benefits, and, when appropriate
for special rare book treatment projects, the costs
incurred by hiring additional conservators as part-
time contractors to supplement LC staff resources.

MASS DEACIDIFICATION
Deacidification is an economical approach to keep-
ing books and unbound paper-based materials
alive and available in usable form. The Library
uses this technology to save important, endan-
gered materials that are central to its mission,
treating acidic and slightly brittle items from the
general and special collections and the Law Li-
brary that must be preserved. Current LC per-
book deacidification cost is $13.40; adding $1.85/
book for selection, book charging, packing, trans-
portation, quality control, and reshelving, the total
cost is $15.25/book.

PRESERVATION FACSIMILE
The exact reproduction of a printed volume, in-
cluding illustrated matter. This was formerly
called "Preservation Photocopying"; but the char-
acterization has been changed because image cap-
ture is now usually accomplished by digital scan-
ning of the original. Printouts on preservation-
quality paper are bound according to library
standards. The cost for a 300-page book represent-
ed here includes aggregated costs for scanning,
covering material and binding, labeling, insertion
of tattle (security) tag, and associated administra-
tive expenses such as invoicing.

DIGITIZATION
Two approaches to digitization serve preservation
and access goals. Base level digitization offers a
method of reformatting at-risk materials like brit-
tle books. Enhanced digitization offers improved
access to materials that have high informational
and/or visual value such as significant manuscript
or graphic collections including, for example, folk-
lore artifacts, grey-scale images, exhibit-quality
photographs, pamphlets, broadsides, scripts, mu-
sic scores, or the correspondence of famous offi-
cials, writers, composers, or scientists. The cost of
enhanced digitization may be justified for special
collection and non-book materials for which re-
search demand is high.

Base Level Digitization: For digitization of at-
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(notes, continued)

risk materials, the LC Preservation Directorate re-
quires high-quality master image files that allow
for a broad range of processing and display op-
tions; economical digitizing methods including
both on-site and off-site capture of disbound mate-
rials; machine-readable, minimally-encoded text
generated by fully automated processes of Optical
Character Recognition and mark-up; and basic
bibliographic description. On-site capture is essen-
tial for rare materials that must be dealt with in-
housei.e. materials that will not be sent off-site
for reformatting. This model provides a baseline of
digital images and text onto which "value-added"
enhancements (such as the essays, finding aids,
and the kinds of exhibits done for American Mem-
ory collections) can later be added. These mini-
mum requirements, without "value-added" en-
hancements or elaborate bibliographic data,
contribute to lower per-page costs. The average
cost for digitizing a book page, including scan-
ning, metadata creation, automated generation of
OCR and minimally-encoded text, and associated
activities, including identifying and preparing ma-
terials, quality control, and project management, is
$5.32. For a brief, 300-page book, this works out to
$1,600.00.

Enhanced Digitization: Costs represent an "ad-
justed average" derived from two rounds of LC/
Ameritech projects, NARA's Electronic Access
Project, and various other projects and published
sources. (See Steven Puglia, "The Costs of Digital
Imaging Projects," RLG DigiNews, Vol. 3, No. 5,
pp.1-6, Oct. 15, 1999.) The cost is derived from a
broad range of digitizing models, which include
low-, medium-, and high-quality digital images;
item-level bibliographic description for various
types of materials; and "value-added" enhance-
ments such as essays, finding aids, or exhibits.
Costs of creating machine-readable texts with
complex SGML-encoding are not included. The
average cost for digitizing a book page, including
scanning, metadata creation, creation of enhance-
ments, and other associated activities such as

identifying and preparing materials, quality con-
trol, and project management, is given as $8.35 in
Table 2 of the DigiNews article referenced above.
For a brief, 300-page book, this works out to
$2,500.00.

As confirmation of this rough $2,500.00 cost esti-
mate for digitizing a small book, see also: Mark Y.
Herring, "10 Reasons Why the Internet Is No Sub-
stitute for a Library," in American Libraries, Vol. 32.
No. 4 (April 2001), pp. 76-78. The author describes
Questia Media, Inc.'s recent expenditure of $125
million, digitizing 50,000 books that are now avail-
able electronically. Again, this comes out to rough-
ly $2,500.00 per book. Note: As with the "base
line" and "enhanced digitization" costs given
above, this does not include the expense of maintain-
ing digital versions over time.
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APPENDIX VII
National Recording Preservation Act of 2000
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FL, R. 4846-2

each sound rirding that is selected for inclusion in the National,
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ri.,4s443--4

(1) coordinate zicti.,:ities L that efrorts of srchiNists
and copyright owners, rind others in the ,public and private
sector are effective and cornpkmentary:
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pr&ICrVation octivitiaa ILV needed, including the efficacy of new
technolo,gics, and roCoMmend solutions to improve these prae-
Uce.R: And

(5) utilize the audiovisual tonservation center of the Liba-ary
o conpqm mt. Culpeper, Virginia, to ensure that preserved
sound recordings inctuded in the National-Recording 'Registry
iire ,64.10rod in s proper moaner and dissemhiated to researchers,
scholars, and the public as may be upproprinte in accordance
with title 17, United State-S.0)4, eml the terms of any agree.
TrientA bal3Avort the Librarian and persons who hold cepyri,ghtn
t a.MICII:mcortirmga,,

BEC. 3:2- PROMMING AccEstuaLtry AND POI1L114.: AWARENKSIII OF
SOIX3,71.1iECO8DTNGS.

me Librarian goat!. carry p14 activities to make sesond
receirdilip included in the National l'tecording Registry more
broadly acceaghle for research and educational purposes and to
&nitrate pubhc awanaruaa4 and support of the Registry and the
coniprelieniak.* notierail sound recording preservation rprogcam
established under Chlia sublitht.

Subtitle CNational Recording
Preservation Board

SEC.32.3. VSTABLISIINTENT.

The Lihnu-ion shah establish. in the Uhrary of Convoss n
:National :Recording Prwiorvatirn Board whose members ,shall be,
selected in aCCOrdanice v i Li tho procedures described in section
122.
S2d- 42240iVtlyrrtiKts7rpr MI:KBE:RS.

(a) SELECT1ONS FRONI LLRTS StitEntrITED ElY ORGANUATION.S.
(I) GENERAL.-irhm Lifirorion shall re9ues4. eenh

an:Ionization descrared in panrgraph (2) te biii a hs4 of
tiu*e ca:ndidadvs qualified to servo as a menther of the Besrd,
The Librarimn hmfl nppoint ,Oinie:ntellilbr (tarn kaeh such list,
nod.shall designote from thnt list art alternate who limy attend
tit Boum! oxponno %One meetings which the inctivithial
appointed 1.0 the Boisrd cannot cittend,,

(2) ORMANIZATION`9 1)FaCKEIED,The orpnitotions
described in this paragraph sirens fellows:

(A) Natio:lel Academy of-Recording Arts and Sciences
(NARA'S).

(B) Bt'coccring Indluolry Association or America (MAN).
(C) As:iodation for Recorded Sound Collections (ARS,C).
(D) Alnerican Society of Censposors, Authors and Pub-

lishers (ASCAP)_
(E) Bre.futcaNt MuiLc, Inc. (13M1),
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OP) Sonecritars Association (SSAC).,
(0) Amerman Federation of,MUsicians (AF of M)
(11)Mu.sit Library Moodstion,
a) American Musiceley'cal Society.
(J).Nictienal, Arehivf..ts and Record Adminisitatiom
00 National Associatien of Recording Merehenclisers

NARI4
CD-Society ibr Etiummusicolegy.
(M) American Folklore Sudety.
(N) Crountry Fwahdcitkot
(0)Audik. Engineering Sxk:ty (AES).
(P) National Academy orPoplitharNuilEc.

Digital Media. Association (DIMA)..
1,114 Oritttt MIENdlakit&-An addition to the Anembers Appointed

under: sdhsection (e), the Libmrian may appoint not more than
'ftve Memisyrs,at-large. The Librarian OMB select adfl alternate: for
eikh, soeMber.Judoarga, Who :Moly atteMd at Board expense those
ntentintothnt tht mernher.alt.Largocaniont, attend,

(c) CitanikrTht Librailan Alta appoint one Metinbor of the
.Beard tenet* as Chain

(d) TEM OF OFPUE.
(I) TERNIS,--,The. trJii of eailt member of the Board shall

he 4 y6ori i. expept that there shall be no limit to the number
ofternts that Any tridividnai memherMay dtrkeiL.

4,2) 'REMOVAL OF ximsrmit OF ocadoilo.cnorii:---The. Librarlim
hii havo the Diuthority,to CtieVe any meMber of the Beard

in the caso.4 a member Appointed ,under subsection (6:10),
tbe artunitation dist. such Member represents) if the 'al:timber
Or Orgintitation over any consecutive 2lear period fails te
Attond ot.least one regularly Scheduled :Beard meeting,

(14 VACANcIES,:--A Vacancy in the Beard shalt be inled
in the manner in which the original appointment was .made
under subseetinn (e).. exCept that the Librarian may fill the
vocancy troni n .114. ef coudidetes proiously submitted by the
Organixatten: or organiaiitions ijth ed Aiy member appeulted
to fill a vocancY shalt no Appointed for t o remainder of the
Cella of the takomiwate.8 priAfttinimie.

SK. '123, SERVICE OF kif.2401.11410NthWETIN4.18.:

(0) RF:PsilAnt-SENIENT OF 1;17,FIEN8B8,Moubers of the Board shall
mime. whout poy hat ITIVy receive traVel expenses, including per
diem in lieu of obsiatonvo Fa accordance with seolons 002 :and
6701 of title 5 United SOWS Code:,

(b) CoNtuar ftrINTErwmThe .Librarian shall establish rules
and procedures LO addri piny pAtential 4}0aLlieti of interest betw,cen
a member or the Board and tesponsihilitUn of tho

MEENENGS.-41* Bithrd Ontal spw I 413. Iiai.L on.co each feal
rar, Meetings Shall be atihe cell atilt Libronen.

Qvoitu)4,Eleven meinhers tit the Board shall constitula
n ;Ingram for tlielmnsactionalbuidness.

41, IM5F0,7.4811BILITIB8 OF BOARD.

(14. 1.11NIEVi A.:41) ABPONIMWDATCON OF NOMINATIONS FOB
NATIONAg. ReOORDEK43 REGISTRY4

( bi GE-NEML,The Board shall review nominations a
sound recordings submitted to it for inclusion in the Natinnal
Recording RegiStty and advise the Librarian, asi provide& tn
aubtitlo A. with respect to the inclusion of such recordiings
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In the Registry end the preservation -of these and other sound
recordings that aro culturally, historkally, or aesthetically
significant,

(2) 'tiotritcg OF 1401 D:s.TIONS.-The Board shall consdder
for inchiSion in the National Recording Registry tiominations
submitted by the general public as well as 'representatdves
of sound recording archives .and the ,sound recording industry
(such as the guilds and societies ropresenthig sound recording
Artists) endother creative artists.
(b) STUDY s3.10 REPoirr o. SOimil REDGROING 1PR843876WATJON

/OW RES-IstiltratoN,,--The Beard shall conduct a study and issue
n report on the following jFielles.:

(1) The elirrent StAte. of sound recording oeadvh44:,
preservation and restoration activities.

(2) 'Taking into account the r P.44,: r4 rid othcr activities
carried out by or on beltolr of the NatiorW Audio:Visual Can .
sem ation. Center ot Culpeper, Virginin....

(A) the methodology 'and standards needed. to mike
the transition Nib analog "open reel" preiervation of &sound
recordings to digital preservation Or sound recordings:, and

(B) standards for access to preserved mord recordings
bv researchers, educators, and other Interested parties.
(th The establisinnent of clear siondsrds for copying old

sound recordings (including equipment specilications and
equshizatiou guidelineis).

(1). Current laws und restrictions regandlng the use of
archives of Hound recordfinEs, including rocanwaendritions ler
changes in such kiwis, ond rtLzctioru to enalrle the Library
ol Congre,0 ondl other iienproht inEtitutions rn tho Solci or
sound recording proservution to make their conections availoblo
Co Niteuedvero fr3 o digital format,

(51 CopyriKki and other towo erplicohk to the proservn tion
or sbund recordings,

c. 121 . CENERAL POWERS OF BOARD.

fdi IN CrIZNEFIA3-AThe Beard may, for tbil purpwe ef carrving
out its &Ales, llold suill hearings, int nail aet at Ruch timee and
places, take such twitlinony, And reocive such evidenCe, PI!? the
1,1br1krian and the Ikaud ccautidcr appropriate.

f,b) SERVICT 07;+ FOUNDATION,Two sitting inembors or ow
tionrd nholl be appointed lw the Librorian and shall serve as
menthers of the beard or airectors of the National Reiordint
PrescOotion Peoridotion, in accordance with section .152403.o1
30, United $tates Cede.

Subtitle D-41,enerai Provisions
;EC. 34.L. DEVINITCONS.

As used in this title;
(1) The torn) "Librarian" meami the Librarian of Congress.
(2) The term "Beard" means the National. Recording

Preservation Boned,
(3) The term *Sound recording"' has the meaning given

such term in section 101 oftitie 17, Lirdted Ststes.Code.
(4) The term "publication" tits the meaning given aneh

term in section 1011 of title 17, United States Code.
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(5) The term "Tlegistry rion iiieei with respect to
a koound moon-ling, Lbu, version cif a recerding first published
Or offered fer IFLOSS distribution whether a i publication or

brendcoat, or Olg SDOmpkto verBilni, as bona fide preservation
and rootomtien activities by the Librarian, an archterist other
than the Lihrorion, or the oopyright &Mier tan comp&
in those Cases where the original materiat has theen
irretrievably lost or ihe recording puhrishad.

SEC. 132.STAFFIWE1tts AND CaSata..TANTit.

(a) SUFF.The Librarian may appoint and, fix the .pey of

nut than titio.
tmth personnel an the- Librarian considers appropriate to carry

(41 IF;XPERTS ANI) COMLTAM.The Librarian may, in car-
rYing out this title, prochre .ternporary and intermittent services
under nection 3109(b) of title 5,, United States Gode,'Intt et. rates
(Or indixidwalo not to oxce thoU daily equivalent of the maximum
nate of boc pay payable for level 15 of the General SChedule.
In nu cast) MaY member of the 'Board (including an alternote
member) bo ;mid 05 Tin import or consult:ant under this settion.

taS. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS,

Thera orel nuthoriied to be oppropiietted to the Librarian for
each of the tirtit 7 fiscal years beginning on or after the date
Of the ertnidimeni of this Mk such SUM as may be necessary 'to
carry out this titlo, except that the amount authorized for any
riacal year mny not exceed Vall),OCKG

TITLE IINATIONAL REC.ORIANG
PRESERVATION FOUNDATION

SEC, 201.. NATIONAL FtECORDING PliElptFRVATIONitaGNDATION.

(JO L GENERAL,Tark B of subtitle 11 of tide SG, United States:
Code, is amended by inserthig after chapter an the following:

sCRAMM ;1524.NATIONAL RECORDING
PnsefiVATION FOUNDATION

,"iior,
2401- OgrariiriSkri,

`36240:r2..Prillsast.
"MIMI 1345.ird ur ditcetAnia,
-35z404. Offiarli ciri4 rimpluyrra.
912.105. Porres.
"1=406. Prim:pal atm.

2,401, Provision arid aceitpidneglitittuppart b urCetogrops.
gioir 08. &Tyke of proctu.
151409, CIA onion by Atiorrioy Cenarol tar ticiuluiltilit rad.
162414. y' UriMd Stilt& erruriona
'1524 / Authorizmitm o(approprimioca,
9624 2. ium.-.161N=1,

".'11152401.,. Orgonization
'10) I...F.10E11AL CHARTER.TTho Natiarrol Recording Presermtion

Foundation (in this chapter, the ''corporation') is a federally char-
tered our 9ratian.

"(b) NATURE OP CORPORATION.The corporation is a charitable
and aanprora torpora,tion and is not on wricy or establishment
of the United Staten Government,
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IPEIHTVIVAL EXISTENt.2.Excepit ha o hcrwiio provided, the
corporation has perpetual existence..

116202. Purposes
"The purpoaaa of the Corporation are" to

ti) encenrege, accept, end admininter priivate Oils to pro-
mote and ensure the presenntion ond public accessibility or
the nailomea sound recording heritage held at the t...ibrary or
Cangnoia nod other public and .nono.rora: archivo.5 throughout
the United States.; and

"12) further the Eouls or the Library of Congress arid the
National Recording Preservation Board hi cormection with their
activitio..1 under the Nationot &carding Prceemition Act: cif660,

"1.115.244:13. Roand of direeterig
"CO cgiNg.its,L.--=The bootil of direcsom is the governing body

or the corporation.
Mrs1ni3s.8 oi.Nn APPoiNnitiN-r..(1) The Librarian of Cen-

,grese (herceiter in this chapter referred to as the librarian') is
on ex officio nonvoting inMfber or the, board Not later Elect 90
daya after the date or the enactment cr.thia chapter, the Librarian
Audi appoint the directors to tiw. board in accordance. With flora-
graph (2),

'1.20). The board coneilsia of nine directors.
"41]) Each director ellen bee United States citizen.
"(C) At least eix.directers-sh011 bP knowledgeable or experienced

in sound recording production, distribution, 'presen,ption, or restore-
thin, iirechiding two 'who ere altsing members of the National
Recording Pie,serration 'BoantL -Tficae six direetora ahall, to the
extent practicable, regiresen t. diverse, poihts of view rrom the inaued
recording community,

"(5) A director La not an emplpyce ef the Library of Congress
ond ,appeintment to the board does not constitute appointment

ao ofricar. pr empleyee or the 13'311:Led Stator; 'Covontroent: for
the purpose of any law of Ow United States,

"(4) The terms et office or the directers are 4 yours. An Bnli
vidual may 11101. ficrVit MOTO than two consecutive Lams.

'15) A. recency orithe board shalt '611 filled in tho :mariner
in which the original appointment Wititt made,

."(P) CIEMEI--The Larnririn Shell appoint oi e. a the directore
as the initial chair or the beard for e 2-yeUlt tetnt. Thereatfter,
the Chair shell appeinted ond removed in accordance with the,
bylaws ,r the corporotion.

-(4 QuaRun,--The ritiniber of directors constituting a trao:rum
of the board shall he established under the .bylaws of ti2e corix1ra,
tiAnk

"CO MEETINGS,--Tha boar4 shalt meet ikt the, call of the
Ulbrarien kr regalariY scheduled

"O() REINIEURSgMENT (-0) PIP'ktV.W.$-.Directors shall serve with-
out compensation but may receive travel .esperises, .inchuling per
diem, in lleu of aubeietence in accordance with Sections 57152 and
6703 Of title S.

"40 Iman.nrY OF DEREorOks.Diredon5 pro not persourAly
CLUblo, excipt for.grom negliwate.

12 2
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"1.152404- Officers and employees
la) SECRITPARY ()Pim ktrilti).al The Librorion shod appoint

,f,tecretary o( the liostrd to serve as executive direeter ot' tha,
corporation. The Librarian may remoVe the.Secreta*,..

4.(2) The Secretary shall he knowledgeable and experienced
i.n frilaters

-(A) sound recording presServation and restoration activities;
18) financial management; and
'^tC) fundraisi ng.ib AP ir OP OFFJORIM--Except as provided in sub-

section (a) o( this aection., the board of directors appoints, reltiViTS,
and roplacan Wipers a the corpormtion.

APPOnkrniltrr OP EMPLOYEES.Exeopt aa provided in sub-
section (a) of this section, the Secretary appoints, removes, and
replaces empLoyees of the corporation..

"(d) StATthi w CONIVENEATION OF Ilstri.oyggs..Empleyeem
of the corporation (including the Secretary).

-(1). are not einplayce.s or thiu Library of (;engress;
"(2). sludl be appointod and romend without mord to

the prevhden-1 erUtio 5 governing appointments in the vorapeti-
.(ivo service; and

13) may he paid without regard, to chaptor 5.1 end .Sitb-
chopter ILI of chapter 53 of .title 5, except that an employee
may, not be paid more than the annual rate Of basic pay for
level "15 of the General Schedule under section 5'1.07 of title

11424044 Powers
"(a) GENERAL...Mho corporation MEV--

m(0 adopt in tornititutioa and hyllawo;
"(2') adopt a xpid which shalt be judicially noticed; and
13) do any Other act necessary to carry out this chapter.

"th) 150wEle3. Tittx,wrzsro carry cut it§ purposes, the cor-
poration has the usual powers of u corporation acting as a trustee
in the District of Columbia, induding the power

"(1) to veCept, receive, sokcit, hold, administer, and use
any gilt, devise . or bequest, either absolutely or in trust, of
property or any income frorn or other interest in property;

"(2] to acquire property or an interest in property by pur-
chase or exchange;

13) uniteto.otheirwitio rialuired by en instrument of tran.sferi.
to so% donate, tovie,:invest, or otherwise dispose of any prop-
erty or intiMne from property;

(4) to borrow :money and issue instruments of ,indebted-
now

15) to make contracts and other Erriabgementa with public
RgenCiO4 and private organizations and persons and to mike
payments necessary to carry out its functions;

15) tasue and lx stied; And
17) to do any other pet necessary and proper to earry

out the rearpimes of tho corporation.
ENCUMEEKED C RESTtnellEn Gnrrs,.A gift, devise, or

bequeSt may be accepted by the ctorporation even thoup It ia
AN5cvmbered, rt.nc.ed or subject to beneficial interests ol private
persons, if any current or future interest Ls for the benefit of
the corporation,
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1152406. Principtil'office
"The pirincipai office ef the corporation MIMI be in the Distrkt

of Columbia. However, the corporation may conduct business
(hroughout the &Well, territeries, and possessions a the United
States,

bl1,62407. Provision and acceptance of support by Librorino
of Congress

n rutiosilar02., as" wIltRARIAN.....41:1) The Librarian may poolde
personnel, facilitie s. and other . adadabitrative services to the ,cor-
poration. Administrative servkes moy include rebiebursente4 of
expenses under section 152403(f),

"(2) The .corporation. Shall reimburse the Librarian for Stimport
provided under paragraph (1) of this slilh.S*CtiOii. AttOlalitS
reimbursed shall be deposited En the -Trinuterv to the eredft: a
the appropriwitens then elerifein and chargeable fee the mat el
providing the support.

"41) Atiatem.x.ca: I3 LialuimAN.The Librarien may ncoept,
without regard to clioptent 44 and 51 and,'subchoptcr EU or thetr
5:1 of titte 5 and feinted restrielionat, the nervicon of the corporation
anti its &Naar's., officers, and employee% na volunteer* in per,
fencing funtitons authorized under dna Chapter, willow. cornaerme,
Ulm from the Library oiConvess,.

11.1 =Oft- Service' of process
"Me corpetatkai shall hwop a. ,detagnritcd agaRt to recipioq

Serike of iiremVASI (or the cc.rpottetton. Notice to or service en th&
agent, or mailed t4 btMtneli8. Oddretid of thu nL ill itotict
to or nor:vice on the cerporilaolri.

:t52409. Civil, action by Attorney General 'for equitable
relief

'The Attorney Central ,may bring: a civil eclibb En the United
States Disniet Conri for the iiistrict of Cekantria ter opproptiate
equitable relief lithe corporittion

"(1) engages or threatens to engage in any art, practice,
or policy that is inconsistent with the purposes: in section
152402 of this title: or

4'12) rarefies, faits, er negiectit to cany out its obtigritEons
under this chapter or threatens to eloso.

11624111 Immunity of 1nitc4Statteireavernment
'The United States Covertunent is not habit!, ler any delta,

defautts, acts, or omissions of the corporatioo .. fun faith rind
credit Of the CoVertiment does hot extend td us142,, 6611gatiknb of
the, corporation.

nu 1, Authorization or ',appropriations
u. Alin014/ZATION.Theft else authibrixed to be appropriated

to the corporation, for each of the (irk 7 fiscal years beginning
on or aikr the dote of the enaCtroent 0f this chapter an ame.unt
not to exceed the amount a privelle contributions (whether in
CLIrren;) aervleoa e propertY1 reticle te the corporation try prin:eita
persons and State and load govenitnents.

LIINLITAT1ON Rittimm, TO ArnaiNtsniferivs: EXPENSIES.--,
Except as permitted wtder section 162401, ananints au.tlioriired
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under this liadion may not be eaed by Ow corporntion datranb-
trntivo expenses of tho corporation, indwiting wAterieS, trowel,
tronsportntion, and overhead imperises,
i 152412 Annwd ribtaprt

"As soon es practicable oiler the end of each fiscal mr, the
corporation shall submit a report to the Librargan for tronsmissktri
Ito CAsigress on the activities of the corptiretion during the prior
fiscal year, including a compiete stater:unit of its receipts, expendi-
tures, and inveStmentb".

CLAtitt:CAL AMENOWatcr..---The tattle of chapters for, part 1:1
of subtitle H of title 313, United States Code, is mended by irisorting
after the Rein relating to chapter in3 the 'follewing new item:
'Um PaAdtrinal Retertilsig Prxtroirvialtni Pibutnaldiabim ------ town,

SPeaker af the HOVAil pfR primerargetvesi.

WU' Pre.31deni afthe Unlied auks and
Pretidenut r4Uic Striak.
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